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w________w
[wdwGwdwI]
[dwdpdw$w]
[wdwhwdwd]
[dPdw1wdw]
[w0wiw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdp0Bdw0]
[dwHwdwgw]
w--------w

1st Prize

Živko Janevski

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#2   3 solutions       (6+10)

w________w
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdw4r0wd]
[dPdkdwdw]
[wdNHw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[BdPdwdwI]
[dwdRdwdw]
w--------w

2nd Prize

Christer Jonsson

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#2   2 solutions         (8+6)

w________w
[wdw4rdwd]
[dw)Pdwdw]
[pdkdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[PdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w

3rd Prize

J.J. Lois & J.M. Kapros

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#2   4 solutions         (5+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dRdndwdw]
[wdwdBdwd]
[dwdwdwIw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
w--------w

Special Prize

Aleksandr Bakharev

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#2   2 solutions         (4+2)

w________w
[wdw$wdwd]
[dwdwdwIB]
[bdwgNdwd]
[dwdwdrdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dndkdwdr]
[wdwdndwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
w--------w

Honorable Mention

Franz Pachl

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#2   2 solutions         (5+7)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwgwdwdw]
[w0pdwdwd]
[0kdwdwdK]
[w1Nhwdwd]
[dw0R0wdw]
[wdwdRdwd]
[dwhwdBdw]
w--------wH#2   3 solutions       (5+10)

Honorable Mention

Milan R. Vukcevich

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

1st Prize – (Živko Janevski) The change of pin is shown in three solutions. In the diagram, the
white Rook is pinned by the black Queen, while in the solutions, the white Rook is pinning the

black Queen resulting in pin-mates. Surprisingly good construction. I. 1.Qd5 Rg5 2.Kc5 Nb3#,

II. 1.Qe4 Re7 2.Ke3 Bb6#, III. 1.Qe3 Rg3 2.Kc3 Bf6#

2nd Prize – (Christer Jonsson) Attractive taking of the white rear-battery pieces with nice

tries. Black thematic pieces participate in both solutions--a sign of good construction. I. 1.Re1

(Re4?) Ne6+ 2.Rxd1 Nd2#, II. 1.Ra6 (Rc6?) Nd6+ 2.Rxa2 Nb3#

3rd Prize – (Jorge J. Lois & Jorge M. Kapros) Unusual cycle of white moves (AB-BC-CD-
DA) with white Queen promotions. Although the theme is well known, the composition feels

fresh and pleasant. I. 1.Kb7 dxe8Q a 2.Rb8 cxb8Q# b, II. 1.Rb8+ cxb8Q b 2.Rc8 dxc8Q# c,

III. 1.Rc8 dxc8Q c 2.Rd8 cxd8Q# d, IV. 1.Kd6 cxd8Q d 2.Ke6 dxe8Q# a

Fadil Abdurahmanović 60 Jubilee Tourney

There were 153 compositions submitted:  61 twomovers, 46 threemovers, and 46 more-

movers. The quality of compositions was very high, and I had a hard time rating them objec-
tively. Honorable Mentions and Commendations are not rated. They were of similar quality,

and it seemed to me more just not to rate them. Many thanks to all participants. Special thanks

to Dan Meinking who conducted the tourney on the highest level.

H#2  (Twomovers)
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Special Prize – (Aleksandr Bakharev) Pin-unpin ODT combination with exceptionally eco-
nomic construction--only six pieces. I. 1.Ke5 Rb7  2.Nf6 Re7#, II. 1.Kc6 Bf5  2.Nc7 Bd7#

Honorable Mention – (Franz Pachl) I. 1.Kc4 Bxf5  2.Bg3 Bd3#, II. 1.Ke3 Rxd6  2.Rb5 Rd3#

Honorable Mention – (Milan R. Vukcevich) I. 1.Ndxe2 Nb2 2.Ng1 Rd5#, II. 1.Nxd3 Ra2

2.Nc5 Nd6#, III. 1.Qxc4 Rxc3  2.Qa4 Rb2#

w________w
[Kdbdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdp]
[w0NiBdwd]
[dwdwdp)w]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[w0wdwdw$]
[$wdwdw4w]
w--------

Honorable Mention

Živko Janevski

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#2   4 solutions         (7+9)

w________w
[wdw4wdwG]
[dwdwdwdK]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdwHw0p]
[wdPiwhpd]
[0wdNdn!w]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwdRdrgw]
w--------w

Honorable Mention

Michal Dragoun

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#2   2 solutions      (8+11)

w________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dw0pgwdw]
[ndRdwdwd]
[0R1kdp0Q]
[n0w0rdpd]
[)w)wdwdw]
[wdNdbdBd]
[dwdwdwdr]
w--------wH#2   2 solutions       (8+16)

Honorable Mention

L. Togookhuu

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

Honorable Mention – (Živko Janevski) I. 1.dxe6 Rc1  2.Kd5 Rd2#, II. 1.dxc6 Rd1+ 2.Ke5
Re2#, III. 1.Kxc6 Ra5  2.d6  Rc2#, IV. 1.Kxe6 Ra7  2.d5 Rh6#

Honorable Mention – (Michal Dragoun) I. 1.Nxd3 Nd7+  2.Ne5 Qxd3#, II. 1.Nxe5 Nb2+
2.Nd3 Qxe5#

Honorable Mention – (L. Togookhuu) I. 1.Ke5  Qh2+  2.Rf4 cxd4#, II. 1.Kxc6 Qh6+  2.Qd6
Nxd4#

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdq)wd]
[dwdwhwhb]
[wdwdwiNd]
[dwdw4wdw]
[wdBdwdwd]
[dwdKGw4w]
w--------w

Commended

N.Veliky & E.Samotugov

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#2   3 solutions         (5+7)

w________w
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w4kdwdwd]
[dpdwdndw]
[wdwdR0qd]
[dpGwdRdw]
[rdBdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------wH#2   2 solutions         (5+8)

Commended

Valery Gurov

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdkdw)wg]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[w0wdNdwd]
[dwdwdBdw]
[whq$wdwd]
[dw4w4wGw]
w--------w

Commended

M.Witztum, S.Shamir, U.Avner

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#2   2 solutions         (6+8)

Commended – (Nikola Veliky & Evgeny Samotugov) I. 1.Rf3  Ne3  2.Qg4 Nd5#, II. 1.Nef3
Ne5  2.Bg4 Ng6#, III. 1.Ngf3 Nf2  2.Rg4 Nh3#

Commended – (Valery Gurov) I. 1.Qxf3 Bb4  2.Qxe4 Bxe4#, II. 1.Rxc2 Rd4  2.Rxc4 Rxc4#

Commended – (Menachem Witztum, Shaul Shamir, Uri Avner) I. 1.Red1 Rxd7 (Bb6?)

2.Nd3 Nc5#, II. 1.Qc3  Bb6  (Rxd7?)  2.Be3 Nd6#
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Commended – (Dieter Mül-

ler) I. 1.Nbxd2 Bc5  2.Ne4

Nc2#, II. 1.Bxd2  Rd5  2.Bf4

Nf3#

Commended – (Christer

Jonsson) I. 1.bxc5 Nd6 2.Kd4
Nxc6#, II. 1.Bxe7 Bd6+ 2.Kf5

Bd3#, III. 1.Rxc4 d3 2.Rd4

Bd6#, IV. 1.Bxe8 d6 2.Kf6
Bd4#, V. 1.Bxd5 Be3  2.Be4

d4#

w________w
[wdw$w4wd]
[Gwdwdwdb]
[wdqdwdwd]
[gwdwdwdw]
[rdwHwdwI]
[0ndwdwdw]
[wdw)pdwd]
[dwdwindw]
w--------w

Commended

Christer Jonsson

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

Commended

Dieter Müller

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#2   2 solutions      (5+10)

w________w
[wdwdNgw1]
[dwdwHwdw]
[w0bdwdPd]
[dwGPiw0w]
[wdBdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Kdw)wdwd]
[dw4wdwdw]
w--------wH#2   5 solutions         (8+8)

H#3 (Threemovers)

w________w
[w4qdwhRG]
[dwdw0pdn]
[wdwdpdw0]
[dwgwdkdp]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[rdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

1st Prize

Milan R. Vukcevich

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3   2 solutions       (3+14)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[wdwhwdwd]
[dwHw$qdw]
[wdwdbiBh]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------wH#2½   2 solutions         (5+5)

2nd Prize

Marjan Kovačević

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney w________w
[wdwgwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw$pd]
[dwdndpdw]
[rdwGwdwI]
[dwdPdwdP]
[wHw)P0wd]
[dwdwir1n]
w--------w

3rd Prize

Mike Prcic

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3   2 solutions       (8+10)

1st Prize – (Milan R. Vukcevich) Beautiful combination of pins, tempo-moves, and white
King checks excellently constructed. I. 1.Bc2 Rg7 (Bg7?) 2.Kf6 Kh2 3.Bf5+ Rg2#, II. 1.Rf2

Bg7 (Rg7?) 2.Kg6 Kg1 3.Rf5+ Bd4#

2nd Prize – (Marjan Kovačević) Very original sacrifices of white Rook and Bishop in an ex-

cellent construction. I. 1...Bh3 2.Qxh3 Ne6+ 3.Kg4 Rg5#, II. 1...Rd5 2.Qxd5 e3+ 3.Ke5 Nd7#

3rd Prize – (Mike Prcic) Clean unpinnings of white Rook and Bishop, spiced with black

King’s switchbacks. I. 1.Ne7 Re6 2.Kxd2 Re4 3.Ke1 Bc3#, II. 1.Nb4 Be3 2.Kxe2 Bg5 3.Ke1

Re6#

4th Prize – (Valery Gurov) Original reciprocal unpinnings of bQc5 and bRd5. This composi-

tion would score higher if the play was better. I. 1.Qxb6 c7 2.Qxd6 c8Q 3.Rxe5 Qc4#, II.
1.Rxd6 cxb7 2. 2.Rxb6 bxa8Q 3.Qc3 Qe4#

Special Prize – (Drago Bišćan) The most appropriate showing of all four castlings. The black
Queen is the key and the heart of this composition. I. 1...O-O  2.Qb1 Raxb1 3.O-O-O Rfc1#, II.

1...O-O-O  2.Qxh2 Rxh2  3.O-O Rg1#
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w________w
[rgwdwdwI]
[dndpdwdw]
[pGP$pdw0]
[dw1r)wdp]
[w)wiwdwd]
[dndP0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

4th Prize

Valery Gurov

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3   2 solutions      (7+13)

w________w
[r1wdkdw4]
[dwdpdpdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[pdwdPdw)]
[$wdwIwdR]
w--------w

Special  Prize

Drago Bišćan

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney w________w
[kdwdNdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdpdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dBdKdw$w]
w--------wH#2½   2 solutions      (5+8)

Honorable Mention

Christer Jonsson

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3   2 solutions         (4+3)

Honorable Mention – (Christer Jonsson) I. 1.c2+ Kd2  2.cxb1R Nd6  3.Rb8 Ra1#, II. 1.f2

Nf6  2.fxg1B Nd7  3.Ba7 Be4#

Honorable Mention – (E. Vaulin) I. 1.Bf5+ Kf7 2.Be4+ Nf5 3.Bf3 Ng3#, II. 1.Kf3+ Kxf8

2.Ke4+ Nf7 3.Kf5 Nd6#

Commended – (Viktor Chepizhny) I. 1.Nxa5 Nd2  2.Nc4 Nb3  3.Nb6  Na5#, II. 1.Nxd4 Ne3

2.Nb3 Nf5  3.N3c5 Nd4# Tries: 1.N7~/N5~? Ne3  2.Nb7/Nb5 Nf5  3.??? Ne7#

Commended – (Michael Barth) I. 1.Rc4 Bg6 2.Bb6 Kd6  3.Kd4 Nc2#, II. 1.Rg5 Bc6  2.Ng6+

Ke6  3.Kf4 Ng2#

Commended – (Živko Janevski) I. 1.Rdd5 Bxe4 2.Kxe4 Nb5  3.Kxe5 Re1#, II. 1.Bd5  Rxd4

2.Kxd4 Nc6+  3.Kc4  Bf1#

w________w
[wdwdwdw4]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwiwdbdR]
[w0wdwdwI]
[dwdw1wdw]
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwdwgwdw]
w--------w

Honorable Mention

Franz Pachl

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3   2 solutions         (3+8)

w________w
[wdbdwdwd]
[dBdwdwdw]
[wdwdpdwI]
[dwdndwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdw0]
[4Rgwdwdk]
w--------w

Honorable Mention

Valery Gurov

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3   2 solutions         (3+9)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0w)pdw]
[pdBdrHwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdb)pdKd]
[gw)k4wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdqdw]
w--------w

Honorable Mention

J.J. Lois & J.M. Kapros

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3   2 solutions       (6+10)

Honorable Mention – (Franz Pachl) I. 1.Kc4 Rxh8  2.Qb3 Rh5  3.Bd3 Rc5#, II. 1.Kd6 Bxe1
2.Bd7 Bf2  3.Qe6 Bc5#

Honorable Mention – (Valery Gurov) I. 1.Rxb1 Ba6 2.Be3 Be2  3.Bg1 Bf3#, II. 1.Bxb7
Rxb2  2.Ne3 Rf2  3.Ng2 Rf1#

Honorable Mention – (Jorge J. Lois & Jorge M. Kapros) I. 1.Rxf6 Bxe4+ 2.Kxe4 e8N
3.Qd3 Nxf6#, II. 1.Rxc6 Nxe4 2.Kxe4 e8B 3.Bd3 Bxc6#
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w________w
[w4bdKgwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdpH]
[dwdPdwGw]
[wdw)wdp)]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdk4wd]
[dwdn1wdw]
w--------w

Honorable Mention

E.Vaulin

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3   2 solutions       (6+11)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dndpdwIw]
[wdkdwdwd]
[)ndpdwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwdPGw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdwdNdw]
w--------w

Commended

Viktor Chepizhny

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3   2 solutions         (7+5)

w________w
[wdwdBdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[qdwdwdw4]
[dp4wdwdw]
[wdwgwhpd]
[dw0wiw0w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Michael Barth

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3   2 solutions       (3+10)

w________w
[wdwdwdqd]
[Hwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dw4w)pdK]
[wdw4b0wd]
[0p0wiwdw]
[wdwdwdBd]
[dwdRdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Živko Janevski

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3   2 solutions       (5+11)

w________w
[rgwdbdwd]
[dphpdw0w]
[wdPIwdPd]
[dPdwdpdw]
[Pdw0kdwd]
[dwdw0qdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Marcel Tribowski

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3   2 solutions       (5+12)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwgw]
[whwdwdpd]
[dwdkGw)w]
[P)pdwIwd]
[dpdPdwdw]
[whwdPdwd]
[dwdbdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Oltean Gligor

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3   3 solutions         (7+9)

Commended – (Marcel Tribowski) I. 1.Rxa4 cxb7  2.Ra8 bxa8R  3.d3 Ra4#, II. 1.Bxg6 cxd7
2.Be8 dxe8B  3.f4 Bg6#

Commended – (Oltean Gligor) I. 1.Bf8 b5 a 2.Bb4 e4+ b 3.Kc5 d4# c, II. 1.Kc6 e4 b 2.Bg4
d4  c 3.Bd7 b5# a, III. 1.Bc2 d4 c 2.Bf5 b5  a 3.Be6 e4# b

H#n (Moremovers)

1st Prize – (Milan R. Vukcevich) Attractive echo-play by white Bishops using almost the
whole board. Excellent construction. Composition which should impress most everyone. I.

1.Nh6 Bb1 2.Kb5 Be3 3.Qa4 Bg1 4.Ba5 Bd3#, II. 1.Ng1 Bh6 2.Kb6 Bf5 3.Kc7 Bh3 4.Qb6

Bf4#

2nd Prize – (Dan Meinking & Rolf  Wiehagen) Known and popular theme with consecutive

white Grimshaws extended by one half move. With this extension, Grimshaw is transformed
into white Indian. Excellent construction. I. 1...Re2  2.Kc4 Rxa2+  3.Kb3 Rf2  4.Bb1 Be2

5.Ka2 Bc4# , II. 1...Be2  2.Ke4 Bxg4+  3.Kf4 Bd1  4.g5 Re2  5.Kg4 Re4#

3rd Prize – (Tichomir Hernadi) Circling by the white Rook over the longest and the shortest

square, well constructed. Important accomplishment in the circling theme. I. 1...Ra1 2.Kb8

Rh1 3.Ka7 Rh8 4.Ka6 Ra8#, II. 1...Ra7 2.Kb8 Rxb7+ 3.Ka8 Rb8+ 4.Ka7 Ra8#
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w________w
[wdwgwdn4]
[1pdwdwdB]
[wdbdwdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dw0wdp0w]
[pdwdndwd]
[4wGwdwdK]
w--------w

1st Prize

Milan R. Vukcevich

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#4   2 solutions       (3+14)

2nd Prize

D.Meinking & R.Wiehagen

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#4½   2 solutions      (4+9)

w________w
[Rdwdwdwd]
[dpiwdwdw]
[w0Bdwdwd]
[dwhpdwdw]
[wdpdpdbd]
[dwhwdpdw]
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

3rd Prize

Tichomir Hernadi

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3½   2 solutions    (3+10)

w________w
[wdwhwdbd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdqd]
[dpIwdwgr]
[wdpdwdPd]
[dw)wiwdw]
[wdndwdwG]
[dwdwdrdB]
w--------w

4th Prize

Mike Prcic

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#3½   2 solutions    (5+10)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdw0w]
[wdwiN1wd]
[dw0phwdp]
[wdw0rdwd]
[dwhp0NdK]
[wdwdwgrd]
[dwdwdbdw]
w--------w

5th Prize

J.J. Lois & J.M. Kapros

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#4   2 solutions      (3+16)

w________w
[Qiwdwdwd]
[dw0w0wdw]
[wdwdPdwg]
[0w0w0wdw]
[PdPdPdwd]
[dw0w0w0w]
[wdPdPdPd]
[dwdwdBIw]
w--------w

Special Prize

Vladimir Janal

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#23                       (10+10)

4th Prize – (Mike Prcic) Interesting maneuvers by the white King, line openings, and battery
creations was done before, but here with long critical moves by white Bishops. Well con-

structed. I. 1...Ba8  2.Ne6+ Kc6  3.Ke4 Kb7  4.Kd5 Kb6#, II. 1...Bb8  2.Bf6+ Kd6  3.Kf4 Kc7

4.Ke5 Kd7#

5th Prize – (Jorge J. Lois & Jorge M. Kapros) Combination of white Knights circling and

Zilahi. Cute. I. 1.c4  Nexd4  2.Qxf3+ Nxf3  3.Kc5 Ng5  4.Kd4 Ne6#, II. 1.Nc4 Nfxd4
2.Qxe6+ Nxe6  3.Ke5 Ng5  4.Kd4 Nf3#

Special Prize – (Vladimir Janal) Unusual and pleasant longmover with a beautiful mate. A
free-moving Bh6 is unusual for this type of problem. 1.Kxa8 Kh1 2.Kb7 Kg1 3.Kc6 Kh1

4.Kd6 Kg1 5.Kxe6 Kh1 6.Kf6 Kg1 7.Kg5 Kh1  8.Kf4 Kg1 9.Kxe4 Kh1 10.Kd4 Kg1 11.Kxc4

Kh1 12.Kb4 Kg1 13.Ka3  Kh1 14.Kb2 Kg1 15.Kxc2 Kh1  16.Kd1 Kg1 17.c2 Kh1 18.c1N Kg1
19.Nd3  exd3  20.e2 d4 21.e1B  Bc4  22.Bc1 Kf1  23.Bed2 Bb3#

Honorable Mention – (Dieter Müller) I. 1.f5  Ke2  2.Kf6 Ke3  3.Kg5 Kf2  4.Kf4 Ne6#, II.
1.Kd7 Kc2  2.Kc6 Kb3  3.Kc5 Kc3  4.Bc6 d4#

Honorable Mention – (Christer Jonsson) 1...h4 2.Kb3 h5  3.Kc4 h6  4.Kd5 h7  5.Ke6 hxg8R
6.Kf7 d8N#

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdkhbdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[0wdwdw0w]
[pdwdwdPd]
[4wdw$BdK]
w--------w
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwHwiwdw]
[w0whw0wd]
[dwdwhwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdPdwdw]
[wdw0wdbd]
[dwgKdwdw]
w--------w

Honorable Mention

Dieter Müller

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#4   2 solutions        (3+9)

w________w
[wdwdwdbI]
[dwdPhwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[kdwdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Honorable Mention

Christer Jonsson

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#5½                          (3+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[IBdwdwdw]
[wdr0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdbdkdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[drdwdwdw]
w--------w

Honorable Mention

Valery Kopyl

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#6                             (2+7)

w________w
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdw)pdw]
[pdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwGk]
w--------w

Honorable Mention

Sergey Chidemyan

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#6                             (3+7)

w________w
[ndwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[k0wdwdwd]
[dbdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdw0wdw]
[w0wdP0pd]
[gKdwdBdw]
w--------w

Honorable Mention

Christopher Jones

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#6                           (3+11)

w________w
[Riwdwdwd]
[dpdpdpdw]
[w)p)w0wd]
[dw)wdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdpdPdw]
[b)w)w)wd]
[IwGwdwdw]
w--------w

Honorable Mention

Vladimir Janal

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#22                         (11+9)

Honorable Mention – (Valery Kopyl) 1.Ke2 Kb8  2.Ra6 Kc7  3.Raa1 Kxd6 4.Nf2 Ke5  5.Rf1
Kf4  6.Rae1 Bf3#

Honorable Mention – (Sergey Chidemyan) 1.a1B e4 2.Bf6 e5  3.f2 exf6 4.fxg1B f7 5.Bh2
f8Q  6.g1B Qf3#

Honorable Mention – (Christopher Jones) 1.Bd3+ exd3  2.gxf1B d4  3.Bb5 d5  4.Bc6 dxc6
5.f1B cxb7  6.Bb5 bxa8Q#

Honorable Mention – (Vladimir Janal) 1.Kxa8 f4 2.Bb1 Kxb1 3.Kb8 Ka1 4.Kc8 Kb1 5.Kd8
Ka1 6.Ke8  Kb1 7.Kf8  Ka1 8.Kg7 Kb1 9.Kh6 Ka1 10.Kh5  Kb1 11.Kg4 Ka1 12.Kxf4 Kb1

13.Kf3  Ka1 14.Ke2  Kb1 15.Kd1 Ka1 16.Kxc1 f4 17.Kxd2 Kb1 18.Ke3  Kc1 19.Ke4  Kd2

20.Kxf5 Ke3  21.Ke6 Ke4  22.d2  f5#

Commended – (Viktor Syzonenko) 1.Bh1 Bg2  2.Kf5 Bh3+  3.Ke4 e3  4.Kd3 Kb2  5.Be4

Bf1#

Commended – (Ashot M. Yegiazaryan) I. 1.Qa6 Kf2  2.Rg5 Kg1  3.Kg6 Kh2  4.Kh5  Kh3

5.Qh6 Nf4#, II. 1.Qa7 Ne3  2.Kf6 Kf2  3.Kg5 Kg3  4.Kh6+ Kh4  5.Qh7 Nf5#, III. 1.Qa8 Kf2
2.Rg7 Kf3  3.Kg6 Kg4  4.Kh7+ Kh5  5.Qh8 Nf6#
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w________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdNdbdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Viktor Syzonenko

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#5                             (4+2)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdkdw]
[wdwdwdrd]
[dwdNdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[qdwdwdpd]
[dwdwIwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Ashot M. Yegiazaryan

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#5    3 solutions        (2+5)

w________w
[wIwdwdwd]
[0wdp0rdw]
[wdw0bgwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Phwdwdwd]
[Gw0w0wdw]
[rdkdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdq]
w--------w

Commended

Valery Gurov

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#5                            (3+13)

w________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdwdNdw]
[wdwdwHrd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dkdwdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Sergei Tkachenko

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#5½              (4+2)

w________w
[wdwdw1rh]
[dwdwdbin]
[wdw0wdp0]
[dr0wdwdw]
[wdwgwdwd]
[0pdwdwdw]
[pGwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Robert Sharp

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#6½            (2+15)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0w0w]
[wdwdPdPd]
[dwdwdBIw]
w--------w

Commended

Miroslav Babić

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#12               (4+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[drdwdKdk]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[drdwdwdw]
[wgwdwdqd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

A.Shvichenko 

& V.Gorbunov

FA-60 Jubilee Tourney

H#9½              (2+6)

nNnN

Commended – (Valery Gurov) 1.Bd5 a5  2.Ba8 a6  3.Qb7+ axb7  4.Kb1 bxa8Q  5.Ka1 Qh1#
tries: 1.Qc6? a5  2.Qb6... or 1.Bd4? a5  2.Bb6... or 1.Nd5? a5  2.Nb6 axb6  3.Kb1 bxa7  4.Ka1

a8Q  5.??? (zz)

Commended – (Sergei Tkachenko) 1...f4  2.Rxf6 f5  3.Rxf7 f6  4.Rb7 f7  5.Ka1 f8Q  6.Rb1

Qa3#

Commended – (Robert Sharp) 1.... Bc3  2.Kf6 Bb2  3.Qg7 Bc3 4.Nf8 Bb2  5.Qh7 Bc3

6.Kg7 Bb2  7.Bc3 Bxc3#

Commended – (Miroslav Babić) 1.a5  Kh1  2.a4 Kg1 3.a3  Kh1  4.a2 Kg1 5.a1Q Kh1 6.Qf6

Kg1 7.Qf3 gxf3  8.g2 Kh2  9.g1Q+ Kh3  10.Qg7 f4  11.Qd4 Kg4  12.Ke4 Bg2#

Commended – (Alexandr Shvichenko & Valeriy Gorbunov) 1... Ke6 2.Qd5+ Kxd5 3.Kh8

Kc4 4.b5+ Kxb3  5.b4 Kxb2  6.b3 Kc3 7.b2 Kd4 8.b1B Ke5  9.Bh7 Kf6 10.Rf7+ Kxf7#

All claims of anticipations by April, 1, 2001 to Dan Meinking.

Fadil Abdurahmanović, Sarajevo, July 2000



StrateGems 1999 Fairy Award
by Petko A. Petkov

          There were 70 fairy problems published in SG-1999. The average tournament quality

was very good – the participants were many fairy-world aces. I think this tourney is a very nice

and important advertisement for StrateGems and for  American fairy chess too!

#3                                (8+7) 

Anti-Circe (3 bQs)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[IPHwdwdw]
[wdwHwdwd]
[)R0wdwdq]
[kdpdwdwd]
[dw0qdwdw]
[Bdpdwdqd]
[dw!wdwdw]
w--------w

1st Prize

Hans Peter Rehm

StrateGems 1999

2nd Prize

Klaus Wenda

StrateGems 1999

ser.s#15                      (11+6)

Grasshoppers Qq

W________w
[wdwdRdQd]
[)B)P)w)P]
[KdwdwdPd]
[dwdwdqdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdpi]
[dwdwdndw]
w--------w

3rd Prize

Unto Heinonen

StrateGems 1999

ser.h=31 (7+12)

W________w
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdp0pdp]
[w0wdwdbd]
[dPdw)wdw]
[wipdwdwd]
[1w0wdB)w]
[w4w)Pdwd]
[gwdwdwdw]
w--------w

1st Prize – (Hans Peter Rehm - F0079) An original and difficult Anti-Circe concept – the
spectacular  2x3 cycle  produces 6 Anti-Circe specific bQ pins (2 each on d1,f1,h1), and ele-

ments of  Zagoruiko-Ruchlis complex. The short threat is not a considerable defect. 1.Nd5!

(2.Nb6#), 1...Qgxd5(Qd8) 2.Qa3+! A Qdd1 3.Bb3# B or 2...Qhd1 3.Rb4# C; 1...Qhxd5(Qd8)
2.Bb3+! B Qgf1 Rb4# C or 2...Qdf1 3.Qa3# A; 1...Qdxd5(Qd8)2.Rb4+! C Qhh1 3.Qa3# A or

2...Qgh1 3.Bb3# C

2nd Prize – (Klaus Wenda - F0101)  Seven Grasshopper promotions and very specific, diffi-

cult (non-shematic) solution with a surprising finale with four Bishop block-ups. 1.a8G! 2.Ka7

3.Ga6 4.Ra8 5.e8G 6.Gc6 7.d8G 8.Gb6 9.c8G 10.Gb8 11.g8G 12.g7 13.Gg6 14.g8G 15.h8G+
Gh7#

3rd Prize – (Unto Heinonen - F0077)  Four excelsiors + AUW. It is not new but an ambitious
concept in all Series problems.  An application in a Series-stalemate is interesting, unique and

difficult.... 5.h1Q ... 7.Qa2 8.Bb1 ...11.fxg3 ... 13.g1R ... 15.Rxe5 16.Rxb5 ... 20.exd2 21.d1B

22.Ba4 23.Kb3 24.Rb4 25.b5 ... 29.dxe2 30.e1N 31.Nc2 Bd1=

4th Prize – (Michel Caillaud - F0100)  A lovely idea – ser.s#  Circe with neutral promotions -

perfect, difficult and interesting play with a typical Circe effects. Super construction. 1.g8Q
2.nQxg6(nPg7) 3.g8nQ 4.nQa2! 5.nQxb2(nPb7) 6.b8nB 7.nQxb4(nPb7) 8.nQf8

9.nBxe5(nPe7) 10.b8nQ 11.e8nQ+ nQxe5(nBc1)#

5th Prize – (Wenelin Alaikow - F0090) A typical Alaikow supertask: the thematical combina-

tion has 4 components: a) bK Star-flights; b) Star by the f4B; c) Four moves by the g7P; d) A

fairy - AUW of forced mates! It is colossal!! This problem was a candidate for the 1st  Prize.
But, after my analysis, I saw that the key and the construction (26 pieces) are not optimal.

Sorry. 1.b8G!(zz), 1...gxh6 2.Be3+ Kxf3 3.Gb3+ axb1G#, 1...gxf6 2.Bg3+ Kxh3 3.NR5+
axb1NR#, 1...g5 2.Be5+ Kf5 3.CAc4+ axb1CA#, 1...g6 2.Bg5+ Kh5 3.Ze3+ axb1Z#
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4th Prize

Michel Caillaud

StrateGems 1999

ser.s#11  Circe     (1+1+5n)

Neutral Pawns P

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdw)w]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwgqd]
[dPdw0B0w]
[wdw)wHwH]
[$wdwdwdw]
[wHw$wGkh]
[0wdwdNdw]
[p1wdw)wd]
[IQHNdwhN]
w--------w

5th Prize

Wenelin Alaikow

StrateGems 1999

S#3  Madrasi            (16+10)

Grasshopper q, Nightrider N
Camel N & Zebras N

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdPdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Special Prize

Kankuh Kobayashi

StrateGems 1999

H#2   b) Pf7→h7      (3+1)

Vaulting Kings 

Special Prize – (Kankuh Kobayashi - F0059)  A beautiful Japanese pearl - "four-men" prob-
lem with white AUW and nice and strong specific Vaulting Kings strategy. a) 1.Kd3 d8Q

2.Kh7 f8N#; b) 1.Kd1 d8R+ 2.Ka1 h8B#

W________w
[wdBdrdnd]
[dp0wdp0w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dn$wdkdN]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdP]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdbdw1w]
w--------w

Special Prize

Gianni Donati

StrateGems 1999

Replace wK then H#2   (4+11)

1st Honorable Mention

Juraj Lorinc

StrateGems 1999

#3 (12+12)

Paralyzing men on a6, b2, b4, 

b5, b6, c4, c5, d4, e1,e6, h6

Camels N, Paos R, Vao b

W________w
[wdwdw$rd]
[hwdwdw$w]
[N$wdKdwg]
[dnhwdwdw]
[w0p)wdwd]
[dR$wdkdw]
[r$NHpdw4]
[drdwHwdw]
w--------w

2nd Honorable Mention

David L. Brown

StrateGems 1999

Replace bK then ser#5 (4+10)

W________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdq]
[wgw0rdwd]
[dndwdwdw]
[wdwdw$wd]
[dw)pIwdr]
[bdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdwdn]
w--------w

Special Prize – (Gianni Donati - F0065) A very interesting provisional synthesis: H# with
retro-motivation and fairy element: "Replace wK”. There are two possibilities:  with wKd7;

1.Re5 h4 2.g6 Kd8# (2.Qg6?) But this is only an illusion. The position with Kd7 is illegal. The

King’s route to "d7" is impossible. Solution with wKd5: 1.Re6 Bd7 (tempo) 2.Qg6 Kc4#
(2.g6?) A good strategy: in 2 phases play of the white K - battery, R-pins, blocks on "g6" with

dual-avoidance and model-mates. A super non-standard problem!

1st Honorable Mention – (Juraj Lorinc - F0080) A grand Lacny complex - cyclic shift of

threat and 3 attacks after the same defenses. Interesting, very difficult, but too many fairy

pieces (11 paralyzing men - not very esthetic). 1.d5? (2.Pg4+ Pg7 3.Pxb4#). 1...Pc1 2.Pc7+
Pg7 3.Pxc4#; 1...Pa3 2.Pb7+ Pg7 3.Pxb5#; 1...Ph3 2.Pg5+ Pg7 3.Pxc5#; 1...CAd6! 2.Pg4+?

VAOf4 Solution: 1.Pc6! (2.Pb7+ Pg7 3.Pxb4#). 1...Pc1 2.Pg4+ Pg7 3.Pxc4#; 1...Pa3 2.Pg5+

Pg7 3.Pxb5#; 1...Ph3 2.Pc7+ Pg7 3.Pxc5#



2nd Honorable Mention – (David L. Brown - F0067) Similar to F0065 (Donati) but with 3
possible placements for bK. Not with bK on c5 or on e5 (illegal, double-check!) but with bK

on g3. The position is not illegal - the last black move is exd3(e.p.)++. Good problem, but the

play after "tries" (with bKc5, bKe5) and in solution (bKg3) is too mechanical. +bKc5? with
1.Kd2 2.Bd5 3.Bxa2 4.Bxe6 5.Rc4#, +bKe5? with 1.Kd2 2.Be4 3.Bxh7 4.Bxd3 5.Rf5#

+bKg3! with 1.Kd2 2.Bf3 3.Be2 4.Ke1 5.Rg4#

W________w
[wdwdwdwG]
[dwdwdwGw]
[wdndwHwd]
[dwgwdw$w]
[wdwdwIwi]
[dwHwdwdp]
[wdwdn0w4]
[dbgwdwdw]
w--------w

3rd Honorable Mention

Sergey Smotrov

StrateGems 1999

S#16                             (6+9)

Rose N,  Camels N, Alfils B

4th Honorable Mention

Gianni Donati

StrateGems 1999(v)

Replace wK then H#2 (8+5)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[)wdwdwdw]
[P)wdwdwd]
[)w4wGwdw]
[wdwdwhbd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w)Pdwhwd]
[dwiwdRdw]
w--------w

5th Honorable Mention

Dan Meinking

StrateGems 1999

H#2   4 solutions        (8+12)

Andernach

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[drgpdpdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpGk)p)w]
[w)w)wdpd]
[dpdpdn)w]
[wdw)wIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

3rd Honorable Mention – (Sergey Smotrov - F0133)  A typical (and difficult) Smotrow`s
logic/strategy, elegantly constructed. However, the solution is very mechanical and 100%

forced. 1.CAe3?,  1.Rg4!  Kh5  2.CAg3+  CAd5  3.Bf6+  CAe8  4.Rg5+  Kh4  5.Rg8+!  Kh5

(5.Rg7+?  Kh5  6.Be5+  CAd5!)  6.Be5+  Kh4  7.ALf6+  Kh5  8.ALd4+!  Kh4  9.Bf6+  Kh5
10.Rg5+  Kh4  11.Rg4+  Kh5  12.Bg7+  CAd5  13.CAf6+  CAe2  14.Rg5+  Kh4  15.CAe3+

ALxe3  16.ALxf2+ Rxf2#

4th Honorable Mention – (Gianni Donati - F0064v) Another problem similar to F0065. Here

the try with wKg1 (1.Kd2  Rc1  2.Be2  Bxf4#) is illegal, because the white castling is not pos-

sible. Solution: replace wKe1and then 1.Rxc2 Bc3 2.Ne2 Kxf2# .

5th Honorable Mention – (Dan Meinking - F0061) An interesting Andernach idea but the

play in  4 solutions is not 100%  homogeneous (perhaps a better version is possible.)

1.Nxd2=(w) Nb1 2.Ke4 Nc3# ; 1.Nxg5=(w) Nh3 2.Ke6 Nf4# ; 1.Nxe5=(w) Ng6 2.Kc6 Ne7#
and 1.Nxd4=(w) Nc2 2.Kc4 Ne3#

Commended ex aequo

Commended – (Pal Benko - F0126) The twinning is consecutive, as follows: a) diagram, b)

Kg5→g6, c) Kg1→h1, d) Kg6→g5, e) Rf5→e5. a) 1.h1R  2.Kh2  3.Kh3  4.Rh2 Rf3#, b) 1.h1R
2.Kh2  3.Rg1  4.Kh1 Rh5#, c) 1.g1N  2.Nf3  3.Ne1  4.Ng2 Rf1#, d) 1.g1N  2.Ne2  3.Nf4

4.Ng2 Rf1#, e) 1.Kg1 2.Kf2  3.Kg3  4.Kh3 Rf3#

Commended – (Benjamin Good - F0076) 1.Rd8 Sg8 2.Sd7 Kc3+ 3.Kd5 Sh1!(Sb7?) 4.e5

Sd1=

Commended – (Tibor Ersek - F0102)  a) 1.dxc5  2.Nd6  3.Nxe4  4.Nd6  5.Nc8 d6#, b) 1.g3

2.Qg4  3.Qxh3  4.Qg4  5.Qg8 hxg3#
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W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdRIw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdp0]
[dwdwdwiw]
w--------w

Commended

Pal Benko

StrateGems 1999

ser.h#4                        (2+3) 

(see text for twins)

Commended

Benjamin Good

StrateGems 1999

H=4   (Soucies)           (4+7)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdr0wdw]
[wdp!kdwd]
[dw0Qdwdw]
[wdKdQdwd]
[dwdqdwdw]
[wdw1wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Tibor Ersek

StrateGems 1999

ser.h#5  b) Kb7→h7 (9+11) 

W________w
[w4ndwdqd]
[0kdwdpdw]
[p0w0w)wd]
[dw)PdPdw]
[wdwdPdpd]
[dw0wdwdP]
[wdKdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdQ]
w--------w

W________w
[bdKdwGwd]
[dP)Pdw)P]
[w)Pdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdwiw]
w--------w

Commended

B.Rothmann & 

R.J.Millour

StrateGems 1999

h= =10             (9+3)

Mars Circe

(doublestalemate)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[iNdwdwdw]
[wdBdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

T.Koistinen 

& M.Gronroos

StrateGems 1999

H#6                  (2+2)

b) Nb5→d4

Circe,    NWK

W________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdNd]
[!wIwdNdk]
w--------w

Commended

G.Bakcsi 

& L.Zoltan

StrateGems 1999

ser.h#19          (6+4)

Commended – (B.Rothmann & R.Millour - F0129) 1.Kg2!  (zz) h8N  2.Kh1!  Ng6
3.h(7)xg6  g8R  4.g5  Bg7  5.g4  Re8  6.g3  Kd8  7.g2  c8B  8.g1B  c7  9.B(f8)xg7  b8R+

10.Ba1  b7 = =

Commended – (T.Koistinen & M.Gronroos - F0104) a) 1.e5  Be2  2.e4  Bf3  3.exf3(Bf1)

Bg2  4.fxg2(Bf1)  Na7  5.g1B  Bb5  6.Bb6  Nc6#, b) 1.e6  Bd5  2.exd5(Bf1)  Bc4  3.dxc4(Bf1)

Bxc4(Pc7)  4.c6  Bb5  5.cxb6(Bf1)  Bxb5(Pb7)  6.b6  Nc6#

Commended – (G.Bakcsi & L.Zoltan - F0127) 1.Kg1  9.Kxa8  10.Kb7  11.axb5  16.Kxg2

17.Kh1  19.g1B  Qa8#

Commended – (L.Bouchez & J.Morice - F0123) I. 1.Nd5 a4 2.Rde7 axb5(Ng8) 3.Re5

Nxd6#, II. 1.Nf5 a3  2.Rfe7  axb4(Bf8)  3.Re5  Nxf6#

All claims of anticipations by April, 1, 2001 to Gianni Donati.

nNnN
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W________w
[wdqdNdwI]
[dwdrhrdw]
[wdw0w0wd]
[dn0wdwdw]
[wgwdkdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[PdwdP)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Laurent Bouchez

& Jean Morice

StrateGems 1999

H#3   2 sols.  (6+10)

Circe



StrateGems 1999 Stalemates Award
by Petko A. Petkov

There were 14 Stalemate problems published in StrateGems for 1999. The average quality

was good and interesting, but no more than that.  The American idea for "autonomous" stale-

mate tourneys is a fresh perspective -- congratulations to the editors!
I have decided on the following awards:

S=19                         (14+9)

W________w
[rdwdwdwH]
[)P)P)P)P]
[wdwdbiNI]
[dw0wdw$w]
[R!wdwgwd]
[dwdwdndn]
[wdwdwdw1]
[dwdrdwdw]
w--------w

1st Prize

Mark Kirtley

StrateGems 1999

2nd Prize

Edgar Holladay

StrateGems 1999

H=2½*   4 solutions   (3+3)

W________w
[wdw1rdwd]
[dw)k)Kdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdw4wd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwhKdwd]
[dwdwdPdR]
[wdwdwdwG]
[dwdwhwdk]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dBdwdwdw]
w--------w

3rd Prize

Christopher Jones

StrateGems 1999

H=3½                          (5+5)

b) wN on b1 & h4

1st Prize – (Mark Kirtley - F0057) Eight white promotions to Knight. Is this concept new?
My answer is this: Kirtley`s problem is an original interpretation - not direct-mate, not self-

mate, but self-stalemate. This is nonstandard and difficult---typical of Kirtley’s monumental

style! (Are there other old S= problem(s) with 8 white Pawns and 8 promotions? There are no
similar examples in my card-index!). The construction with "only" 23 pieces is probably opti-

mal, as I analyzed this position for a long time. Solution: 1.g8N+ Rxg8 2.fxg8N Bxg8

3.hxg8N+ Ke6 4.Nf8+ Kd6 5.e8N+ Kc6 6.d8N+ Rxd8 7.b8N+ Rxb8 8.cxb8+ Bxb8 9.axb8N+
Qxb8 10.Qxc5+ Kb7 11.Qb5+ Kc8 12.Ne7+ Kd8 13.Qxb8+ Kxe7 14.Qd6+ Kxe8 15.Qd7+

Kxf8 16.Rf4+ Nxf4 17.Rg8+ Kxg8 18.Qf7+ Kxh8 19.Qg8+ Kxg8=

2nd Prize – (Edgar Holladay - F0055) An incredible TEN(!) promotions with five different

stalemate positions! Very elegant idea and very good construction--only 6 pieces. Set: 1.Qb8

cxb8Q 2.Rd8 exd8N=;  Play: 1...exd8Q+ 2.Kc6 Qd4 3.Rb8 cxb8Q=; 1...c8R 2.Rf8+ exf8Q
3.Qf6+ Kxf6=; 1...cxd8N 2.Rf8+ exf8Q 3.Kc8 Qd6=; 1...exd8B 2.Rg8 Kxg8 3.Ke8 c8Q=

3rd Prize – (Christopher Jones - Q0005) An original idea and a Meredith. Very nice stalemate
strategy: battery play, line-opening, interchange of functions, pin-model finales. a) 1...Be4

2.Nexf5 Bxe7+ 3.Nh4 Bxd6 4.Rf3 Bxf3=;  b) 1...Nd2 2.Ndxf5 Ng2+ 3.Nh4 Nxe3 4.Rf1 Nxf1=

1st Honorable Mention – (Arpad Molnar - Q0009) A very difficult concept. Incredible

change of N/N/N  promotions to B/B/B. The construction is esthetically not good---Qa1 has

Bishop’s function. a) 1...cxd8N! 2.Qc5 Nxc6 3.Qf8 gxf8N! 4.Kxh8 exf7 5.Re8 fxe8N!=; b)
1...cxd8B! 2.Rc8 Bxa5 3.Rf8 gxf8B! 4.Kh8 exf7 5.Ng8 fxg8B!=

2nd Honorable Mention – (Mark Kirtley - Q0002) White AUW in direct-stalemate more-
mover. Is a Meredith position with the same theme possible? 1.h7! (zz) 1...Bxf3 2.e8Q+ Kxf6

3.f8R+ Kg7 4.Rxf3=; 1...Bxg6 2.f8N+ Kf7 3.e8B+ Kxf8 4.Bxg6=

194

3rd Honorable Mention – (Alex Markevitch - Q0008v) In the corrected position (SG10/2000
-page 101), there is only one solution, but the idea is interesting, specific, and with logical ele-

ments. 1.Bc8 Bxb8 2.Bb7+ Kc7 3.Bh1+ Bxa7 4.g2 Bxg1=

Commendations are listed in order of publication:

Commended – (G.Bakcsi & L.Zoltan - Q0003) 1.Ng3! g6  2.Nh5  gxh5  3.g6 h4  4.g7 h3
5.g8Q h2  6.Qg1+ hxg1=any  7.Qb4+ Kxd5  8.Qc4+ Kxc4=

Commended – (Albert Grigoryan - F0056)  a) 1.Bh7 Ng5 2.Be4 Re7 3.Bf3 Nxf3=, b) 1.Ke3
Ne5 2.Be6 Ke1 3.Bg4 Rxg4=, c) 1.Bh7 Rxh7 2.Ke4 Rh6 3.Kf5 Kf3=

Commended – (Christopher Jones - Q0010) a) 1.c5 Bc3  2.c4 Kb2 3.c1R f4 4.Rg1 f5 5.Rg6
fxg6=, b) 1.a5 f4  2.a4 f5  3.a3  f6  4.a2  f7  5.a1N f8N=

Commended – (Joshua Green - Q0006) 1.Qa8! (zz) leads to a complete sixth-pin (!) after the
wB mops up the Pawns.  Of course, ...b5 is always met by b4.

All claims of anticipations by April, 1, 2001 to Dan Meinking.

W________w
[wdwhwdkG]
[0w)wdb)w]
[PdndPdwd]
[1wdw4wdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dB4wdw0w]
[pdwdwdKg]
[!wdwdwdR]
w--------w

1st Honorable Mention

Arpad Molnar

StrateGems 1999

H=4½                         (9+12)

b) Nc6→h6

W________w
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdw)Pdw]
[wdwdk)P)]
[dwdwdwdb]
[wdNdPdwd]
[dwdwdRdP]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwGwdwdw]
w--------w

2nd Honorable Mention

Mark Kirtley

StrateGems 1999

=4 (11+2)

W________w
[kgwdwdwd]
[4wdwdwdw]
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwdwdw0b]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwhw]
w--------w

3rd Honorable Mention

Alex Markevitch

StrateGems 1999(v)

H=4                             (2+6)

Commended

G.Bakcsi & L.Zoltan

StrateGems 1999

S=8                  (7+5)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[w0w0wdwd]
[dPiB0w)N]
[KdwdQdwd]
[)wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdbd]
[dwdwdN$w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Albert Grigoryan

StrateGems 1999

H=3                 (3+2)  

b/c) wKf1/g3

W________w
[wdwdwdwi]
[dw0wdwhP]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdpdwdw]
[wGp)w)wd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w

Commended

Christopher Jones

StrateGems 1999

H=5                 (5+6)        

b) Pc7→a7 

Commended

Joshua Green

StrateGems 1999

=6                    (5+7)

W________w
[wdwdwdw!]
[Gpdwdw$w]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdpdK]
[w)wdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdk]
w--------w

Nn
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W________w
[wdkdwdwd]
[dw)W0wdw]
[whwdwdwd]
[dwdndw!w]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.1 Aurel Karpati

2nd Prize

Magyar Sakkelet ‘57

H#2   4 vars.   (3+4)

W________w
[wdwdwgQ4]
[dw0ndPdb]
[rdwdkdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[qdwdw0Kd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdBdwdrd]
[IwdPdw4w]
[whwdkdpd]
[hPgbdwdw]
[wdwdpdw)]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdwGwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdbd]
[dpdR)Nhw]
[p)wdkhw0]
[dPdpdqdr]
[Kdwdwdw)]
[dwdwdw)Q]
[wdwdB4wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.2 Arpad Molnar

1st Prize

Sakkszovetseg TT ‘58

H#2   4 sols.    (7+9)

No.3 M. Mladenovic

1st HM 

Israel RT ‘86

H#2   4 sols.  (3+10)

No.4 K. Drazkowski

4th Commended

Wola Gulowska ‘95

H#2   4 sols (10+11)

Book Review: Michal Dragoun, Bila vsepromena v P2# (White Allum-

wandlung in the two-move helpmate), 2000.
by Mark Kirtley

 This year Michal Dragoun has published a marvelous collection of H#2's and H#1½'s that

feature white AUW.  The author writes that his main reason for such a survey is “to chart what

has been done and to establish where there is scope for further research.”  The 68-page staple-
bound booklet has a stiff light-green cover and contains 321 works by 194 composers.  Clear

diagrams are printed in rows of three, one or two rows to a page, accompanied by text and so-

lutions in Czech (KDVSJ=KQRBN).  Information above the diagrams is nicely detailed: the
problem number taken from the source is given for many of the works, as well as diacritical

marks in the names of the composers; however, each first or middle name is represented by an
initial only.

The opening pages have an English rendering of a good portion of the more general

aspects of the Czech text.  This translation is by John Beasley and includes Mr. Dragoun’s
musings on why AUW so frequently attracts composers.  It also describes how the problems

are grouped by patterns and themes.  An author index is in the back.

Now for some selected problems from the booklet. In Aurel’s miniature, No.1,
which stipulates four variations, after a repeated black opening move, the diagramed Queen

delivers four different finales.  The fact that none of the four promotees gives the mate is un-

usual, but the same is true in No.2.  And this time AUW is combined with two other themes:
plus-flights, and four different unpins.  In Miodrag’s No.3, plus-flights accompany bB opening

moves that increase in length by one square at a time--but while admiring such poise, don’t

forget to notice the AUW!

No.1 (Karpati): I. 1.Kd7 c8Q+ 2.Kd6 Qe5#, II. 1.Kd7 c8R 2.e6 Qd8#, III. 1.Kd7 c8B+ 2.Ke8
Qg8#, IV. 1.Kd7 c8N 2.Ke6 Qf5#.

No.2 (Molnar): I. 1.Bb7 d8Q+ 2.Ke5 f4#, II. 1.Ke7 d8R 2.Bf7 Bg5#, III. 1.Nb7 d8B+ 2.Kd6

Bf4#, IV. 1.Be7 d8N+ Kf6 Bc3#.
No.3 (Mladenovic): I. 1.Be7 f8B+ 2.Kf6 Bg7#, II. 1.Bd6 f8R+ 2.Ke7 Qf7#, III. 1.Bc5 f8N+

2.Kd6 Qe6#, IV. 1.Bb4 f8Q+ 2.Ke5 Qxf4#.

No.4 (Drazkowski): I. 1.Qxh3 e8Q+ 2.Kf5 Nd6#, II. 1.Kxd7 e8R 2.axb5+ Bxb5#, III. 1.Rxe2
e8B 2.Re5 Nd8#, IV. 1.Kxf7 e8N+ 2.Kg6 Rxg7#.

Might it be possible that the four promotions in the AUW could all be Phoenixes?  That
would be a breath-taking summit, so prepare to gasp as you take a look at No.4!  Understanda-

bly this achievement comes at a cost of considerable technical imperfection: every mate leaves

at least one white unit on the board (other than King or Pawn) that is unused in the mate. Per-
haps some composer can find a version that gets that white Queen to participate in at least one

mating position?
nN
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ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS

Problems published in this section are eligible for the year 2000 competition. Please send

your originals to individual editors. All solutions and comments are due by 2/15/2001 and
should be sent to the Solutions Editor. The names and addresses of all editors are printed on the

last page.

TWOMOVERS

Editor:  Miodrag Mladenovic,       Judge: Robert Burger

Welcome to new contributors: Mihailo Stojnić and Vasyl Markovtsiy. We start with eight

miniatures. My favorite ones are T0221 and T0222. T0225 is an excellent example of ‘Combi-
native Separation’ theme.  There are three changed mates after a perfect key in T0230. Yves

shows some classic themes in T0231.  Look for reciprocal changes in T0232. T0235 and

T0238 show Dombrovskis theme. T0236 shows correction after double pin with flight-giving
key. T0239 is a shortcut-Lacny by the young Yugoslav composer.  Wieland’s T0240 shows the

original matrix of Loshinski theme.

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw!wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwHw]
[wdwdwdkd]
[dBdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

T0217 Neupauer Kamill

Hungary

#2                                (5+1)

w________w
[wdkdwdwd]
[Iwdpdwdw]
[wGwdwdwd]
[dwdndwdw]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdwdwdQ]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

T0218 Robert Lincoln

Chatham, NJ

#2                                (3+4)

w________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[0bIndwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[BdQdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w#2 (3+4)

T0219 Eligiusz Zimmer

Poland

w________w
[wdwdRdwd]
[0kdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw!Pdwdw]
[Kdwhwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w#2 (4+3)

T0220 Robert Lincoln

Chatham, NJ w________w
[Rdwdwhw4]
[dwdwdkdw]
[wdK!wdwd]
[dwdwdNdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

T0221 Robert Lincoln

Chatham, NJ

#2 (4+3)

w________w
[wdqdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[kdwdwdwd]
[Hw!wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdB]
w--------w

T0222 Robert Lincoln

Chatham, NJ

#2 (4+3)
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w________w
[wgwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[QdwdNdwd]
[dwdk0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdw$wdw]
w--------w

T0223 Robert Lincoln

Chatham, NJ

#2                                (4+3)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[IwdBdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwipdwdw]
[wdNdwdw!]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Ndwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

T0224 Eligiusz Zimmer

Poland

#2 (5+2)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dpdw0wIw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dBdpdwdR]
[w!wdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

T0225 Ian Shanahan

Australia

#2 (4+7)

w________w
[wdwhwdwd]
[dwgb)w!w]
[wdwiwdnd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPHwdwd]
[dwdNdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwIw]
w--------w

T0226 Paul Steiner

Cotati, CA

#2                               (6+5)

w________w
[wGwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Qdwdw4wd]
[dwdkdwHw]
[PdpgRdBd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Kdwhwdwd]
[dwdRdw1w]
w--------w

T0227 Joe Youngs

Maple Grove, MN

#2                                 (8+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[)wdpdwdw]
[wdpdpdQd]
[dwdk0pdw]
[wdR0Ndwd]
[dwdw0w)w]
[wdwdBdwd]
[dwdNdwdK]
w--------w

T0228 Luke Neyndorff

El Cajon, CA

#2                                (8+8)

w________w
[wdw1wdbd]
[dwdP0ndw]
[rdwdwdw!]
[dwdw)kGw]
[pdNdwHw)]
[dwdwdBdw]
[K$wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

T0229 Philippe Robert

France

#2                              (10+7)

w________w
[wdwdwdbd]
[dw0pdwdp]
[wdw0w$wd]
[IwdkGw4R]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dNdpdNdw]
[Bdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
w--------w

T0230 Vasyl Markovtsiy

Ukraine

#2                                (9+9)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdRdwdB]
[wdwdPdrd]
[hw0wdwHw]
[Kdk)Ndwd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[w)wdw0rd]
[dwdRdwgQ]
w--------w

T0231 Yves Cheylan

France

#2 (10+8)
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w________w
[wdBdRdwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
[wdw$wdwd]
[0wdwdNdw]
[rdwdwiw0]
[dwdp0wdQ]
[wdwdpdpI]
[gwdwdq4b]
w--------w

T0232 Miodrag Mladenovic

Elk Grove Village, IL

#2*                            (7+12)

w________w
[Khwdwdwd]
[dQ0wdwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dN0wdwdw]
[pdkdqdw$]
[)Ndw$n0w]
[wdBdwdwd]
[dwdbgwdw]
w--------w

T0233 Joe Youngs

Maple Grove, MN

#2*                             (8+11)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdp$ndw]
[w0rdwdpd]
[0P)kdwdw]
[wdwdN!w4]
[dw$w0wdw]
[wdNdPdwd]
[dwIwdwgw]
w--------w

T0234 Miroslav Brada

Slovakia

#2 (9+10)

w________w
[bdQdBdwG]
[4whw0wdw]
[pdw0R4wd]
[dpdkdpdw]
[w)wdw)wd]
[dw$wdKdw]
[w)Ndwdwd]
[dwdwdwHw]
w--------w

T0235 Paul Steiner

Cotati, CA

#2 (11+10)

w________w
[qhwdrdwd]
[dnHwdwdb]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0Q0w0w$B]
[wdpGkdpd]
[dNdwdw)w]
[rdw)Kdwd]
[dw$wdwdw]
w--------w

T0237 Rauf Aliovsadzade

Lincoln, NE

#2* (10+12)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw)Rdwdw]
[BdpdwIwd]
[)wiNHwdR]
[pdndQ0w0]
[0b4wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[gwhwGwdq]
w--------w

T0236 Yves Cheylan

France

#2*                          (10+12)

w________w
[wdw4ndwd]
[dw0wdPdw]
[wdw)pdwd]
[dwdwip)n]
[Rdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wHNdPGB0]
[IwdRdwgr]
w--------w

T0238 Miodrag Mladenovic

Elk Grove Village, IL

#2 (11+11)

w________w
[wdwdw$rd]
[dw0pdNdw]
[wdwGk)Pd]
[dwdN0r$w]
[whwdP0Kd]
[!w)wdwdB]
[wdwdpdwd]
[gwdwdwdw]
w--------w

T0239 Mihailo Stojnić

Yugoslavia

#2                            (12+10)

w________w
[wdNIndwh]
[Gw0w!bdw]
[wdPdB0wd]
[0P$wdPHw]
[wdwiw0wd]
[$wdwgPdw]
[PdPdpdwd]
[dwdr1wdw]
w--------w

T0240 Wieland Bruch

Germany

#2 (14+12)
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SG10 (April-June 2000) Solutions – TWOMOVERS

Comments from Andrzej Baniak (AB), Matthew Dickey (MD), Carlos Grassano (CG), Ryan

McCracken (RM), Jeremy Morse (JM), Efren Petite (EP), Radovan M. Tomašević (RT), Israel
Tzur (IT)

T0166 (Zimmer) 1.Qd1+? Kxb4/Nb3 2.Qd4/Qxb3#, 1...Nc2!, 1.Qc3? (2.Qa3#), N~  2.Qb3#,
1...axb4!, 1.Qe6? N~/axb4 2.Qb3/Qa6#, 1...Kxb4!, 1.Bxa5? (2.Qb4/Qxa1#), 1...Nc2!; 1.Qe3!

(2.Qa3#), 1...Kxb4/axb4/N~  2.Qd4/Qa7/Qb3# Perfect miniature (CG), It would have been
nice to find a try refuted by Nb3 (JM), Miniature with keen tries and changed mates
(EP), In none of the actual lines does the threat get executed (MD)
T0167 (Lincoln) 1.Qa6! (zz), 1...Kb2,Bc~/Bb2/Ba2  2.Qa3/Qc4/Qb5# Two bB’s self-blocks
(JM), Good play in waiting setting (EP)

T0168 (Zujev) 1.Qb2? (Bb5#), 1...b5 2.Bxb5#, 1...Kd3!; 1.Nc6! (zz), 1...b5 2.Be6#, 1...Kb5

2.Ne5#, 1...Kd5  2.Qd3# Two flights-giving key. Excellent work. Mates by all three white
pieces (CG), Both, T0168 and T0169, have good keys and play, but the tries don’t de-
serve the same (JM), Graceful flight-giving key and nice mates (EP), Good key (AB)
T0169 (Zimmer) 1.Be1? Kc1!, 1.Nf3? Kc1!; 1.Bg5! Kc1/Ke1/c2  2.Qb1/Qe2/Qxd2# A beau-
tiful mate after 1...Kc1, but tries unconvincing (EP)
T0170 (Lincoln) 1.Nc1? (2.Nb3#) d5!, 1.Ka5? d5 2.Qb4#, 1...d6!; 1.Qd3! (zz),

1...d5/d6/e4/Kb4  2.Qa3/Qc4/Qd4/Qc3# White correction in tries (CG), White Queen
mates (JM), Sharp tries defeated by thematic defenses with changed mates (EP)
T0171 (Bantush) 1.Qc3? Ke4,c6/e4 2.Qd3/Qc5#, 1...c5!, 1.Qb1? Kc6/c6  2.Qb5/Qd3#, 1...e4!,

1.Qa5+? c5 2.Qa8#, 1...Ke4!, 1.Bg2+? e4 2.Qxe4#, 1...Kc4!; 1.Qb4! (2.Qc4#), 1...c5/e4/Kc6

2.Qb7/Qc5/Qb5# Economic, accurate and beautiful (CG), Careful changed mates, but
there are only two tries (EP)
T0172 (Lincoln) a) 1.Qh3! Kxf4/Kf2/Kd3  2.Bh6/Bd4/Nd2#  b) 1.Qg8! Kxf4/Kf2/Kd3

2.Qg5/Qg1/Qb3# Artistic work, excellent play. Three changed mates between twins
(CG), Magnificent miniature with the twin and lovely changed mates (EP)
T0173 (Rice) 1.Qd1? (2.Ne6# not 2.Nd3?) Bd5/Re5/Nc7,g7 2.Nd3/Qd4/Qd6#, 1...Bc8!; 1.Qf7!

(2.Nd3# not 2.Ne6?) Rd5/Bxe4  2.Ne6/Qa7#  Neat but not very inspiring! Excellent work
(CG), Elegant and economical example of the Sushkov theme (JM), Interesting
showing of Pseudo-le Grand theme (EP)
T0174 (Neyndorff) 1...Kxf4 2.Qh4#; 1.Rh6! (zz), 1...Kxf4/Kd5/dxe5/c4/d5,dxc3

2.Rh4/Qb7/Qxe5/Rxd4/Ng6# Key provides for one flight and changes the mate set for
another (JM), One good changed mate but with obvious key (EP)
T0175 (Bantush) 1.Nf2? (2.e3#), 1...f4 2.Qe4#, 1...Be5!, 1.Bd2? (2.Qe3#), 1...Be5  2.Qb4#,

1...f4!, 1.Qd6? (2.Qf4#), 1...Be5 2.Qf4#, 1...Ke3!, 1.Qxh4+? f4/Ke3 2.Qxf4/Qf2#, 1...Ke5!;

1.Qg5! (2.Qf4#), 1...Ke5/Be5 2.Qe3/Qd2# Fine key (CG), Keen tries and pretty flight-
giving key with changed mates (EP)
T0176 (Lapointe) 1.Qh1! (2.Qc6#), 1...Re4 2.Qxh7#, 1...Be4 2.Qh2#, 1...Rb5 2.Na6#, 1...Bb5

2.Qb7#, 1...Rb6  2.axb6# Long-range key and threat leads to double Grimshaw (JM),
Two polished Grimshaws and excellent activity by the wQ (EP), Black can select
which line to c6 to block, and which Nowotny to fall into (MD)
T0177 (Shifrin) 1.Naxc4? (2.Qf3/Qg4#), 1...Be1!, 1.Ng4? (2.Qf3#), 1...Be1 2.Nf6#, 1...Bd5!,
1.Kh5? (2.Rh4#), 1...Bxe5 2.Qf3#, 1...Bd2!; 1.Nd7! (2.Nxc5#), 1...Kd5 2.Nf6#, 1...Bd4

2.Qf3#, 1...Bd5  2.Qg4#, 1...Kd4  2.Qe5#, 1...Kxf5  2.Qg4#, 1...Bf6+  2.Nxf6# Enjoyable
tries and refined flight-giving key (EP), Spectacular key, haven't seen tries (AB)
T0178 (Kavnatsky) 1.Qa7? (2.Qf7/Qh7#), 1...Rc7!, 1.Qb6? (2.R6e5/Rf6#), 1...Rc6!; 1.e3!

(2.R4e5#), 1...Rxe3  2.Rf6#, 1...Rxd5  2.Qxd5# (2/13/2000 - 89 years old) Happy Birthday
Isaak (CG), Unsatisfactory play (EP)
T0179 (Lapointe) 1.Qb4! (2.Qxc5/Qe4#), 1...Rc6 2.Nd7#, 1...Bc6 2.Qb8#, 1...Bg5 2.Ng4#,

1...Rg5  2.Qf4#, 1...Rc4  2.Qd6#, 1...Qd4  2.Qxd4# Key with a double threat, followed by
two Grimshaws as black defenses (EP)
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T0180 (Wessels) 1.Rd7? (2.Ng4 A#), 1...Bxd7 2.Nxd7#, 1...Rf5 a!, 1.Rf7? (2.Qxf4 B#),
1...Rxf7 2.Nxf7#, 1...Bf5 b!; 1.Ra4! (2.Re4#), 1...Rf5 a  2.Ng4 A#, 1...Bf5 b  2.Qxf4 B#,

1...Nb4/Nd4/Nc4+  2.Qc3/Qxd4/Nxc4# Three phases, rich in details (CG), Remarkable
achievement of Dombrovskis with Grimshaw (EP), A nice problem. The refutations of
the tries come back as Grimshaw defenses with the threats of the tries as post-key
mates (IT), Calmly waiting for things to fall into place (RM), A nice 2x2 Zagoruiko; the
try refutations now allow the original try threats to be carried out (MD)
T0181 (Cozzolino) 1.Qd2! (2.Qd5#), 1...Rf6 2.Qe3#, 1...Rf5 2.Nbd7#, 1...Re4 2.Nd3#, 1...Rd4

2.cxd4#, 1...Rxc4  2.Nxc4# Dalton theme, with 5 thematic variations, the best after
1...Rf6 (JM), Charming black correction (EP), Interesting: the unpinned bR defends by
pinning the wQ (IT), Nice key, inviting a pin (RM)
T0182 (Steiner) 1.Qh7? (2.K~#), 1...Rxf6+/Bxe3  2.Kxf6/Qxh4#, 1...Rxe5!; 1.Kg5! (2.Qh7#),
Rxf6/Rxe5+/Bxe3+  2.Nxf6/Bf5/Rf4#  In actual play 2 black pieces check the wK, pin them-

selves, and open a line for the white mating piece. In the try, there are two changed mates.

“Schachprovokation” key with appealing cross-check mates (EP), Not only inter-
change of threats and keys but check of self-pinned unit is answered by mate of a
self-pinned piece (IT)
T0183 (Youngs) 1...Kxd5 2.Qxc5#; 1.Bxc5! (2.Bxd6#), 1...Kf4 2.Nxd3#, 1...N~ 2.Rxf5#,

1...Be6  2.Bd4# 1...c4+ unprovided for (RT)
T0184 (Youngs) 1.d5! (2.Qb1#), 1...Kxf5 2.Ng3#, 1...c3 2.Qd3#, 1...Qh2 2.Rd4#, 1...Ne5

2.Rxf4# Nice key (CG)
T0185 (Reitman†) 1.Qe3? (2.Nxf6#), 1...f5!, 1.Be2? (2.Nxf6#), 1...Bb5!, 1.Re2? (2.Nxf6#),
1...Ng5!; 1.Be3! (2.Nxf6#), 1...f5 2.Qg6#, 1...Bb5 2.Bxf7#, 1...Ng5 2.hxg5# (Died. 3/8/38 -

10/31/99) Interesting tries defeated by the thematic defenses of the real play (EP), The
refutations of the tries are the defenses of the actual play (IT)
T0186   (Neyndorff) 1.fxe7! (zz) 1...Bxd2/ Nf~/ Nxe3+/ Ne~/ dxe5  2.Nxf2/ Ng3/ Rxe3/ Nxd6/

Nc5# Beautiful (CG), The pattern allows only wN mates (JM), Waiting setting with
mates by wNs. Monotonous (EP)
T0187 (Youngs) 1.Kc4! (2.Qb1#), 1...Qd1 2.Nxd1#, 1...Qxd3+ 2.Nxd3#, 1...Qxe4+ 2.Nxe4#,

1...Qh1 2.Nxh1#, 1...Rxc7+ 2.Bc5#, 1...Bf6  2.Be5#, 1...Rh1  2.Rb7# Unexpected threat
leads to fireworks (JM), Valuable battery cross-check mates after “Schachprovokation”
key (EP)
T0188 (Nahnybida) a) 1.Bg5? Bg3!; 1.Bc4! (2.Qxd5/Nc5#), 1...Bg5/Rg5/Rxf5/Rxh6
2.Re5/Qe7/Qxf5/Re5#; b) 1.Bc4? Qa5!; 1.Bg5! (2.Qf7/Re5#), 1...Rc4/Bc4  2.Qxd5/Nc5#

Twins with polished Nowotnys and inversion of tries and keys between a) and b) (EP),
Interesting reciprocal changes between the two phases (IT), Very nice how try and key
alternate between twins (RM), Reciprocal Nowotny tries and keys (MD)
T0189 (Promishlyansky & Kavnatsky) 1.Bh2! (2.Nf5#), 1...e5  2.Qd7#, 1...Ne5  2.Qxe7#,

1...Re5  2.Qxc6#, 1...Qe5  2.Nc8#, 1...Be5  2.bxc5#, 1...Ke5  2.Nh5# Six black self-blocks on
e5 (CG), Crude key and threat, but 6 new mates after black moves to e5 (JM), Open-
ing of white lines, abandonment of guards, and five self-blocks on e5. Simple (EP),
The many attempts to block on e5 fail (MD)
T0190 (Robert) 1...Nc~  2.g4#, 1...Nxe5! 1...Ne~  2.Bg6#, 1...Nexe5!, 1...Bc~  2.Nd4#,
1...Bxe5!, 1...Q~ 2.Rf6#, 1.Qd1? (2.Qf3/Qg4/Qxb1#), 1...Ncxe5/Nfxe5!; 1.Qd5! (2.Qf3#),

1...Ncxe5  2.g4#, 1...Nfxe5  2.Bg6#, 1...Bxe5  2.Nd4#, 1...Qxe5  2.Rf6# Wonderful four black
self-pins achieved with opening of white lines (EP)
T0191 (Aliovsadzade) 1...dxe5  2.Qxc5#, 1...Q~(a8,b8,c8)  2.Ngxe7#, 1.Nd4? (2.Be4#),
1...Kxe5 2.Bg6#, 1...Bxe6 2.Bxe6#, 1...g5!, 1.Bd4(xf4)? (2.Nb4#), 1...Bxc6!, 1.Bg4 A?

(2.Nb4#), 1...Bxc6 x  2.Bxg7 B#, 1...g5!; 1.Bxg7 B! (2.Nb4#), 1...Bxc6 x  2.Bg4 A#, 1...Qxg7

2.Ngxe7#, 1...Kxc6  2.Qb7# Pleasant tries and key by the pieces of the white half-battery
(EP), Somewhat obvious to kill the g7 Pawn due to the annoying 1...g5 possibility
(RM)
T0192 (Mosiashvili) 1...b1Q  2.Nd2#  A, 1...b1N  2.Re5#  B, 1.Nxf5? (2.Rxe5#  B) (2.Nd2?),

1...exf4  2.Nd2#  A, 1...b1Q  2.Nd6#, 1...Kxf5  2.Qg6#, 1...Nxf4  2.N1g3#, 1...bxa1Q!; 1.Nxf3!

(2.N1d2#) (2.Rxe5?), 1...gxf1~  2.Re5#  B, 1...b1N  2.Ng5#, 1...Kxf3  2.Qg2# Good key but
unsatisfactory play (EP)
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THREEMOVERS

Editor:  Dr. Milan R. Vukcevich,  Judge:  Miodrag Mladenovic

This time we have some truly exceptional threemovers. Three Western co-operations are

beyond amazing. Burger and Matthews extend a twomover theme into a truly harmonious

threemover. Keller and Zirkwitz blend five thematic variations into a single complex. Lipton
and Rice return to a blend of two classic motifs never seen before. Vladeta Nikoletić, a famous

Yugoslav selfmate composer, joins a less known friend to produce some interesting orthodoxy.

Fomichev shows consecutive flight-blocks, followed by a lighter fare, including a beautiful
mate in the newcomer Pekar's miniature.

M0172 Robert Burger

&  Robin Matthews 

USA/EnglandW________w
[wdwdRdwd]
[)w)wdwdK]
[wdN0wdwd]
[!w)wdpdw]
[wdw0w0wd]
[dpdkdpgN]
[wdbdpdwd]
[dw$whndB]
w--------w#3                            (10+12)

W________w
[w!Ndwdwd]
[GPdBdK0w]
[rdwdp0wd]
[hPdkdw0w]
[wdbdNdwd]
[gp$P0Pdn]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdrdwdw]
w--------w

M0173 Michael Keller 

& Thorsten Zirkwitz 

Germany

#3                           (12+13)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[1wdwdwdw]
[B0w0wdwh]
[dbdr)w!n]
[wdwdp)wG]
[dwHwdkdP]
[wdNdw)wd]
[$wdwIwdR]
w--------w

M0174 Michael Lipton 

& John Rice

England

#3                              (12+9)

W________w
[wGndwdwd]
[dpdw0P0p]
[Rdw4wdp)]
[Hn4Niwdw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dw0w)wdw]
[wdw)PdBd]
[dwdwdRdw]
w--------w

M0175 V.Nikoletić 

& D. Mirkail

Yugoslavia

#3                           (12+11)

W________w
[wdbdQdwd]
[dw)pHPdp]
[pdwdw4Bd]
[IwdwHrdw]
[w$w)kdpd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdw$P)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0176 V.Nikoletić 

& D. Mirkail

Yugoslavia

#3                              (13+8)

W________w
[wdwHwdwd]
[dwdNhpdw]
[wdwdw)Pd]
[dw0p)kdw]
[wdw0wdRd]
[dwhwgwdK]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dbdw!wdw]
w--------w

M0177 Eugene Fomichev 

Russia

#3                              (8+10)
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W________w
[wdwdwdwG]
[dwdwdwdQ]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw)Pdw]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dw0wdwdw]
[Pdwiwdwd]
[dwdwHKdw]
w--------w

M0178 Nikolaj Bantush 

Belarus

#3                                (8+2)

W________w
[wdwdNdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[PdwiwdKd]
[dQdwdwdp]
[wdwHwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0179 Adi Kosovac 

Bosnia

#3                                (5+4)

W________w
[wGwdwdBI]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwhwdwdw]
[wdwdwdkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
w--------w

M0180 Boris Pekar 

New York

#3                                (4+3)

SG10 (April-June 2000) Solutions – THREEMOVERS

Comments from Andrzej Baniak (AB), Carlos Grassano (CG), Ryan McCracken (RM), Efren

Petite (EP), Radovan M. Tomašević (RT), Israel Tzur (IT)

M0147 (Nahnybida) Changed answers to the Holtzhausen's intersection on f6. In the set play:

1...Rff6 2.Nc6+, and 1...Rgf6 2.Bxf2+. In the solution: 1.Bd8! (2.Ba5! ~ 3.Bxc3#), 1...Rff6

2.Bb6+ (2.Ba5? Rg3!), and 1...Rgf6 2.Nf3+ (2.Ba5? Rc8!) Excellent  Wurzburg-Plachutta in
an attractive setting (EP), The key brings nice changes (IT)
M0148 (Sovik) A difficult theme: cyclical change from try to solution of the white second

move. This theme is called Lacny. Try 1.Qd7? (2.exd4+ A), 1...Re5 2.Rg3+ B, and 1...Rxf5
2.Nxd4+ C, but 1...dxe3!. Solution: 1.d7! (2.Nxd4+ C), 1...Re5 2.exd4+ A, and 1...Rxf5

2.Rg3+ B. Also, 1...Kxe4 2.Nxd5+. The threat plays the role of the third Lacny variation.

M0149 (Kwiatkowski)  Another example of the Lacny theme. This time, the changes are be-
tween the set and the solution. Set play: 1...e6 2.Nd3, 1...e5 2.Qb6+, 1...exd6 2.Rxc4+. Solu-

tion: 1.Nf7! (2. Nd8#), 1...e6 2.Qb6+, 1...e5 2.Rxc4+, and 1...exd6 2.Nd3. Here, the three

Lacny variations do not include the threat, but the threat is short. Good defenses by bPe7
with precise white continuations (EP), Cyclic changes (IT), Good, but M0148 is even
better (RT)
M0150 (Nedeljković) In the try the variations are simple: 1.Rd4? cxd4 2.exd4+, 1...Nd6

2.Bxg7+, 1...Nxf3(exf3) 2.Re4+, but 1...f5!. The solution is much more subtle, and totally dif-
ferent: 1.Qf2! (2.Rf5+), 1...exf3 2.Ra2!, and 1...Bh7 2.Rxf7!. Also, a changed answer to

1...Nxf3 2.Ng4+. A surprising double Bristol. Problem in classical style with graceful
Bristol (EP), Nice clearance threat (RM)
M0151 (Zimmer) 1.Bc6! (zz), 1...bxc6+/Ka5 2.Kc5/Bd2+. A surprising key for a miniature.

Beautiful classical problem with sacrificial key (CG), Simple yet sympathetic (AB)
M0152 (Poissant) Lee is a solver, and this is his first composition! 1.Nf6! (2.Qb4#) Kxc3+

2.Ng4+! Kc4+/Qd4+ 3. Ne3/Qb4#. An intense cross-check problem with pins and unpins.
Congratulations! Please, keep composing. This is an excellent start. Refined white continua-
tions and cross-checks mates, one of them with the bQ pinned (EP), Yes, I CAN give
Black ...Kxc3.  Hard to see that mate! (RM)
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MOREMOVERS and STUDIES

Editor:  Dr. Milan R. Vukcevich,  Judges:  #n  Jim Grevatt,  Studies:

Noam Elkies

As with the previous section, this one has some outstanding pieces. Dave starts with a

funny and charming teaser. Leonid and collaborators show everything from one incredible key
to three strongly thematic variations. Fomichev and Shavyrin elaborate on an old line theme,

followed by Hans Peter Rehm with a truly incredible idea. No wonder, he is the best in the

history of moremovers. For the last years, he has worked mostly on fairy problems, and I am
happy that he could finish this masterpiece for us. Werner, Stojanović and Chistyakov search

in the realm of the classical German school, while the last three problems are non-thematic but

very interesting.
All three endgames are beautiful and difficult. One by Campioli is so unusual, that it may

mislead even the best solvers. Fomichev and Rossi play nicely with stalemates, and it may cost

you a lot of time to solve them.

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdNdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwiBIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdBdwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
w--------w

M0181 David L. Brown 

Rockford, IL

#4   2  solutions         (5+1)

W________w
[K$wdwdwd]
[dwHpdwgw]
[wdpdwdBd]
[dwdw0Ndw]
[w)Pdkdpd]
[$pdw0w)w]
[b)rhPdnd]
[dwGwdwdw]
w--------w

M0182 Leonid Makaronez 

& Jurij Pavlov 

Israel/Russia

#4                            (12+12)

W________w
[wdwdwdbd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdQdw$wd]
[4rdwdpdP]
[wdw)Ndpd]
[dp)piw)p]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdBdKgw]
w--------w

M0184 Eugene Fomichev 

& Valery Shavyrin 

Russia

M0183 Leonid Makaronez 

& Semion Shifrin 

Israel

#4                              (9+11)

W________w
[N4rdwdwd]
[gpdR0wdw]
[w!w0w)nd]
[dw0kdPdw]
[KdwdwdNd]
[dpdBdwdw]
[wdwdwGwd]
[hwdwdwdb]
w--------w#4                              (9+12)

W________w
[wHBdwdbd]
[dK)wgpdr]
[w$wdw0wd]
[dPdpiwdN]
[wdw0wdRh]
[dwdPdpdP]
[w)wdwdrd]
[dwdwdn1w]
w--------w

M0185 Hans Peter Rehm 

Germany

#5                            (11+13)

W________w
[ndwdwdNd]
[0wdpdwHw]
[Rdp4w0wd]
[Gndw4pdw]
[wdP0k)wd]
[gwdRdw)B]
[wdPdwdPd]
[dwdwdwIw]
w--------w

M0186 Dieter Werner 

Switzerland

#7                            (12+12)
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W________w
[wdwiwInd]
[0R$Ndp0p]
[wdpdpdwd]
[dwdw0wdn]
[w)wdwdNd]
[dbdwdwdw]
[rdwdw4wd]
[gwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0187 Bota Stojanović

& Aleksandr Chistyakov

Yugoslavia/Russia

#7                              (6+14)

W________w
[wdwdwgwd]
[0wHw0w0p]
[PdpdPiw1]
[dwIwHw0b]
[wdPdwdpd]
[dw$wdw)w]
[wGwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0188 Bota Stojanović 

Yugoslavia

#8                           (10+11)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdp)P]
[wdwdwir4]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdP)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

M0189 Marco Campioli 

Italy

#8                                 (5+5)

W________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdBdwdwG]
[dwdwIwdw]
w--------w

M0190 N. Zinovyev 

Kazakhstan

#11                              (4+3)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdB]
[pdNdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
[bdwdwdwd]
[0k)w0wdw]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

E0034 Eugene Fomichev

Russia

Win  (Black moves)    (5+5)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwhPiPdw]
[wdwdphwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

E0035 Marco Campioli

Italy

Draw                           (4+6)

W________w
[w$wdwdwd]
[dRdwdwdw]
[k)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwhwG]
[dwdwdwdn]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dwdwdKdw]
w--------w

E0036 Pietro Rossi 

Italy

Draw                           (5+4)

SG10 (April-June 2000) Solutions -

MOREMOVERS and STUDIES

Comments from Andrzej Baniak (AB), Danny Dunn (DD),

Carlos Grassano (CG), Ryan McCracken (RM), Efren Petite
(EP), Radovan M. Tomašević (RT), Israel Tzur (IT), Luigi

Vitale (LV)

M0153 (Nahnybida) 1.Qe5+? Kxe5 2.Re3#?, is not immedi-

ately possible, so White finds a torturous way: 1.Rb2!

(2.Re2#) axb2 2.Qxb2! d3 3.Qe5! Kxe5 4.Re3# Brilliant white
mate with the bPf4 pinned (EP), Nice and enjoyable (IT),
The key  is better than the obvious 1.Rb1 (RM)
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SELFMATES

Editor:  Dr. Milan R. Vukcevich,  Judge:  Andrey Selivanov

This time the selfmates range from 2 to 32 moves, with equal variety in themes. Iwanow's

is a nice block with an added variation, Eugene's is a symmetry picture, Yves' has a tough try,

and Leonid's has reciprocal changes. Leonid's second piece is all about difficulty, while Fo-
michev's is thematic and difficult. After that Leonid decides to go symmetric, while the new-

comer Stojnić shows a clear influence of Nikoletić. Fomichev and Gordian show orthodox

motives in a nice selfmate. The three marathon problems end the section in the manner of their
type: difficult until you guess the pattern or the mate.

M0154 (Nahnybida)  The immediate 1.Be5? fails to 1...e3!, so, white Bishop reaches the same

square by the long route: 1.Be1! Rb6 2.Ba5! Rb5 3.Bc7! Rh6 4.Be5!, and finally, 5.Bd4#

Bishop versus two Rooks. Tactic carrousel (CG), Stupendous Herlin maneuver by the
wB (EP), Nice geometry with a subtle play of the white Bishop (AB), A wide loop of the
wB (IT), Easy problem, but a visually pleasing circuit by wB (RM)
M0155 (Hutya) Consecutive sacrifices have been shown before by Kramer and Benko: 1.Nf5!

Kxf5 2.Ne6 Ke5 3.Nxd4! Kxd4, but not with this beautiful ending 4.Ke6! Kc4 5.Kd5# Splen-
did sacrificial wNN moves finishing with royal battery mate (EP), The first N-sacrifice is
quite plausible but the second one is subtle (IT), Nice sacrifices to create K-battery
mate (RM), Fun to work out this one (DD)
M0156 (Hutya) White Bishop dances around the Rook in this simple but attractive miniature:

1.Bg5! Ke4 2.Bh6 Ke5 3.Bg7 Ke4 4.Bf8 Ke5 5.Be7 Ke4 6.Bxc5 Ke5 7.Bd4+ Ke4 8. f3# Un-
usual (LV), Waiting key, moves by wB ending in model mate (EP), The dance of the
wB around his Rook is terrific (IT), A staggered enveloping maneuver, with the B
keeping an eye on the R every other move (RM)
E0027 (Tkachenko) The solution is: 1.Ng6! Ke4 2.Rb4+ Kd3 3.Nf4+ Kxc3 4.Rb3+ Kd2!

5.Nxg2 g3+!! 6.Kf1 Nxg2 7.Rb2+ Kc1!! 8.Rc2+ Kxd1 9.Rg2!, and now Black is in Zugzwang

and loses his Bishop: 9...Kc1 10.Ke1 Kb1 11.Kd1 Ka1 12.Kc1, etc. Unfortunately, there is a
cook: 1.Rb4+ Ke5 2.Rxg4 g1Q+ 3.Rxg1 Nd3+ 4.Kg2 Bxg1 5.Kxg1 Kd6 6.Nf5+ Kc5 7.Ne3,

etc. Probably, the first move has to be abandoned, and the study has to start with the second

move of the solution. 1.Rb4+ Ke5 2.Rxg4 g1Q+ etc., is most likely a cook (RT)
E0028 (Chernous) To win, White has to be a piece up and retain the Pawn, or he has to be two
pieces up. Thus, 1.Nf2+ Ke1! 2.Nd3+ Kd2 (2...Kd1 3.Nb5! bxc3+ 4.Nxc3+ Kd2 5.Ne5! Ng8

6.Nc4+ wins) 3.Nxc5! Bxc3+ 4.Ka1!! Bxc5 5.Nb3+ Kc2! 6.Nxc5 Bf3! 7.Bxh6 Bg4! 8.Bg2 Bf3

9. Nd3!! Bxg2 10.Ne1+, and White is finally two pieces up.
E0029 (Pastalka) White must save his last Pawn, and stop black connected Pawns. If 1.f3?

Rb8+ 2. Kh7 Rb7 3.Rg7 Rxb7 4.Rxb7 h3! (4...g2? 5.Ra5#) 5.Rb5+ Kh4 6.Ra4+ Kh4!, and

white got only a draw. So, 1.f4! Rg6! 2.Kh7!! Rxg4 3.Be8+ Rg6 4.f5! g2 5.fxg6 g1Q 6.g7+

Kg4 7.g8R+! Kh3 8.Rxg1, and White wins. At first, it looks like White loses the queening
race until the skewer appears! (RM)
E0030 (Jasik) 1.Ne1! Nf2+!  2.Kg1 Nh3+  3.Kh1 Qxa8  4.Qg4+!! Bxg4  5.Ng2+ Kh5  6.fxg4+

K~  stalemate. An unbelievable 'tour de force' with beautiful tries: 1.f4? Qb1+ 2.Qg1 Nf2+!
3.Kg2 Bh3+ 4.Kxf2 Qxc2+ 5.Kf3 g4+, and few more checks will win the Bishop on a8. Also,

1.Qg3+? Kh5 2.Qc7 Qb1+ 3.Kg2 Bh3!+ 4.Kxh3 Qf1+ 5.Kg3 Qg1+ 6.Kh3 Nf2#

E0031 (Zimmer) After a forced start: 1.g6+! Kg8 2.Qb8+ Kg7 3.Qe5+ Kg8 4.Qe6+ Kg7

5.Qf7+ Kh6, White ends quietly, 6.g7! hxg4! 7.Kh4! Qxg7 8.Qh5# Not so easy play by
White. It must  choose the proper order of moves. Nice problem (AB), Easy to solve.
White just keeps the bK tied to the Queen (RM)
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W________w
[wdwHwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[$bdk1Rdw]
[pdndrdNd]
[Gw)K0w0w]
[QdPdPdw0]
[dwdwdwdB]
w--------w

S0108 Eugeniusz Iwanow

Poland

S#2                         (11+10)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw$N]
[n!w0kdK)]
[dwdwdw$N]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

S0109 Eugene A. Dugas

North Windham, ME

S#3                              (7+3)

W________w
[wdwdwdwH]
[dw0w$wdP]
[wdwdQ0w1]
[dwdwdPdp]
[wdp0wiw)]
[dw4w0BdK]
[wdwdwdP0]
[dwdwGndr]
w--------w

S0110 Yves Cheylan 

France

S#3                          (10+12)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdw!wdw]
[b0w)wGwd]
[1rdwHwdR]
[pdK0Piwh]
[0wdwdPdP]
[wgwdw)wd]
[dwdwhwdw]
w--------w

S0111 Leonid Makaronez 

Israel

S#3*                       (10+12)

W________w
[rdrgwdqd]
[0w0Khb0p]
[wdw)pdwd]
[dw0kdNdw]
[wdRdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwHwdwd]
[dwdwdB!w]
w--------w

S0112 Leonid Makaronez 

Israel

S#4                            (8+13)

W________w
[BdwdRdwd]
[gwdwHwdw]
[wdNdw0wh]
[dpdPdpdw]
[w)P0k)wd]
[dpdwdw!w]
[p)w)wdnd]
[4bIwdwdw]
w--------w

S0113 Eugene Fomichev

Russia

S#4                          (12+12)

W________w
[rgw!wdwd]
[1wdwdwdp]
[wdpdwGwd]
[0w)w0wdR]
[Kdwdkdwd]
[dpdw0N)w]
[w)P0PdBd]
[hb4Rdwdw]
w--------w

S0114 Mihailo Stojnić

Yugoslavia

S#4                          (12+14)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdw)R]
[w$wdPdwd]
[dwdkdw)w]
[PdpdrdNd]
[GwdwdQdP]
[B0wdNdbd]
[gKdwdwdw]
w--------w

S0115 Leonid Makaronez 

Israel

S#5                            (14+6)

W________w
[wdwdNdwd]
[dwdPdR0w]
[w)w!wdwg]
[Gw0p0pdw]
[P)wiw0wd]
[$wdwdK0w]
[pdwdwdr1]
[dwdwdwdb]
w--------w

S0116 Eugene Fomichev 

& Yuri Gordian 

Russia/Ukraine

S#6                          (10+13)
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W________w
[Kdkdwdwd]
[)wGwdwdR]
[wdQdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwgw)pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdrd]
[dwdqdwdb]
w--------w

S0117 Vladimir Chernous 

Ukraine

S#11                           (6+6)

W________w
[wdw$w$bi]
[0KdwdPhw]
[wdpdwdwg]
[dwdwdw0P]
[wdpdwdPd]
[dwGwdwdw]
[w0wHwdwd]
[dBdwdQdw]
w--------w

S0118 Dragoljub Ðokić

Yugoslavia

S#23                        (10+9)

W________w
[wdwdw!wd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdwdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwHPdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdwdwdw4]
[iwIRdwdw]
w--------w

S0119  Krzysztof Drazkowski 

Poland

S#32                           (7+3)

SG10 (April-June 2000) Solutions - SELFMATES

Comments from Andrzej Baniak (AB), C.C.Frankiss (CCF), Ryan McCracken (RM), Efren

Petite (EP), Radovan M. Tomašević (RT)

S0084 (Pitkanen) The key, 1.e8+Q!, threatens 2.Nh1+, but the Queen promotion takes a flight

away from the black King. Still, there are some interesting variations: 1...Qb8 2.Rc2+ Rxc2
3.Qf3+! Kxf3 4.Qe2+ Rxe2#, 1...Bc7 2.Qd2+ Kf3 3.Qe4+ Qxe4 4.Qe2+ Qxe2#. Two white

Queens exchanged their roles. Also, 1...Be1 2.Rc2+ Rxc2 3.Ne4+ Qxe4 4.Qf1+ Kxf1# Inter-
esting black defenses (pinning of wN) followed by good sacrificial continuations (EP),
Brutal key but I liked the variations (RM)
S0085 (Bales) 1.Be6! threatens four sacrifices: 2.Rb8+ Qxb8 3.Nd8+ Qxd8 4.Ra7+! Kxa7

5.Qb6+ Qxb6#. The only defense, still does not defend completely: 1...Qg7 2.Re7+! Qxe7

3.Nd8+!, with the repeat performance. This problem practically has only one variation
(RT)
S0086 (Nedeljković) In the set, it is very simple: 1...f3 2.Ne3 f4 3.Ng2 fxg2#, but how can

White loose a tempo? By exchanging one Knight for another: 1.Nc7! e5 2.Nxf4+! exf4 3.Nd5

f3 4.Ne3 f4 5.Ng2 fxg2#. Also, 1...f3 2.Ne6 f4 3.c5 bxc5 4.Nxc5 e5 5.Ne4 fxg2# Charming
wN switchback moves, ending with the set mate (EP), Fata morgana with surprisingly
rich play. Very nice (AB)
S0087 (Chernous) The key is forced, but the rest is much better: 1.Rf6+! Qe6 2.Rb7! Qd6

3.Re6 Qc6 4.Rd6 Qb6 5.Rc6 Qxc6 6.Qb6+ Qxb6 7.Ra7+ Qxa7# The wR moves force the
bQ to move on the sixth row arriving at the mating square (EP)
S0088 (Chernous) White creates a box around his King: 1.Be5++! Kh7 2.Bg8+ Kh6 3.Qf8+

Rg7 4.0-0 f3 5.Kh1 f2 6.Bh2 e5 7.Ndf4 exf4 8.Nf6 f3 9.Rg2 fxg2# Move order is not exact
from move 4 to 8, i.e., there are a number of duals in solution (CCF), The problem has
duals (RT)
S0089 (Pitkanen) Another box building, but with more surprises: 1.b8Q! Kc5 2.c8R+! Kd4

3.Rf8 Kc5 4.Ke6 Kd4 5.Bd8 Kc5 6.Ke7 Kd4 7.Qa7+! Kxe5 8.Qg3+ Kf5+ 9.Be6+ Rxe6# The
following solves with various move orders: 1.b8Q Kc5 2.c8B Kd4 3.d8N Kc5 4.f8N
Kd4 5.Ke7 Kc5 6.Ke8 Kd4 7.Qa7+ Kxe5  8.Bg3+ Kf6+ 9.Qe7+ Rxe7# (CCF)
S0090 (Barsukov) Same as in S0087 and S0088. It appears that the forced start only prolongs

the solution. I would drop the checking key, and start from the quiet second move: 1.Bg5+!

Rf4 2.Nd5! d6 3.Ne7! d5 4.Bd3 d4 5.Nf5 gxf5 6.Rg1! fxg4 7.Ne3+ Rf1 8.Nc4+ Kd1 9.Nb2+

Ke1 10.Bf4! Rxg1# Well composed except for minor duals [3.Nf6 (Ne7), 5.Nh5 (Nf5)
gxh5 (gxf5) 6.Rg1 hxg4 (fxg4)]. Also, bP which ends up on d4, plays no part in mating
net, i.e., a tempo unit only (CCF), Cook: 1.Bg5+ Rf4 2.Nd5 d6 3.Nxf4 d5 4.Bd3 d4
5.Ra1+ Kd2 6.Kh3! Kxe1 7.Nh5 gxh5 8.Nc3+ Kf2 9.Ne4+ Kf3 10.~ hxg4# (RT)
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STALEMATES

Editor:  Dan Meinking,  Judge:  Edgar Holladay

Almost a "new crew" in this Stalemates edition.  We welcome Rauf Aliovsadzade, Petko

Petkov (our 1999 Stalemates judge -- see awards elsewhere), Zoran Janev, Gaspar Perrone, and
Noam Elkies.  And welcome back to Tibor Ersek!

Rauf demonstrates a direct-mate scheme, perhaps for the first time in direct-stalemate

form.  Petko achieves amazing clarity with just six units.  Zoran and Tibor double up on solid
strategy, while Gaspar brings elegance to the fore. Noam, after cooking Q0023 in SG11 (de-

tails next issue), was inspired by Mike's challenge to find a new -- and sound -- matrix!

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdp]
[wdwdpdpG]
[dpdw0wIw]
[w)wdPdwd]
[dwdNdwdw]
w--------w

Q0024 Rauf Aliovsadzade

Lincoln, NE

=2*                              (6+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdndwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[hkdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[wdRdwdwd]
[dw$wdwdw]
w--------w

Q0025 Petko A. Petkov

Bulgaria

H=3  b) Na5→d6        (3+3)

c) Nd7 →d3

w________w
[w4wdwdwd]
[0pdpdwdw]
[wiw0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w0Qdwdwd]
[dK$Rdwdw]
w--------w

Q0026 Zoran Janev

Macedonia

H=3  b) Pa7→a6         (4+8)

w________w
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdQdw0pd]
[dwdwdp)w]
[wdndwdw)]
[dwdwdwdp]
[bdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Q0027 Tibor Ersek 

Hungary

H=4   b) bK→h7         (4+8)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdp]
[wdwgqdn$]
[dw0wdpdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwIPdwGw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Q0028 Gaspar J. Perrone

Argentina

H=4   2 solutions         (5+7)

SG10 (April-June 2000) Solutions – STALEMATES

Comments from Andrzej Baniak (AB), Matthew Dickey (MD), C.C.Frankiss (CCF), Ryan

McCracken (RM), Jeremy Morse (JM), Mike Neumeier (MN), Radovan M. Tomašević (RT),
Israel Tzur (IT)

Q0014 (Kobayashi) a) 1.Ng6+ Kf7  2.Nf8 gxf8Q=, 1.Nf5 g8B+ 2.Kh8 gxf5=, b) 1.Kh6 g8R

2.Ng7 Rxg7=,  1.Nf6  g8N  2.Kh8 Nxf6= An amazing 2x2 AUW scheme.  The author makes it

look easy! Attractive AUW with minimal force (CCF), A short story treasure. The AUW
is borne by echoed-Knight Y-play (MN), AUW in super-miniature. A nice find (AB),
AUW in miniature with unity in black play (IT), Too bad for two moves Kh8 (RT)

ww________
w[wdwdwdwd]
w[dwdwdwdw]
w[wdwdwdwd]
w[dwdwdpdw]
w[wdwdw)pd]
w[dpdwdw)w]
w[p)pdw0w0]
w[hwGwdkgK]
ww--------w

Q0029 Noam Elkies

Cambridge, MA

dedicated to Mike Neumeier

H=7                          (5+10) 
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Q0015 (Heinonen) a) 1.Ke6 g8N  2.Bc6 Kxc6=, b) 1.Ke4 g8Q 2.Rg3 Qxg3=, c) 1.Rg3 g8R

2.Rg5+ fxg5=, d) 1.Rf6 g8B+ 2.Kh8 exf6= Another economical AUW gem with all

ideal/model mates, though achieved via rougher twinning. Another good AUW but I do not
like bK in check in a) and b) to force first black move (CCF), A progression intrigue.
Each measure, an alluring discord (MN), Rather schematic AUW with complicated
twinning (AB), Another miniature with AUW and diverse play (IT)
Q0016 (Cseh) I. 1.d1R+ Kc2 2.Rb1 Kxb1=, II. 1.d1B Bb5 2.Ba4 Bxa4=, III. 1.d1N Nd3

2.Nb2 Nxb2= An enjoyable side-stepping theme seen in orthodox helpmates, combined with

promotions.  Nice! White unit moves away to capture promoted unit on diagram square.
Good strategy but pity no Queen promotion (CCF), The white dancers' one-two steps
are sweet.  And, they have such splendid partners! (MN), Great, white switchback,
plus Umnov plus 3 underpromotions, all that with 8 pieces. A little gem. The best h= in
this issue (AB), This very elegant miniature presents the three minor promotions and
white switchbacks (IT), The third of the AUW themes, this time skipping the Queen
(MD)
Q0017 (Meinking) I. 1.Kg2 h8Q 2.Rh1 Qxa8+ 3.Kg1 Qf3=, II. 1.Kg1 h8Q 2.Bh1 Qxa1+

3.Kg2 Qe1= Intended only to entertain, but composed without a board -- honest!  This was a

predecessor to Q0013. Perhaps a bit geometric (CCF), An aesthetic orthogonal/diagonal
vignette.  The twice Q-promo is afforded grand purpose (MN), Closing black piece in
the corner, but the strategy is not very deep (AB), Enjoyable miniature dominantly us-
ing all four corners of the board and having a Zilahi-like flavor. One of the black the-
matic units is entombed at "h1" while the other one is eliminated (IT)
Q0018 (Stephenson) 1.Bb2 Bxc7 2.Rc3 Ra5+ 3.Ba3 Be5= Pretty Platzwechsel pirouettes,

pleasantly played. The harmony would be still further improved if bP were switched from
c7 to e6—if still sound (JM), Both, bB/bR and wB/wR change places. Excellent prob-
lem (CCF), A trading places dynamic.  B-B-R-R-B-B is the poetic stanza (MN), Very
nice geometry. White pieces repeat the moves of black ones in opposite direction and
in the scale 2:1. Fine problem (AB), The Rook-Bishop pair on both sides exchange
places (IT), Both sides exchange the positions of Rook and Bishop (RM), Nifty dual
place swaps result in pin stalemates (MD), Nice (RT)

HELPMATES

Editor:  Dan Meinking,  Judges:  H#2  Živko Janevski,  H#2.5 & H#3

Michel Caillaud,  H#3.5 & H#n  Rolf  Wiehagen

Hard to believe another year has come and gone.  My thanks to composers,  solvers, com-

mentators, and judges for a tremendous Y2K.  We are honored to have with us for the first

time: Andrew Kalotay, Zoran Janev, Sriram Ganapathi, Yves Cheylan, Ryan McCracken,
Kevin Begley, and Valery Kopyl.

Several twomovers coincide with Mark Kirtley's book review on page 196.  Can anyone

show other permutations?  H0406 might fairly be labeled H0283(v), but it's worthy of another
diagram. I'm grateful to Leopold for his kind dedication! Don't overlook Cheylan's clever near-

misses, nor Pachl's powerful strokes, nor Onkoud's complex pattern play.  Some good light-

weights to start the threemovers.  Chris' "Pythonesque" H0420 is unusual, and intriguing.
Please note Georgi Frantzov’s new first-name, and (we hope) new idea.  Hans Peter shows a

theme of recent discussion, with a twist.  A solid set of moremovers -- all good solving! --

though none that stands out from the others.  H0434 is an extension of the authors' H0399 in
SG11.

Notes:  The half-movers H0400, H0426, H0429 indicate White moves first, and mates.  The
twinning for H0406 is like that of its predecessor: b/c/d) are a/b/c) after the key-move.  The (*)

means H0422 solves as a H#2½ and a H#3.

w________w
[w1wdwhrd]
[dpdw)P)w]
[wdwdkdwd]
[gwdNdwdw]
[w4wdw0w)]
[dwIwdwdP]
[wdwdBdwd]
[dwdw!wdb]
w--------w

H0400 Noam Livnat 

Israel

"Seasons, Winds, and Sun"

H#1½  2 solutions      (9+9)

b) Qe1→b4

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdwdRdw]
[wdwdrdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[GwdNdwdB]
w--------w

H0401 Andrew Kalotay 

& Gianni Donati

USA

H#2  2 solutions          (5+2)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wgwIwdwd]
[dwdwdbdw]
[wdwdk0wd]
[dw)wdrdw]
[wdwdP)wd]
[dwdNdwdw]
w--------w

H0402 Abdelaziz Onkoud

& Rolf  Wiehagen

Morocco/Germany

H#2  2 solutions          (5+5)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdR]
[kdwdwHw$]
[)wdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdw4]
[Iwhndwdw]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdwdwdb]
w--------w

H0403 Zoran Janev

Macedonia

H#2  b) Nf6→g6         (5+7)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdw)wdw]
[w)wdRdwI]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdndwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdpdwGB0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0404 Janos Csak

Hungary

H#2  b) Pc2→c4         (6+6)

w________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdNd]
[dw)kdw4w]
[RdwHwdwg]
[dwdwGndw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[1wdwdrdw]
w--------w

H0405 Michal Dragoun

Czech Republic

H#2  2 solutions          (6+7)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdw)w]
[pdwdwdwd]
[0wiwHNdw]
[pdBdwdwd]
[4RdwdwIw]
w--------w

H0406 Christer Jonsson 

& Michel Caillaud

Sweden/France

H#2  see text!              (7+6)

H0407 Leopold Szwedowski

Poland

dedicated to Dan Meinkingw________w
[whKdwdwd]
[dwhw)wdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[drdk)Ndw]
[wdw)wgwd]
[dw4wdwdw]
[bdwdPdqd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0408 Mark Kirtley

Alpine, TX

H#2  4 solutions         (7+8)

w________w
[wdwdwdrd]
[dwdpdwdN]
[wdw1Pdwd]
[Iwdwhrdw]
[wdwdwdkG]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdbdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdB]
w--------wH#2  b) Nh7→e1         (6+7)

c) Bh4→g3   d) Kg4→e6
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
[wdwdpgwd]
[dwdndkdw]
[wdw)R)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0418 Albert Grigoryan

Armenia

H#3  2 solutions         (4+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpHw0w]
[wIwhwdwd]
[dwGwiwdw]
[wdwhwdwd]
[dw0rdwdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0419 Živko Janevski

Macedonia

H#3  2 solutions          (4+7)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdp0ndw$]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdp)wdrd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w

H0420 Christopher Jones

England

H#3  2 solutions          (4+7)

w________w
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dNgrdwdw]
[pdP1wdwd]
[)wdwdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dndwirdw]
[wdwdb0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0421 Toma Garai

Van Nuys, CA

H#3  2 solutions       (4+10)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdpdw]
[wdP0w)wd]
[dw0Kdwdw]
[wdPdwdwG]
[dwdwipdw]
[wdPdphwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0422 Yves Cheylan

France

H#3*                           (6+8)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wiPdwdpd]
[0pdpdw)w]
[wdw)wgBI]
[dwdwdwGb]
w--------w

H0423 Georgi M. Frantzov

Bulgaria

H#3  b) Kb4→e5        (8+8)

w________w
[wdw$wdwd]
[dw0KdwdR]
[w0pdpgw0]
[dwdwdw4w]
[whwiwdwd]
[Gw0whwdw]
[qdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdb]
w--------w

H0424 Radovan M. Tomašević

Yugoslavia

H#3                           (4+13)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[Gpdwdw0w]
[b)wdwdPd]
[4wdwdw0n]
[qdw0Kdpg]
[$wdpdwdk]
[Pdwdw0r0]
[dwdwdndw]
w--------w

H0425 Hans Peter Rehm

Germany

H#3  b) Kh3Ph2    (6+16)

w________w
[rdwdkdw4]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdndwdwd]
[dwdpdndw]
[wdwdNdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwIBdw1]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0426 Janos Csak

Hungary

H#3½  2 solutions       (3+8)
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w________w
[wdwdwhBh]
[dp0wdpdw]
[wdwiwdpd]
[dwdwHw!r]
[wdwdwdr1]
[IwdwGwdw]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0409 Christer Jonsson

Sweden

H#2  2 solutions       (5+11)

w________w
[wdwdbgKd]
[dwdwdP0w]
[wdwdpipd]
[0wdwhpdr]
[wdwdwdwd]
[1ndwdwdw]
[p0wdwdw4]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0410 Mark Kirtley

Alpine, TX

H#2  4 solutions         (2+15)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[hwdp0wdw]
[pdripdwd]
[dndPdbdw]
[wdw)Pdwd]
[dpHwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[gKdwdwdw]
w--------wH#2  2 solutions       (5+12)

(tries)

H0411 Yves Cheylan

France

w________w
[bdwdwdnd]
[dwdw)w0w]
[P0wdP)wd]
[drdk0wIw]
[wdw1N)wd]
[dwdrhpdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0412 Mark Kirtley

Alpine, TX

H#2  4 solutions       (7+11)

w________w
[wdwgwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdw0w!wd]
[HwdP4wdw]
[RdbiwdwI]
[hwdwdrdR]
[wdqdwdwG]
[dBdwhwdw]
w--------w

H0413 Franz Pachl

Germany

H#2  2 solutions        (8+10)

w________w
[wdwdNdwd]
[4wHwdwhw]
[wdw)P)wd]
[dwdwdP$w]
[RdwhwiPd]
[Iwdp0rdw]
[wGwdwdwd]
[dwgwdwdw]
w--------w

H0414 Sriram Ganapathi

India

H#2  b) Rg5→e8       (11+8)

w________w
[ndwdwhwd]
[dwdN0wdp]
[w0w0w0pd]
[gwdkdBdw]
[wdwdwdwH]
[dwdbdw)w]
[rdqdw)wI]
[dwdw4wGw]
w--------w

H0415 Abdelaziz Onkoud

Morocco

H#2  2 solutions       (7+14)

b) Nh4→d8

w________w
[wdwdwdwi]
[dKdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdN]
[wdwdw0w$]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0416 Robert Bales

Broadview, IL

dedicated to Bill Colias

H#3  b) Kh8→a1        (3+2)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[Kdw$wdwd]
[dwdrdwdw]
[wdkgwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0417 Albert Grigoryan

Armenia

H#3  2 solutions          (3+4)
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SG10 (April-June 2000) Solutions - HELPMATES

Comments from Andrzej Baniak (AB), Matthew Dickey (MD), Danny Dunn (DD),

C.C.Frankiss (CCF), Barry Keith (BK), Ryan McCracken (RM), Jeremy Morse (JM), Efren
Petite (EP), Radovan M. Tomašević (RT), Israel Tzur (IT), Luigi Vitale (LV), Rolf Wiehagen

(RW)

H0313 (Petrović) B: 1.gxf3 e.p. Qxf3#, W: 1.axb6 e.p. axb6#  Tough to compose!  In each

case, the captured Pawn cannot itself have just captured, as that would make the position ille-

gal. Quite difficult retro H# (AB), Another retrograde construction by the distinguished
author (IT), A wonderful setup where either side to move can capture en passant
(MD)
H0314 (Dikusarov) I. 1.Kg5 Kf2  2.Kh4 Nf3#, II. 1.Kg3 O-O 2.Qh4 Rf3# The simplest of

castling and non-castling motifs. Aristocratic miniature with good model mates (EP), At-
tractive miniature (CCF), Two sympathetic mates (AB), A miniature with castling is
always interesting (IT)
H0315 (Molnar) I. 1.Ne8 Bf6+ 2.Kh3 Rg3#, II. 1.Nf5 Rg3 2.h5 Bf6# A dual-avoidance light-

weight with reciprocal White’s play. Excellent inversion AB/BA in white moves (EP),
Good composition (CCF), White cycle in miniature. Very elegant (AB), A very rich
miniature. Well-motivated anti-Nowotny key-move of the bN and change of order of
white moves (IT), Miniature with AB-BA (RT)
H0316 (Muralidharan) I. 1.Bd4 Qe8 2.Bc8 Qb5#, II. 1.Bd5 Qf8  2.Bb8 Qb4# Good theme

with echoed mates and unpins, but very familiar. Exchange of functions for bB, block-
unpin, simple and sympathetic (AB), Pretty wQ unpins and mates (EP), A nice piece
of geometry but fairly simple (CCF), Beautiful and harmonious! I like very much the
long wQ move along her pinning line (IT)
H0317 (Zujev) I. 1.R1c6 Rd2 2.Bc3 Rxd1#, II. 1.Rhc6 Ra2  2.Nc3 Rb2#  Twice-visited c6 and

c3 squares, with unpins and interferences. White unpins combined with black interceptions
in aristocratic setting (EP), Elegant problem with unpins (AB), Nice line-cuttings on
black critical points. The activity of the two pairs of Rooks is remarkable (IT), The
second solution was hard (RT)
H0318 (Nahnybida) I. 1.g1R+ Nc6 2.Rg2 Nd4#, II. 1.g1N+ Ne4 2.Nf3 Ng3# Checking pro-

motions with White having to “intercept” carefully. Interesting idea of underpromotions,
unpins and Knight mates. Nice (AB), Good pins and unpins (EP), Minor promotions
with pin-unpin combination (IT)
H0319 (Rice) I. 1.Ned5 Rc4+  2.Ke5 Bc7#, II. 1.Nfd5 Rh6  2.Kg5 Bd2#  Choice of Knight
key trades self-block for line-opening. Elegant! (RW), Splendid arrangement of white un-
pins with black preventive pins (EP), Good separation of bN unpinning moves (CCF),
Simple-looking but quite complex. The unpinning bN, anticipatory self-pinning itself,
makes possible a pin-mate (IT)
H0320 (Cseh) I. 1.Re8! dxe8N 2.Rf6 Nxf6#, II. 1.Qe8! dxe8B 2.Rc6+ Bxc6#, III. 1.Ne8+!

dxe8Q+  2.Re6  Qxe6# A splendid promotion trio!  Each black move is a self-sacrifice and an

unguard of the mating square.  Black’s second moves nicely unified (RW), Superb com-
bination of three white promotions on the same square (EP), Very harmonious (CCF),
Three sacrifices on e8 plus three different promotions. Nice (AB), It is a pity that the
promotion in phase b) is not R, then we would have a double cycle of sacrifices and
promotions (IT), Annihilations and underpromotions. A nicely worked theme in tripli-
cate (MD)
H0321 (Onkoud) a) 1.Nf7 Nb6 2.d5 Bd7#, b) 1.Nf5 Be8 2.c6 Nc7# Refreshing reverse
Umnovs (N-P-B and B-P-N) with unpins! Valuable wB & wN unpins achieved with
black self-blocks (EP), Good unpinning by bP but not difficult (CCF), White half-pin
unpinned and exchange of functions of white pieces. Fine problem (AB), The busy
Pawn provides cover for the wK and the mating piece with its dual line closures (MD)
H0322 (Pankratiev) a) 1.c1B Ba6 a  2.Be3 Bc3# b b) 1.c1N Bc3 b  2.Nd3 Ng4# c c) 1.h1B

Ng4 c  2.Bf3 Ba6# a White cycle combined with promotions, but the c) twinning is  unfortu-

nate. There   are   more   than   a  dozen    twomovers  showing   BBN  cycle,  but   the
214

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dNiwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdrdwdw]
[wdKdPdwd]
[dwdrdwdw]
w--------w

H0427 Christer Jonsson

Sweden

H#4  2 solutions         (3+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iw$qdwdw]
[wdwdrdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdk)wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0428 Carlos Lago

Argentina

H#4  2 solutions         (4+3)

w________w
[wdwdwIwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw0wdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0429 Czestaw Janczura

Poland

H#4½  2 solutions      (2+2)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwipdwdw]
[whw1wdwd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdwdK)P)]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0430 Ryan McCracken 

& Kevin Begley

USA

H#5                             (5+4)

w________w
[wiwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdw0wdwd]
[4ndwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[R0PdwdwI]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0431 Valery Kopyl

Ukraine

H#5                             (3+7)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdwdw0wh]
[dwdwdkHK]
w--------w

H0432 Viktor Syzonenko

Ukraine

H#6                             (3+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dkdwdwdw]
[pdpdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[ndPdwdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w

H0433 Luigi Vitale

Italy

H#7                             (2+5)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdkdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdbdwdwd]
[dwgwdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdwdwhw]
w--------w

H0434 Miomir Nedeljković

& Bota Stojanović

Yugoslavia

H#9         NWK (1+4)

w________w
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dp0wdwdp]
[wdpdw)wd]
[hwIwdwdw]
w--------w

H0435 Miomir Nedeljković

& Bota Stojanović

Yugoslavia

H#12                         (2+10)
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H0328 (Prcic) I. 1.Kg3 Qxb7 2.Bg2+ Qxg2#, II. 1.Ng4 Qf8 2.Rf4 Qxf4#, III. 1.Rg4 Qd8
2.Qxd3+ Qxd3#, IV. 1.Rf4 Qc8 2.Qxh3+ Qxh3# Four mixed annihilation-Bristols with good

distribution of mates. Good news, Mike: No predecessors in my Bristol collection (about
600 pieces)... (RW), Neat black moves followed by four wQ mates capturing the sacri-
ficed pieces (EP), Three fairly easy mates but first one quite hard to find (CCF), The
idea reminds me of the Loshinski-magnet (IT), Amazing task of 4 Bristols w/o twins
(RM), If my Queen ever gets stuck on the back rank, I know who to call! An inventive
set of variations (MD)
H0329 (Dragoun) I. 1.Rd7 Bxb6 2.Bd2 Nc5#, II. 1.Bd8 Rxg4 2.Rc3 Nf4# Logical fireworks

result in pseudo-Somov mates. Good strategic puzzle with mate from the square initially
guarded by three black pieces with full analogy between vars. I like this problem very
much (AB), Remarkable line-play (IT), White must cut off the lines of his own pieces to
free lines for black pieces (RM), The Knight moves simultaneously open and close
lines to key squares about the bK (MD) Compare to the diagram on the left:

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdb]
[wIwdNdw0]
[dwdwdwdp]
[qdrdwhw$]
[4wdwdk0P]
[wdwGp0nd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

C. J. Feather

1st Prize, StrateGems 1998

“The American Dream”

H#2   2 sols.  (5+12)

I.  1.Ng6 Bxh6 (Rxc4?) 

2.Re3 Ng5#

II. 1.Nd3 Rxc4 (Bxh6?) 

2.Be4 Nd4#

H0330 (Jonsson) I. 1.Qd3 fxe4+ 2.Kxe4 Bg2#, II. 1.Nf5 Nxe6
2.Kxe6 Qc6# Unified anticipatory self-pins with White’s assists.

Good black preventive pins (EP), Mates are well matched and
the strategy is excellent (CCF), Fantastic anticipatory selfpin
(IT), The Bishop mate is not easy to imagine (MD)
H0331 (Parrinello) I. 1.Bxg2! Rd2+!  2.Kxd2 Kxe6#, II. 1.Bxf4!

Rd3+!  2.Kxd3 Ke7# Another “Battle Royale” from Mario, with mu-

tual flight unguards! I like it! (RW), Remarkable functioning of the
white royal battery after wR sacrificial moves (EP), King battery
with two white sacrifices, but looks a bit schematic (AB), The
author's beloved K-battery at work (IT), Black removes each of
White's heavy artillery, but at the cost of placing the bK on the
d file and leaving some weasel room for the wK. Never bet on
black in a chess problem! (MD)
H0332 (Molnar) I. 1.axb3 Nc2! 2.dxc2 Rh3#, II. 1.dxc3 Qd5! 2.exd5

Nf5#, III. 1.dxe3 Rc6!  2.dxc6 Qxe6# Forced captures are followed

by willing ones, in cyclic form. Amazing! Magnificent black anni-
hilation (EP), Multiple sacrifices by White so that the remaining
active piece can mate (CCF), Cycle of sacrificed and mating
pieces. Not very deep, but well done and sympathetic (AB),
Excellent! Zilahi-cycle with double elimination in each phase
(IT), Awesome task: double-sacrifice in each solution (RM),
Black is forced to remove one white piece, then White sacri-
fices another to drive a path to the bK (MD)
Rolf Wiehagen sends the following (diagram on left), “with black cy-

cle and tempo rather than white active sacrifice”, for comparison.

w ________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dRdB)pdw]
[kdP0R)wd]
[dwdwHwdw]
[wGwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

Mario Parrinello

3rd Commended

Probleemblad 1983

H#2  3 sols.        (9+4)

I.   1.dxe3 Rxe3

2.exd5! Ra3#

II.  1.exd5 Nxd5 

2.fxe4! Nb6#

III. 1.fxe4 Bxe4 

2.dxe3! Bc2#

H0333 (Green) a) 1.exd3 e.p. O-O!  2.Rb3  Rf4#, b) 1.exd3 e.p. O-O-
O!  2.dxe2 Bxd5# Retro-magic from young Josh! Castling is needed

to “legalize” the en passant captures at B1, else the preceding Pd2-d4

cannot be assumed. In both cases, if 0-0 and 0-0-0 are not avail-
able, then e.p. capture is illegal. By inference castling must be
available for problem to solve (CCF)
H0334 (Aliovsadzade) I. 1.Bxe6 Nxe6 2.Rxg3 bxa5#, II. 1.Bxc6

Nxc6 2.Qxb4 gxh4# The “(T.) Salamanca theme from the 1940s”
(composer): Complete half-pin on the d-file combined with recipro-

cally pinning and mating batteries. Delightful black play (third pin),
self-pins and battery mates (EP), Captures on all moves—quite
a feat. Excellent composition (CCF), Mates with two pinned
pieces, but vars. look very similar and position looks too heavy
(AB), From triple-pin to double pin-mate (IT), Black’s breath-
taking 2nd moves create double-pins (RM)
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combination with promotions is new for this white force! (RW), Fantastic arrangement
of black promotions with inversion (AB/BC/CA) and model mates (EP), Good cycle of
white moves, but again not difficult (CCF), White cycle with three underpromotions.
Pity that promotions are with different Pawns. Good construction. Fine problem (AB),
Minor promotions, white move cycle and the same type of mates (IT), More under-
promotions and cyclic permutations of the white moves (MD) Compare to the diagram

below. Solutions: a) 1.exf1B! Nxc3 a 2.Bc4 Be3# b b) 1.cxb1B! Be3 b 2.Be4 Qf7# c c)

1.bxc1B! Qf7 c 2.Ba3 Nxc3# a Per Rolf’s research, “there are only 3(!) twomovers with white
cycle and black promotions”, namely H0322, Csak’s (shown here) and: R.Beugelsdijk, 5PR,

The Problemist 1996; H#2, 3 solutions (5+4); wKa4 Ra3 g1 Bh5 Pc4, bKb2 Rh1 Pc2 h2; I.

1.c1R Rb3+ 2.Kc2 Rg2#, II. 1.c1B Rg2+ 2.Kb1 Bg6#, III. 1.c1N Bg6 2.Na2 Rb3#

w ________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdp0wdwd]
[hwiw0wdw]
[whwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[w0pdpdwd]
[dNGwIQdw]
w--------w

Janos Csak

3rd Prize

The Problemist 1997

H#2              (4+10)

b/c) bK→d5/a4

H0323 (Rallo/Frantzov) a) 1.Rd5 Bd2  2.Rf6 Nxc6#, b) 1.Bd5 f3 2.Bf6
Nf7# Well-concealed double Grimshaw, with exchange of unguard and

unpin duties!  Can it be done (reasonably) without the bQ grab? Inter-
esting achievement of white unpins with black preventive inter-
ceptions (EP), Skilful composition (CCF), Interesting system of
pins and interferences. Good strategic problem (AB), Rooks block
Bishop lines, then Bishops block Rook lines, unguarding the mat-
ing square and then unpinning the mating Knight (MD)
H0324 (Parrinello) 1.Rxd5 exf4+ 2.Rd3 Kb5#, 1.Nxd5 exd4+ 2.Nc3

Kxd6# Beautifully matched line theme leading the Royal battery mates!

Excellent bicolor annihilation maneuvers combined with black pins
and royal battery mates (EP), Well constructed but solutions are a
bit obvious (CCF), A black piece removes the problematic dP and
then pins itself to block the check from white's removal of the
other  defender. A very tidy little problem (MD)

H0325 (Aliovsadzade) I. 1.Bxc6 Qc7 2.Bg2 Qc2#, II. 1.Ka4 Bxg2 2.Kxb5 Bc6# An interesting

mutual switchback scheme: “Eye for an eye”?! Nice wB and bB switchback moves (EP),
Double switchback—excellent (CCF), On this very interesting idea you may quote the
Latin saying: "Si duo faciunt idem non est idem." (If two do the same thing it is not the
same thing.) (IT), Neat “copycat” switchbacks by Bishops (RM), Boomeranging Bish-
ops by each color. A striking idea (MD, Excellent, and I believe, original idea (RT)
H0326 (Barsukov) I. 1.Nxc2 Bc6+ 2.Kd3 Nb2#, II. 1.Bxg3 Bg6+ 2.Kf4 Be3# Unguarding self-

block keys allow the black monarch to free his captors. Lovely black annihilation maneu-
vers to permit the flights of his King combined with white unpins (EP), Good unpinning
by bK after necessary captures of wPs (CCF), Model mates, similar vars. In the first
move black can take white Pawn using 2 pieces, but I do not think we have dual
avoidance there, since it is obvious which piece has to be used (AB), The bP captures
allow the bK to block a pin line, freeing the mating piece, and also blocking a flight
square (MD)

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[wdPdbdQd]
[dwdwGwdw]
[w)kdr0wd]
[dwHpdpdw]
[wdw)w)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

J.Rotenberg & M. Caillaud

1st Prize, Phenix 1995

H#2  2 sols.    (8+6)

Solutions:

1.Rd4! Bxd4 2.Kxd4 Qe4#

1.Bd5! Nxd5 2.Kxd5 Qe6#

H0327 (Lago) I. 1.Bc4!  Bxc4  2.Kxc4 Qxe4#, II. 1.Nc5+! Rxc5
2.Kxc5 Qxd6# Zajic paradox: Black blocks the eventual mating

square, then White eliminates the blocker to allow bK entry. Zajic
theme (RW), Wonderful bicolor annihilation maneuvers permit-
ting wQ mates (EP), Two focal points: c5 and c4. Good prob-
lem on Zajic theme--see the article by C.Feather in the Prob-
lemist, May 1999 (AB), Path clearing by double elimination (IT),
Mutual annihilations spring the bK. Easy to waste a lot of time
trying various ways to block at d5! (MD) Rolf also sends the fol-
lowing for comparison (diagram left).
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H0344 (Janevski) I. 1.Bc5 Rxc5 2.Kb4 Rxc4+ 3.Ka5 Bb4#, II. 1.Rc5 Bxc5 2.Kc4 Bxb4+

3.Kd5 Rc5# A well-organized “cleanup”, though with slightly imbalanced mates. Clever
elimination of black pieces and change of functions between wR & wB (EP), Good
matched play in solutions, but not difficult (CCF), Black and white Grimshaws on c5,
model mates, unified vars.. Good construction--very good problem (AB), Elegant ODT
(IT)
H0345 (Csak) I. 1.Nc6 dxc7 2.Bd6! c8Q 3.Nb4 Qc1#, II. 1.c6 dxe7 2.Nd6! exf8B 3.c5 Bh6#

Wonderfully creative sequence of unpins, anticipatory line-closings, and bi-valves leads to

“polar” mates on the diagonal! Highly elegant echo! (RW), Excellent black play in pre-
venting wP unpins, with posterior promotions, and mates by promoted pieces after
black interceptions (EP), Nice unpinning and line closing (CCF), Interchange of inter-
ferences plus dual avoidance, subtle strategy, good construction, great problem! (AB),
Fantastic!! (IT), Nice! (RT)
H0346 (Kosovac) I. 1.Kc4 Nd5  2.Kb3 Bxe6 3.Ka2  Nc3#, II. 1.Re4 Be6 2.Qd3 Kf6 3.Nac4
Nb5#, III. 1.Re5 Bg4 2.Bc4 Bxf3 3.Nd3  Ne2# Mish-mash of elements, including a switchback

and a pair of critical self-blocks, but with some uneasy moments. Play lacking thematic unity
(EP), The solution c), though itself nice, doesn't belong, therefore mars the perfect
harmony of the two former solutions (IT), One of the solutions does not fit with the
other two (DD), I don’t know what connects all three solutions (RT)
H0347 (Nahnybida) I. 1.Nd5+! Bf6! 2.Qe5! Rc1 3.Kd4 Nf5#, II. 1.Ng4+! Rf6! 2.Qf5! Bd4+

3.Kf4 Ne6# The “mystery” behind the checking keys is unraveled only after those beautiful

pin-models unfold.  Well done, Mykola! Graceful black play in preventing pins (EP), Ex-
cellent problem with good matching mates. Quite hard (CCF), Anticipatory block, self-
pin, pin-model mate, full analogy of vars. Very difficult and very beautiful--a real gem
(AB), Astonishing .... and far from easy (IT)
H0348 (Janevski) I. 1.Rxe6! Bh4 2.Ke4 gxf3+ 3.Ke5 Bg3#, II. 1.Bxf6! g3 2.Kd4 Rd6+  3.Ke5

Rd5#  Excellent ODT Zilahis to make way for His Majesty! Original treatment of black
Bristol combined with Zilahi (RW), Exquisite black annihilation maneuvers followed by
the mates by the white (left) pieces (EP), Subtle Zilahi, in which, by taking white piece
on 1st move, black piece opens path for bK. The matrix is similar to that from H0344,
but solution is completely different. I would prefer first black move to be also anticipa-
tory block. Anyway, the problem is very good (AB), Zilahi on somewhat similar lines as
H0344 (IT)
H0349 (Pankratiev/Muller) a) 1.Nxd3! Kd5 2.Kb5 Rxf7 3.Ra4 Rb7#, b) 1.exf4! Kd4 2.f6 Bb5

3.Kf5 Bd7# Another Zilahi show, this time granting flights to both Kings.  One wishes the B3

self-block in a) could have been achieved in b). Detail: In a) h4-a4 is blocked threefold; in
b) f5 is guarded threefold (RW), Interesting Zilahi. Vars. are not unified, in a) pinning
piece Rh4 forms a block, whereas in b) pinning piece Bb1 is completely passive. Sub-
tle motivation for an order of white moves in b) (AB), A Zilahi. I prefer solution a) with
its clearing of the fourth rank (IT)
H0350 (Makaronez/Shifrin) I. 1.Kd3 Bg6 2.Nc4 Bc1 3.Rc2 Nf4#, II. 1.Ke2 Bc6 2.Ng2 Kg5
3.Kf3 Nxd4# Nicely constructed pin-models, though with symmetrical finales and some unbal-

anced effects. Refined black play in preventing pins (EP), Two nice pin-mates (IT)
H0351 (Jonsson) a) 1.Kh1 Bxa8! 2.Qb7 f4 3.Qxg2+ Bxg2#, b) 1.Nf1 Bxa7! 2.Qb6 g3 3.Qxf2+

Bxf2# The mixed Bristol cannon is twice loaded: Ready, Aim, Fire! Attractive Bristols on
parallel lines (RW), Brilliant bQ sacrifices after captures of bBBs by their counterparts
(EP), Clever strategy with matching mates (CCF), Great! (IT)

H0352 (Nahnybida/Sobchuk) a) 1.a5 Nb4!  2.axb4 Bb8  3.Kc5 Ba7#, b) 1.g5 Bf4! 2.gxf4 Nb4
3.Ke5 Nc6# Good anticipatory Zilahi sacrifices, and models, but with too much idle force.

Valuable wN & wB sacrificial moves in each of the solutions and mates by the one left
(EP), Captures of white units provide self-blocks (CCF), A very clever Zilahi (IT), The
two solutions complement each other nicely (DD)  Fortunately, upgraded with the follow-
ing version (see next page).

H0353 (Bales) a) 1.Ke4 e3 2.g1B+ Ke2 3.Bh2 g4 4.Be5 Bg2#, b) 1.Kd5 c4+ 2.Kc6 b5+ 3.Kb6

Bd6  4.Ka5 Bxc7# A mixed bag of tricks, but lacking strategy.
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H0335 (Chkhetiani) I. 1...d3 2.Nxd3 Rd5 3.Nb4 Re8#, II. 1...d4 2.Nxd4 Rd6 3.Nb3 Re8# The

simple line-closings are palatable, but less so the repeated mates. Nice! (RW), BNs open and
close lines but a fairly easy problem (CCF), Closing diagonals, with chameleon echo,
but looks schematic (AB), The Pawn one-two defines the line-cutting duties (IT), Cute
but not overwhelming (MD), It took me a while to realize that wP had to be captured
(DD)
H0336 (Bryuhanov) I. 1.a1R Rb2+ 2.Kc1 Ne3 3.Rb1 Rc2#, II. 1.a1N Nb2 2.Kb3 Nc4+ 3.Ka2

Rb2# Echoed promotions, W1 arrivals, and model-mates. Fine black promotions and model
echo-mates (EP), A really good miniature with matched mates and differentiated pro-
motions (CCF), Mirror(?) mates with two underpromotions in miniature. A nice find
(AB), Brilliant miniature with minor promotions and chameleon echo-mates (IT)
H0337 (Zujev/Mansarliyskiy) I. 1.Kxa3 Rh1 2.Kb2 Bg1 3.Ka1 Bd4#, II. 1.a1R Rb5 2.Rb1 Bc7
3.Rb3 Ra5#, III. 1.a1N Bf4 2.Nb3 Bc1 3.Na5 Rb4# An elegantly presented model-mate trio.

Pleasant model mates (EP), Two underpromotions and battery mate. No strategy but
very nice (AB), Two nice underpromotions for blocking, but what on earth is that 3rd
variation doing in this problem?? (RM), Clever play (DD), I am sure the solvers will
love it (RT)
H0338 (Karpati) a) 1.Nc3 Kb7 2.Qa4 Nd4 3.Nb5 Nc6#, b) 1.Nc5 Nc3  2.Ne4 Nd5 3.Ng5 Nf6#

Radical twins; the graceful N-dance in b) makes it by far the more interesting of the two.

Matter of taste: I would prefer the version without bP’s (2+3), b) wK→g7, bK→h5);
thus keeping the surprising unique routes of both Knights in b) and showing (totally
echoed) ideal mates (RW), Good play by Knights ending with model chameleon-echo-
mates (EP), Interesting wN and bN moves in part b) (CCF), Nice, but what is the
theme here? (AB), Sort of chameleon-echo-mates with interesting duel of the Knights
(IT), A pas-de-deux for the Knights (MD), The following version saves two pieces:
wKc7 Ne2 (2), bKh5 Rh4 Na4 (3), zero position: a) bKh5 to a5 , b) wKc7 to g7, with
the same solution (RT)

H0339 (Muralidharan) a) 1.Ke6 Qd8 2.Rh7 d4  3.Rf7 d5#, b) 1.Kd6 d4  2.Rc2 d5 3.Rc5 Qd8#

Reciprocal logic by White opens different doors for the Rook. Sympathetic light-weight, with
line opening for bR, cyclic shift of white moves and models (RW), Stupendous inver-
sion (ABC/BCA) of white moves (EP), White moves are the same in different order in
both parts. Clever composition (CCF), Cycle of white moves in miniature. A little gem!
(AB)
H0340 (Bales) I. 1.c6 d5 2.g1B dxc6 3.Bxa7 c7#, II. 1.Kb7 a8Q+ 2.Kb6 Qxg2 3.Ka7 Qb7#

Did you notice those mixed Umnovs?  Hmmm? Enjoyable opening of the white line a8-h1
with promotions (EP), According the style of the author: a) solution is immediate while
b) is hard and totally unexpected (IT)
H0341 (Drazkowski) I. 1.c1N Nh6 2.Ke3 Kd5  3.Nd3 Nxg4#, II. 1.c1B Rg2 2.Kf3 Ke5 3.Be3

Nh4# Lots with little: Promotions at B1, flight-unguards at W1, echoed King moves at B2/W2,
self-blocks at B3, and chameleon-echoes to top it off! Black promotions and nice chame-
leon-echo-mates (EP), Good problem (CCF), Chameleon-mates with underpromotions
and airy construction. Very good (AB)
H0342 (Ilievski) a) 1.Qb6 Rg7 2.Kc6 Ra7 3.Bd5 Bd7#, b) 1.Bb6 Bf1 2.Kc5 Ba6 3.Rd5 Rc4#

Another carefully prepared pastry: Layered black Umnovs start at b6 and end via Grimshaw at

d5.  White’s critical motif is icing! Interesting support between wR & wB in mates after
self-blocks (EP), Hard work to find these mates (CCF), Harmonious problem with the
same strategy in both phases. Unusual feature: black Grimshaw occurs at the last
move (IT), A remarkable achievement to get the two solutions to mirror their strategy
so closely. My favorite helpmate in SG10 (DD), Very good problem (RT)
H0343 (Makaronez/Bouchez/Morice) a) 1.Rxe3 Nd3+ 2.Ke4 Kg5 3.Rf3 Nc5#, b) 1.Rxf2

Nxg2+ 2.Kf3 Kf5 3.Re2 Nh4# Tightly woven Zilahi matrix with good models, but the “forced”

captures lessen the paradox. Alternative black annihilation of wNN with line opening and
chameleon-echo-mates (EP), Original captures by Black. Good problem (CCF), Bril-
liant Zilahi! (IT)
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H0361 (Meinking) 1... Rg5! 2.Qd3! Rxf5 3.Kd4 Rxe5 4.Nf5 Rxd5+ 5.Ke4 Rd6 6.e5 Rxg6

7.Bd5 Rg5# The Rook mows down P/B/N, only to see N/P/B sprout in their place. Pretty re-
blocks of d5/e5/f5—another triumph (BK), WR ends up where it started from, with
good play in between (CCF), A fantastic tour of elimination and reshuffling is neces-
sary for the switchbacking mate of the lonely wR (IT), WR bulldozes his way thru
Black’s army allowing Black to replace bad selfblocks with good selfblocks (RM)
H0362 (Stepochkin) 1.Kd7 Bb2 2.Kd6 Bc1 3.Ke5 Bd2 4.Kxf6 Be1  5.Kxf5 Bf2 6.Kf4 Bg1

7.f5  Bh2# Humorous help-logic; one almost cannot help but solve it! Never seen before an
idea like this. BRAVO!! (LV), Nice pattern by wB (JM), Clever wB maneuver from a1 to
h2 (EP), Funny zigzag of wB, but both sides do not interact. Looks like series h# (AB),
The zigzag of the wB is the main theme but the trek of the bK is  not trivial (IT), Good
motivation for wB zig-zag: must reach h2 without killing the selfblocking Pe3 (RM)
H0363 (Vitale) 1.g5 Bxg7 2.f5  Kb7 3.f4  Kc6 4.f3 Kd5 5.f2 Ke4 6.f1B Kf3 7.Be2+ Kg2

8.Bh5 Bxh8  9.g4 Bf6# Pin/unpin to start, but a rather mechanical finish. WK marches and
bP promotes to bB to provide self-block. Not too difficult (CCF), Very interesting but
the starting position seems a bit strained (IT)

w________w
[wIwdwdwd]
[dwdqdwdw]
[rdkdwdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdrdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdPdbg]
[dw$wdwdB]
w--------w

      H#3    2 solutions      (5+7)
      1.Kc5 exd3  2.Bb7 Bc6  3.Rb6 Rxc4#

      1.Kd5 e3  2.Rc7 Rc6  3.Bxe5 Bxg2#

FAIRIES

Editor:  Gianni Donati,  Judge:  Yves Cheylan

Welcome to Hubert Gockel, Semion Shiffrin, Denis Collin, Olivier Ronat, Ivan
Bryuhanov, and Vaclav Kotesovec.

With two dozen fairies, there should be something for everyone.  Please consult the defi-

nitions below for unfamiliar pieces and conditions.  Patience Chess (PatCh) in F0195 was in-
troduced in the last issue.  A shorthand definition appears in the Retros column.  You will also

find a description there of the Cylindrical Board.

Definition of Fairy pieces and conditions

Andernach  - On making a capture, units other  than Kings change color.

Antelope - 3:4 Leaper.
Adverse Sentinels – On moving, a piece leaves behind a Pawn of opposite color on its depar-

ture square. The rule does not apply to Pawns, or to pieces moving from the 1st or 8th rank, nor

does it apply if there are 8 Pawns of that color already on the board.
Anti-Circe - On making a capture, any unit (including a King) is reborn on its game-array

square. The captured unit disappears, as in normal chess. Since rebirth is obligatory, a capture

is legal only if the relevant rebirth-square is unoccupied. A capture may be made either from or
on a rebirth-square; promotion with capture is legal provided the rebirth-square of the pro-

moted unit is unoccupied.

BeamtenChess  Units, including Kings, do not move or capture unless observed (attacked) by
a hostile piece.

Valery Gurov, Toma Garai

H0296(v), StrateGems 2000
Addendum: Please note the following improvement of H0296

from SG9:

Saves 3 units, and Black utilizes the more natural B/R correspondence.
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w ________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdKhpdw]
[w0wGw0wd]
[0wdpdw0w]
[wdpibdwd]
[dwdNdwdw]
w--------w

H0352(v) M.Nahnybida

O.Sobchuk, R.Wiehagen

H#3  2 sols.       (3+10)

I.  1.b3 Nb2! 2.axb2 Bb6

3.Kc3 Ba5#

II. 1.Nf3 Bf2! 2.gxf2 Nb2

3.Ke3 Nc4#

H0354 (Janczura/Kruk) a) 1.Ra7 Ne3 2.Rg7  Nd5 3.O-O+ Ke1 4.Qh8
Sf6#, b) 1.O-O-O Bd5  2.Qh2+ Bg2 3.Qb8 Bh3  4.Rc7 Sd6# Our

humble apologies to Czestaw Janczura (not Crestau Yaucruva) for

the   misnomer in SG10! Economically echoed double-check models

after opposite castling, with well-monitored play on both sides. Mag-
nificent black castling with model chameleon-echo-mates (EP),
Setup of batteries is easily appreciated (BK), Castling on both
sides and line-cutting echo-mates are enough news for every-
body (IT), Double-castling with good economy (RM)
H0355 (Toger) I. 1.Bf1 Kc2 2.Kg2 Rxf1 3.Kxf1 Ra3 4.Ke1 Ra1#, II.

1.Be1 Rxe3 2.Bc3  Rxe2 3.Bxb2+ Rxb2  4.Bf1 Rh2#, III. 1.e1N Rxe3
2.Ne2+ Kd2 3.Kg1 Rxf3 4.Kf1 Rxe1# Three very different mates af-

ter a lot of chaos. Interesting wRR play and mates by the same
(EP), Difficult mates to find (CCF), Three very different, but in-
teresting solutions (DD), Although, I don’t see the theme, as a
solver I like the third solution (RT)

H0356 (Jones) Set: 1.Bxf4 Nxa6 2.Bh6 Nxc7 3.Ra7 Ne6 4.Rg7 Nf8# Play: 1..... Ne4! 2.fxe4 f5
3.Bh6 f6 4.Rg5 f7 5.Rg7 f8N# Unexpected Zilahi in set/play form to deliver the same mate.

Who says a Knight can’t tempo?! A typical inspired Jones (LV), Neat to have promoted
wN echoing set wN mate (JM), Perfect black maneuvers to surround its King with nice
mate by the promoted piece (EP), Phoenix theme—well done (CCF), Quite original.
The same mate, but with different pieces. Very good (AB), A foxy idea: to recreate the
readily seen mate of the set/play, white, on his move, has to sacrifice his N to deliver
the mate, with a newborn Knight. It is also a Zilahi (IT)
H0357 (Holladay) a) 1.Nb4 Kd2 2.Rb3 Kd1 3.Kc3 Kc1 4.Qc4 Nf4 5.Rd3 Ne2#, b) 1.Rc3  Kd2

2.Nc4+ Kd1 3.Kd3 Ne3 4.Qd4 Ng4 5.Re3 Nf2#, c) 1.Nf4+ Ke1 2.Rd3  Nh4 3.Ke3 Nf3  4.Qe4

Nd4  5.Rf3 Nc2# Scattered elements carefully guide both sides, but the successive R/R Bristols

hold it together nicely.  A Holladay Buffet! In my opinion it must be awarded (LV), Three
marvelous model chameleon-echo-mates (EP), Challenging play rewarded with hand-
some echoes (BK), Excellent problem with bK mated on successive squares (CCF),
Quite difficult and beautiful. Three chameleon mates with subtle play (AB), Heavy ma-
neuvering brings to the mirrored and chameleon-echo-mates (IT)
H0358 (Stepochkin) I. 1...Rb4! 2.f3 e4 3.Qd6 e5 4.c1B exd6 5.Be3 d7 6.Ba7 d8Q#, II. 1...Rc4!
2.Nh4 e4 3.Nf5 exf5 4.f3 fxe6 5.Qc7 e7 6.Kc8 e8Q# One could hope for more balanced play,

but not so the finales! Rather hard to solve (LV), Lovely white promotion mates after a
long Pawn’s march (EP), Two pin mates, but vars. are not so connected.... (AB), Who
would imagine that we would see chameleon-echo-mates with the wR as pinning de-
vice. I admit that for a long time I tried with all my might to sacrifice it (that is the wR)
to make way for its Pawn (IT), Excellent! (RT)

w ________w
[wdwGwiwd]   
[dwdwdpdw]   
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdPdwdpd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w

A. Karpati & D. Meinking

Thema Danicum 1998

H0359 (Tzur) 1.Ke7 Ne1 2.Kd6 Nc2 3.Kc5 Nxa3 4.Kb4 Nb5 5.Ra4
Nd4 6.Ka3 Nc2# Elegant N-Rundlauf, though perhaps better suited as

a H#5 less wPe3. New and elegant (LV), Relatively straightfor-
ward (JM), Spectacular long displacement of bK to receive
mate on a3 (EP), Long bK march with wN doing all the work.
Pity about wPe3 which is a dual stopper (CCF), Difficult solu-
tion (RT)
H0360 (Hatiamov) 1.f2 Ba1! 2.b2 h5 3.bxa1B h6 4.Bg7! hxg7 5.f1B
g8Q 6.Bb5 Qa8# Switchback sacrifices to keep the Pawns rolling, and

repeated Bishop promotions. A bright idea (LV), I found this a dif-
ficult puzzle (JM), Remarkable black promotions: one for g7
sacrifice and the other for self-block on b5 (EP), Elegant but
easy (CCF) Compare to the diagram on the left.

H#7                   (3+4)

1.g1B Bg5 2.Bd4 Bd2!

3.cxd2 c4 4.d1B c5

5.Bg4 c6 6.Bd7! cxd7 7.Bg7 d8Q#
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w________w
[wdbdwdwd]
[dwdr0wdw]
[qhwdNdwd]
[dwdRdKdQ]
[BdN0wdwd]
[dwdpdwGw]
[w$wdkdP0]
[dwdwdrdn]
w--------w

w________w
[wiwdwdwd]
[Hw0Kdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdB]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdrdwd]
[dwgwdw0N]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0w0p)w0]
[dPiPdwdw]
[wdPHwdw$]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwiwd]
[dndwdpdw]
[wdw0R)wd]
[0w0R)wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdkdqd]
[dwdw0wdN]
[pdwdwhwd]
[GPdBdP0w]
[wdPdwdKg]
[)PdwdP0P]
[Rdrdwdwd]
[Hwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwgrdwd]
[dpdP0wdp]
[p)wdn0wd]
[IwdwHwdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[niwdwdw0]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwhwdwd]
[dQdpdwdw]
[wdnGkgrd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdpdwdb0]
[dwdw0wdr]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[bdwdwdwd]
[0wdrdwdw]
[kdwhwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdwdPdw$]
[dwdwdwdw]
[rdwdwdwd]
[1wdwdwgK]
w--------w

w________w
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdPdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdB]
[Nhwdwdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
[b0Pdwdw0]
[dw$wdwdw]
w--------w

F0194 Hubert Gockel

Germany

#2*  BeamtenChess (9+11)

F0195 Noam Livnat

Israel

#3  PatCh                     (4+2) 

F0196 Alessandro Cuppini

Italy

#5  Cylindrical Board (8+9)

F0197 Semion Shifrin

Israel

S#8  Maxi + Circe         (5+8)

F0198 Denis Collin 

& Olivier Ronat

France

S#8                           (13+9)

Maxi + Circe + Madrasi 

(K's and P's not affected by 

Madrasi condition)

F0199 Albert Grigorian

Armenia

H#2  Andernach          (5+12)

b) Kb2→h4  c) Kb2→h8  

d) = c) and Ne6→h6

F0200 Mykola Nahnybida

Ukraine

H#2    Andernach      (3+13)

b) Ke6→h4 

F0201 Miroslav Brada

Slovakia

H#2   MAFF               (3+9)

F0202 Klaus Wenda

Austria

H#2   2 solutions         (6+5)

Anti-Circe
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Cardinal Bishop - Moves like a regular Bishop but can bounce of the edge of the board like a
billiard ball.

Circe - When captured, a piece (other than a King) is reborn on its game-array square. Rook,

Bishop and Knight are reborn on the square that is the same color as the square of the capture,
Pawns on the file of capture. If the game-array is occupied, the captured piece disappears, as in

a normal capture. Castling is permitted with a reborn Rook. Fairy pieces are regarded as being

the result of promotion and so are reborn on the promotion-square on the file of the capture.
Equipollent Circe  After a piece is captured, it is immediately replaced on the square which is

the same distance and direction from the square of its capture, as was that square from the

square upon which its captor commenced its move.  (If  Qf7 captures a Pawn on e7, it is reborn
on d7, because d7 is from e7 as e7 is from f7)

Grasshopper - Moves along Queen-lines over another unit of either color to the square imme-

diately beyond that unit. A capture may be made on arrival, but the hurdle is not affected.
Grid Chess – The board is divided not only into its usual 64 squares, but also into 16 larger

squares consisting of 4 normal squares each. All moves by both sides must cross at least one

line of  the grid.

Leaper – moves in one leap from its departure square to its arrival square, like a Knight, which
is a 1:2  Leaper.

LEO - The Chinese Queen, moves like a normal Queen but captures like a Lion.

Lion - moves and captures like a Grasshopper, but its arrival square may be any number of
squares beyond the hurdle, provided the line is free.

Locust - moves like a Grasshopper, but the piece it hops over must be adverse, and it is cap-

tured (as in checkers).  The Locust must arrive on an empty square.
Madrasi – Like units other than Kings are paralyzed when they attack each other. Paralyzed

units cannot move, capture or give check.

MAFF - Mate is given by checking the adverse King and leaving him with exactly one escape
square.  "Conventional" mate is illegal.

Maxi - Black must play his geometrically longest move or may choose from among longest

moves of equal length, distances being measured from the center of each square.
Neutral piece – belongs to whichever side chooses to use it. It can therefore be moved or cap-

tured by White or Black, and in Circe it is reborn according to capture. A King may not be

moved on to a square controlled by a neutral piece, because of self-check.
Nightrider – A Rider along a straight line on squares lying a Knight’s move away from each

other.

NightriderHopper - moves like a Nightrider except that at least one of the squares between
the departure and arrival square must be occupied by a unit of either color.

Nymph - moves like a Bishop, but captures by taking a piece it hurdles.

PAO - The Chinese Rook, moves like a normal Rook but captures like a Lion, on Rook-lines
only.

Sentinels – On moving, a piece leaves behind a Pawn of its own color on its departure square.

The rule does not apply to Pawns, or to pieces moving from the 1st or 8th rank, nor does it apply
if there are 8 Pawns of that color already on the board.

Series-mover (ser.) - One side remains stationary while the stipulated number of moves is
made by the other side. In a series-helpmate (ser.h#n) Black plays n moves to reach a position

where White can mate in one, avoiding checks until the final move of the sequence. In a series-

selfmate White plays n moves to reach a position where Black is forced to mate in one, checks
again being avoided until the last move.

Triton - moves like a Rook, but captures by taking a piece it hurdles.

VAO - The Chinese Bishop, moves like a normal Bishop, but captures like a Lion, on Bishop
lines only.

Zvolen Chess - Pieces observed by a unit of the same color are paralyzed, unless the observa-

tion is mutual, in which case the paralysis does not occur.  Kings do not participate in this rule.
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w________w
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdwdP]
[wdw)wdKd]
[dwdwgwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwHw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdndwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dkdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wgwdwHwH]
[dNhwdw0w]
[wdwdwdpd]
[Hwdkdwdw]
[rhwdwIwd]
[dwdpdpdw]
[wdw0pdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw)qdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdkdwdw]
[w$wdwdrd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[bdwdwdkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdPdNI]
[dwdwhwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0P]
[wdw)wdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wiwIPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[1w0wdwdw]
[Ndw0wdpd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIwdB)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdr]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[k$wdwdwd]
[dw)P)Pdw]
[P)wdwdPd]
[4wdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwhwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[w0r0wdwd]
[dpipdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dqdwdwdw]
w--------w

F0212 Luigi Vitale

Italy

H=2  Sentinels  2 sols.  (4+2)

F0213 Ivan Bryuhanov

Ukraine

H#8  GridChess          (2+2)

F0214 Klaus Wenda

Austria

ser.s#3    Anti-Circe   (5+11)

b) a1h1
NightridersNn

F0215 Miroslav Brada

Slovakia

ser.#3    2 solutions   (4+3)

Zvolen Chess

F0216 Vaclav Kotesovec

Czech Republic

ser.h#31                      (3+3)

b Antelope 

n NightriderHopper 

F0217 Albert Grigorian

Armenia

ser.h=13                      (5+2)

F0218 Tibor Ersek

Hungary

ser.h#6  Circe             (4+6)

b) Na6→f8

F0220 Unto Heinonen

Finland

H#4   Circe              (1+8+1)

Neutral Pawn p

F0219 Mike Prcic

Los Angeles, CA

#2 (9+4)
Rr Paos
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[)p)Kdwdw]
[p!wdwdwd]
[ipdwdwdw]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw0wdqd]
[dwdwdwdq]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwIwd]
[!wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdNd]
[dwdwdNdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwhw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdbdNdwd]
[dpdkdwdw]
[wdNdwgwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwI]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdwdwdn]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdN]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdNdw]
w--------w

w________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwiwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwiwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w)P)wdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Qdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdK]
[wdbdwdwg]
[iwdwdwdQ]
[ndwdw0pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

F0203 Tode Ilievski

Macedonia

H#2  2 solutions          (4+8)

Grasshoppers 

F0204 Mykola Nahnybida

Ukraine

H#3*                           (4+2)

F0205 Olivier Ronat

France

h=2                              (1+1)

Adverse Sentinelles  

b/c) Ke5→f5/h4

F0206 Denis Collin 

& Olivier Ronat

France

H#3   Circe                 (4+5) 

b) Equipollent Circe

F0207 Olivier Ronat

France

H#3                             (3+2)

b) White Nightrider on f1

Nn Leapers (2:7)    

F0208 Olivier Ronat

France

H=3  Sentinelles 2 sols.   (1+1)

Kk Royal Cardinals

b) Rotate the position by 90°

anticlockwise (a1=h1) 2 sols.

F0209 Olivier Ronat

France

H=2 Adverse Sentinelles (2+1)

b/c) Nymph /Triton on d1

R Locust

F0210 Luigi Vitale

Italy

H=5    Sentinels           (4+1)

F0211 Klaus Wenda

Austria

H#5  Circe                   (3+6)

Q Grasshoppers 
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F0164  (Grigorian) 1.h1N 3.Nxh3 4.Nf4 7.h1N 8.Nf2 10.Nxh6 11.Nf5 16.h1N 19.Nxb4

20.Nbd5 22.b3 23.bxa2 24.a1N 26.Nac5 27.Nce6 Nf7#  Four Knights promotions. The solu-
tion flows smoothly, but the 4bN task has been done before, e.g. by George Sphicas
with 11 men in 16 moves (JM), Fairly easy but still pleasing to jump through (BK),
Good construction to get 4 promotions to N but again fairly straightforward (CCF), A
cook in 23 moves: 3.d1N 5.Nxh3 8.Ng7 9.h1N 13.Nh1-g6 16.h1N 20.Nh1-h5 23.Kxh6
Nf7# (AB), Apparently a short cook: 1.h1N 2.Nf2 3.Nh3: 4.Ng1 5.h3 6.h1 7.h1R
8.Rh6: 9.Rg6 10.d3 11.d2 12.d1B 13.Bh5 14.Nf3 15.Ng5 16.Ne6 17.Ng7 18.Kf5
19.Kg5 20.Kh6,Nf7# (IT), Enjoyable, especially once I reached the final position (RM)
F0165  (Caillaud) 1.Nd4!  (2.d8K Qd7#), 1...Bxc7 2.a8K Ra2#, 1...Qxd7 2.b8K Qc8#, 1...Rd5

2.c8K Qxd7#, 1...Ne6 2.e8K Nd6#, 1...Qh5 2.f8K Qf7#, 1...Kxe7 2.g8K Qxg5#, 1...Qxg5

2.h8K Qxg7#  Eight (!!) King promotions. Michel, what’s next? Brilliant problem to differ-
entiate all of the mates after 7 defenses (CCF), Amazing task: all Pawns promote to
King! (RM), Excellent! (RT)
F0166  (Muralidharan) a) 1.Bxf2(wB) Bh4 2.Nxd3(wN) Nd4#, b) 1.Rxf3(wR) Rf6 2.Bxf2(wB)

Bd4#  Fairly straightforward Andernach problem (CCF)
F0167  (Wakashima) 1.g1Q+ Nf1 2.Qe3+ Rxe3(bR) 3.Re1+ Bxe1(bB) 4.Bd2+ Nxd2(bN)

5.Nb3+ cxb3(bP) 6.b2+ Kd1 7.b1Q+ Bc1 8.Qd3+ Bd2#  Black chameleon circuit

P→Q→R→B→N→P→Q (author). A real gem of a problem with 2 promotions to bQ.
Difficult to solve. Congratulations to the composer (CCF), The beginning was easy,
but not the last moves. Quite a nice puzzle (AB), Shades of Einstein chess!?! (RM),
Excellent! (RT)

RETROS and PROOF GAMES

Editor:  Gianni Donati,  Judges:  Retros  Henrik Juel,  Proof Games

Satoshi Hashimoto

A warm welcome to some new contributors to this column: Jorge Lois, Julio Pancaldo,

Jorge Kapros, Etienne Dupuis, Theodore Hwa, and Mario Parinello.
Joost starts us off with an Illegal Cluster, in which the solver must add the stipulated mate-

rial to create an illegal position which becomes legal when any non-King unit is removed;

some solvers will find the intention quickly enough, but remember that with IC's your work is-
n't done until you've spent some time trying to find cooks!  The orthodox retros may take a lit-

tle time to work out in any event.  There are no "tricks" in Arpad's nor in the contribution from

the two Andreys.  My own appears here only because I could not hope to persuade anyone else
to publish it.  The stipulation is "A Tournament Director, following the official chess rules of

the country in which the game above was played, properly ruled that Black could not resign.

What country was it?"  (The problem does not compete in the informal tourney.)
The first prrof game, P0065, is an attempt to correct P0061 from the last issue, which

proved to be cooked. The proof games end with three fairy problems.  Noam introduced his

PatienceChess (PatCh) in our last issue.  It is basic chess except that a square, when vacated,
may not be reoccupied for the next two half-moves.  Noam observes that in contrast to ortho-

dox proof games, in which (except for castling tricks) every position reached before the dia-

gram also is a sound proof game, this is not so at all where PatCh is involved.  Etienne's prob-
lems both use a Vertical Cylinder, i.e., the sides of the board are joined together as if the board

were wrapped around a standing tube.  In the initial array, White can play 1.Nb1-h3!  It takes

some getting used to, but it is worth the effort.  Etienne's problems are related.
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SG9 (April-June 2000) Solutions - FAIRIES

Comments from Andrzej Baniak (AB), Matthew Dickey (MD), Danny Dunn (DD),

C.C.Frankiss (CCF), Barry Keith (BK), Ryan McCracken (RM), Jeremy Morse (JM), Efren
Petite (EP), Radovan M. Tomašević (RT), Israel Tzur (IT)

F0154  (Guttman) Set 1...G~ 2.f5#,  Try: 1.f5? = ; 1.Gf5!  G~  2.Gh7# The irreversible as-
pect of long G moves finishes Black (MD)
F0155  (Prcic) I. 1.PAOd8 PAOxd8 2.d5 LEOh3#, II. 1.PAOh7 VAOxh7 2.d6 LEOh8# A

Chinese Gamage! Good matched mates in each solution (CCF)
F0156  (Yanczura and Kruk) a) 1...Kh3 2.Kxf2(Bc1) Be3+ 3.Kf3 Nd4#, b) 1...Bd2

2.Qxc2(Nb1) Kg2 3.Qd3  Nc3#  Nice Circe effects. Beautiful aristocratic miniature with fine
chameleon-echo-mates (EP), Well-polished (BK), Again, good matching mates with
Circe strategy (CCF), Very interesting Circe echo-mates (IT), Good use of Circe in
mates and re-positioning of white pieces (RM)
F0157  (Holladay) a) 1.Ra5 Qxe4+(Ra8) 2.Kxe4(Qd1) Qd5+ 3.Rxd5(Qd1) Qxd5+  4.Kf4 Qxa8
5.Ke3 Qa4=, b) 1.Ra5 Qxe6+(Ra8)  2.Re5  Kd2 3.Rh8 Qxe5+  4.Kf3 Qxh8 5.Ke4 Qh5=, c)

1.Ra6 Qe6 2.Ra7 Qxa6(Ra8) 3.Rh8  Qxa7 4.Ra8 Qxa8 5.Kh6 Qg8= Good change of play in
each part. There is set play in parts a) and b) but not in c) (CCF), Easily the most diffi-
cult fairy this issue (RM), Excellent problem!! Solutions  a) and c) took hours. It should
be awarded (RT)
F0158  (Hildebrand)  a) 1.b1N 3.Nc4 Nf2#  1.b1N 3.Ne4 Ne3#, b) 1.b1R 3.Re6, Nf2#  1.b1R

3.Rf5, Ne3# Unusual. An apparent dual becomes a second thematic solution. Excellent black
promotions achieved with white unpins and mates with dual avoidance effects (EP),
Two vars. in a) are almost the same (also in b), too simple(AB), Nice (IT)
F0159  (Mihalco) I. 1.g1Q 2.Qc5 3.Qc6, Bf7#, II. 1.g1R 2.Re1 3.Re4, Qf7#, III. 1.g1B 2.Bc5

3.Bxd6, Nxb6#, IV. 1.g1N 2.Ne2 3.Nd4, Ne3#  Black AUW neatly done. Extraordinary black
promotions completing the AUW (EP), Good construction to get 4 mates of the AUW,
but easy solving (CCF), AUW, nothing new under the sun (AB), An elegant AUW (IT),
AUW with the promoted piece blocking a flight square to free up the mating piece
(MD)
F0160  (Dugas) I. 1.b6 2.Ke3 3.Bxh1 4.Kf2 5.Kg2, Bxb6#, II. 1.b5 2.Ba8 3.Kd5 4.Kc6 5.Kb7,

Bxb5# Both corners provide a hideaway for the black Bishop. Well done. Again good con-
struction with bB going to h1 and a8 locked in by bK on g2 and b7. Attractive problem
(CCF), Black Bishop blocked in two opposite corners. Nice geometry (AB), Very good:
entombing of the bB at the corners of the main diagonal depending on the Pawn one-
two (IT)
F0161  (Ersek) a) 1.Rd1 2.Rxd3 5.Kxc6 6.Rd5, Rc8#, b) 1.Qxc6 2.Qxh6 3.Qxh2 6.Kh1, Bxf3#

Fantastic black maneuvers to open white lines, and mates with two pinned pieces
(EP), Double pin-mates in both parts. Quite an achievement (CCF), Two pin-mates,
nice (AB), Double pin-mates with the same strategy: first paving the way of bK (IT)
F0162  (Janev) (#6) 1.f5  2.f4 3.fxg3 4.g2 5.g1B 6.Bh2 Bd5#, (#7) 1.fxe6 2.e5 3.e4  4.e3 5.e2

6.e1N 7.Ng2 Rh3# An interesting Zilahi. Stupendous black promotions finishing with
model mates (EP), In a) bP captures mating unit in b) and in b) captures the mating
unit in a). Very straight forward (CCF), Very funny idea, plus Zilahi. Wonderful little
gem! (AB), Zilahi in miniature series helpmate (IT), Excelsiors with underpromotions
(MD)

F0163  (Ilievski)  1.d5 5.d1B  6.Bf3  8.Kf4  9.Bg4 14.b1B 15.Bf5 Bh6# Two promotions to
Bishops; very good construction (AB), Order neatly forced (JM), Another problem with
excellent black promotions to Bishop in order to self-block f5 and g4 squares (EP),
Two promotions to Bishop but a very easy problem to solve (CCF), Two promotions to
Bishop; very good construction (AB), Exact play leading to a beautiful mate-picture
and all this in a miniature (IT), Neat. I have never seen this mating pattern before (DD)
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w________w
[Rdwdwdr$]
[dw0ndp0w]
[wdk0w0wd]
[dwdwdbGq]
[wdw)wgBd]
[dwdw)N4w]
[b)Pdw)pd]
[$wdwdwIR]
w--------w

w________w
[wgwdwiwH]
[dwdwdpHp]
[wdR0bhwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
[wdwhwdwd]
[GPHPdrdw]
[whwdPdPd]
[hw!w1BIR]
w--------w

w________w
[Q4bdk4wd]
[$Qdw0pdp]
[wdqdwhwd]
[dwhqgwGw]
[wdw0qdwd]
[HwdP)Qdw]
[wdwdN)Qd]
[dwdBIRdQ]
w--------w

w________w
[rhqdkgnd]
[0p0wdp0p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdPIb]
[P)PdPdP)]
[dNGQdBHR]
w--------w

w________w
[rhw1kdnd]
[0p0wdp0w]
[wdw0pdwG]
[dwdwdwdr]
[Pdwdwdw0]
[$w)KdwdP]
[b)PdP)Pd]
[dwHQdBHR]
w--------w

w________w
[wdw4wgwd]
[dkdp0p0n]
[p0wdwdnd]
[1wdwdPdp]
[wdwdwdw$]
[)w)Qdbdw]
[P)PGPdPd]
[dwIRdBdw]
w--------w

P0070 Paul Raican

Romania

(13+14)  

Proof game in 23.5 moves

P0071 Unto Heinonen

Finland

(14+12)  

Proof game in 26.0 moves

P0072 Unto Heinonen

Finland

(14+15)

Proof game in 27.0 moves

P0073 Noam Livnat 

Israel

(14+14)  

Proof game in 12.0 moves,

PatCh

P0074 Etienne Dupuis

Canada

(16+15)

Proof game in 10.5 moves, 

Cylindrical Board

P0075 Etienne Dupuis

Canada

(14+14)

Proof game in 15.5 moves, 

Cylindrical Board

SG9 (April-June 2000) Solutions – RETROS

Comments from C.C.Frankiss (CCF), Barry Keith (BK), Ryan McCracken (RM), Radovan M.

Tomašević (RT), Israel Tzur (IT)

R0040  (Kardos and Molnar) It is Black to play: 1...Nxb6 2.Nxc7, 1...axb6 2.Rxa8#, 1...bxa6

Qb8#, 1...bxc6 2.Qxc6#, 1...Bf6+(f4) 2.Nf6#, 1...Bxe7 2.Rxe7#, 1...Qxh5(g7) 2.Ng7#,

1...Qxg6  2.Bxg6#, Qxh7 2.gxh7#, 1...Qxf8 2.exf8Q(R)#  11 variations in a #1 position! Black
moves, White mates. No problem. Pretty construction (BK), To each black move there
is a white mating reply. Very well thought out (CCF), Some duplicated mates, though
still a huge number of variations! (RM)
R0041  (Kislyak) Retro:  1...b6xNa5+  2.Nc4-a5!  e6-e5!  3.Ne5-c4+  f7xBe6  4.Ra5-a6  Kc8-

b8  5.a6xRb7+!!, etc.  Solution: b5xBa6; a6xRb7; f7xBe6; b6xNa5

R0042  (Molnar) Retract: 1.h4xNg3+  Rf6-g6  2.g6xNh5  Rf8-f6  3.f7xNg6  Bf6-g5  4.g5xNh4

Nh8-g6  5.g6-g5 Nf3-h4  6.Kh4-g4  Ng5-f3++ Excellent to uncapture 4 wNs in so few
moves. Also problem has a difficult double check at the end (CCF)
R0043  (Plaksin) Last retro moves: 1...Pe2xQd1B(Bc8) 2.Qh1xRg2(Qd1)+, etc. Cook:

1.e2xQd1=B(Bc8) preceded by eg Qh6xBf8(Qd1)+ and also Q(e.g.a1)-a4 preceded by Kb5-a6
c5xb4(Pb7)+! (Michel Caillaud)

P0054  (Frolkin and Gorbunov) I. 1.a4  Nc6  2.a5  Ne5  3.a6  Ng4  4.axb7  Nxh2  5.b8N  Nxf1

6.Nc6  dxc6  7.g3  Bh3  8.Rxh3, II. 1.a4  Nc6  2.a5  Nxa5  3.g3  Nc4  4.Bg2  Ne3  5.Bxb7  Nf1

Bc6  dxc6  7.h3  Bxh3  8.Rxh3 Clever problem to get 2 solutions (CCF)
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w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dQdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wgwdwIwd]
[dP)p4P!w]
[w0wdp$Ni]
[dPdwdp4b]
[wdwdwdp1]
[dwdwdP$p]
[wdwdw)Pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdBdwdwd]
[0w0Pdp0p]
[wdR0pdwd]
[dw!Pdwdw]
[k)Pdwdwd]
[)R0wdwHw]
[wGwIwdwd]
[dwHwdwdw]
w--------w

w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdpdP0]
[dwdwdBdp]
[wdwdwGP)]
[dwdQ)kHP]
[w)wdRdw)]
[dwdwdwIR]
w--------w

w________w
[wdqdkgn4]
[dpdw0w0p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdPdwdR]
[w)PdP)Pd]
[dNGwIwdR]
w--------w

w________w
[rhb1kgn4]
[0w0p0w0p]
[pdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wGwdwdwd]
[dw)wIwdw]
[Qdw)P)P)]
[$NdwdBHR]
w--------w

w________w
[rdb1kgwh]
[0w0w0w0w]
[rhwdpdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w)P)P)pd]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------w

w________w
[rhb1kgw4]
[dpdp0pdp]
[wdwdw0wd]
[!w0wdndw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[w)w)P)w)]
[$NGwIBHR]
w--------w

w________w
[k4wdwdnd]
[0bdpdp0w]
[wdw0wdpd]
[4pdw0wdw]
[wdwgwdw)]
[)qdw)wdw]
[PdP)w)Pd]
[$NdQIwHw]
w--------w

R0048 Joost de Heer

Holland

(1+1)

Add wK and 8 wP's 

for a 10+1 Illegal Cluster

R0049 Andrey Frolkin 

& Andrey Kornilov

Russia

(12+12)

Minimum number of single

moves since the first move 

of Pa2?

R0050 Arpad Molnar

Hungary

(13+9) 

Last 10 single moves?

R0051 Gianni Donati

Princeton, NJ

see text!                   (14+5 )

P0065 Mark Kirtley

Alpine, TX

(11+10)

Proof game in 13.0 moves

2 vars.

P0066 Jorge J. Lois

Julio Pancaldo & Jorge  J. Kapros

Argentina

(14+15)  

Proof game in 13.0 moves

P0067 Joost de Heer

Holland

(13+15)

Proof game in 14.0 moves, 

2 variations 

P0068 Mario Parinello

Italy

(15+15)

Proof game in 15.0 moves 

P0069 Theodore Hwa

Stanford, CA

(13+15)   

Proof game in 16.0 moves
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An old composition genre FIDE seems not to know about
by Andrey Kornilov and Andrey Frolkin

Ever since the days of Sam Loyd, chess composition amateurs have known about mosaic
images made of pieces in diagrams.  There are also problems where the disposition of pieces or

the course of the solution symbolizes a certain event, phenomenon or item.  The Russian 19th

century problemist Ivan Shumov called this genre “scaccography” (It. scacco = chess + Gr.
grapho = I write).  In 1867, Shumov published a book in St. Petersburg on such problems:  A

Collection of Scaccographical and Other Chess Problems, Including the Complete ABC of

Chess and Political, Humorous, and Fantastic Mates.  The authors of this article have often
used Shumov’s term in articles and descriptions of original problems published in European

chess composition magazines; however, the term did not meet with universal acceptance.
Other names given the genre include the German “Schachsymbolik” and the English “figura-

tive problems” and “shape problems.”

The latest version of the official FIDE Code for Chess Composition makes no mention of
the genre under review.  Russia’s code classifies it, along with retrograde analysis, as “a spe-

cial type of chess composition.”

To all appearances, the world’s leading composers ascribe problems of this type to respec-
tive sections “legitimized” by the FIDE Albums (i.e. #2, #3, #n, H#, S#; Fairy Chess, Retro,

Endgames).

The solutions of many scaccological compositions are “by order of magnitude” simpler
than those of most other modern compositions.  Problems of this sort often neglect generally

recognized principles of chess composition, namely, the principles of material economy and

sufficient degree of piece employment; the solutions are sometimes entirely forced.  However,
the genre is at least worthy of being mentioned in basic documents of the FIDE Permanent

Commission for Chess Composition.  Below, we present a few examples for each of the "le-

gitimized" sections, meaning no more than to provide a general idea of the genre under review

and its potentials.

W________w
[bgwdwdwd]
[iw)wdwdw]
[nhP0pdwd]
[0wGrdpHN]
[pdw4w0Rd]
[dwdq0w)P]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdwdw$Q]
w--------w

W________w
[wGNdwdwd]
[dw)wHwdw]
[w)P)wdwd]
[dw!wdwdw]
[wIBdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
w--------w

No.1 A. Kuznetsov

Mir shakhmat 1996

#1                            (11+15)

W________w
[wdBHwdwd]
[dwdPDNdw]
[wdP)Pdwd]
[dwdQdwdw]
[wdKGwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
w--------w

No.2b A. Kornilov

Leninska Zmina 1984

No.2a A. Kornilov

Leninska Zmina 1984

#2                               (10+1) #2                               (10+1)

In our opinion No.1, which features the black-and-white abbreviation “FIDE”, ought to be
recognized as purely scaccographical (although its author believes that it belongs among ret-

ros), for, strictly speaking, it cannot be attributed to any of the “legitimized” genres and

White’s “i-dotting” mate 1.c8N# (by convention, since Black could have played last) is a

purely artistic nuance.

The four-part series of twomovers No’s 2a→d can be compared to a piece of film-strip

with the frames showing the flight of the peace dove over the terrestrial globe, the bird’s wings

“flapping” (1.Kc3!; 1.Kd3!; 1.Ke3!; 1.Kf3!) to prevent the launch of a ballistic missile

(kd1).

The threemover No.3, inspired by Michael Jordan’s terrific performance, symbolizes a three-

point (three move) throw of the basketball (Q) through the hoop (1.Qe5!).
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P0055  (Frolkin and Kozulya) 1.e3  h5  2.Qg4  hxg4  3.Ne2  Rh3  4.Rg1  Rf3  5.gxf3  e5
6.Bg2  e4  7.fxe4  d5  8.exd5  Nc6  9.dxc6  Bb4  10.cxb7  Bc3  11.bxc3  Qd4  12.cxd4  Bf5

13.Nbc3  Kd7  14.Rb1  Re8  15.Rb2 Re5  16.dxe5  Nf6  17.exf6  Bh7  18.fxg7 Attractive final
portion but not difficult to work out what has gone on (CCF), Great wP switch (RM),
Congratulations to the authors. Solution is excellent (RT)
P0056  (Caillaud) 1.a4  e5  2.a5  e4  3.Ra4  e3  4.Re4+  Ne7  5.b4  Nc6  6.Bb2  Nd4  7.Qc1

Nxe2  8.Bf6  Ng3  9.d4  Nf5  10.Ke2  Nh6  11.Kf3  Ng8  12.Kg4  e2  13.Qh6  e1N  14.Ne2

Nd3  15.Nc1  Nc5  16.Bd3  Na6  17.Rhe1  Nb8  18.R1e3  a6  19.Rxe7+ Excellent problem
with bNs changing places. Difficult to solve (CCF), Beautiful juggling of the black
Knights (IT), Black avoids the damaging 6...a6??, and switches the QN to the K-side
to give the promoted N a clear route home (RM), Perfect! (RT)
P0057  (Kirtley) 1.h4  Nf6  2.Rh3  Ne4  3.Rc3  Nxd2  4.Nf3  Ne4  5.Qd6  Nc6  6.Qa3  d6
7.Bf4  d5  8.e3  d4  9.Bb5  d3  10.Be5  d2+  11.Ke2  d1R  12.Nbd2  Rh1  13.Rd1  Rh3  14.Nb1

Rg3  15.Nfd2  Rg6  16.Kf3  Re6  17.Kg4  Rd6+  18.Kh5  Rd7  19.g4 Nb8  20.Bxd7+ Another
excellent problem with bR making a 7-move journey. But see problem No. 61 in
“Shortest Proof Games” by Wilts and Frolkin, where bR makes a 13 move journey.
Needless to say the composer was the composer of P0056 (CCF), The necessity of
the long journey of the d7 Pawn, and its heir the bR, stems from the odd number of
moves black has to make (IT), Black finds the hidden tempo (6...d6!!) which gives
White time to get ready for the bP promotion and prepare a scenic trip for the pro-
moted Black Rook (RM)
P0058  (Le Gleuher) 1.Nc3  h5  2.Ne4  h4  3.Ng3  hxg3  4.Nf3  gxh2  5.Rg1  hxg1B  6.c3  Bh2

7.Qa4  Bf4  8.Qxa7  Be3  9.Qd4  Ra4  10.Qg4  Rc4  11.a4  Ba7  12.a5  b6  13.a6  Bb7  14.Ra5

Be4  15.Rh5  Nc6  16.Rh1  Bb8  17.a7  Bh7  18.a8R  g6  19.Ra3  Bh6  20.Rb3  Be3  21.dxe3

Kf8  22.Nd2  Kg7  23. Nb1 I very much liked this problem with switchovers of wR and
wN and promotions to wR and bB. Very good logic throughout (CCF), The difficulty is
finding a way to keep White's pieces productive, which can only be done with a N/R
switch (RM)
P0059  (Heinonen) 1.a4  c5  2.a5  c4  3.a6  c3  4.axb7  a5  5.g4  Na6  6.b8Q  cxb2  7.Qe5  d6
8.c4  Be6  9.c5  Bb3  10.c6  e6  11.c7  Ne7  12.c8Q  Rg8  13.Qcc3  Nc6  14.g5  Qf6  15.g6  O-

O-O  16.gxh7  g5  17.e3  g4  18.Bb5  g3  19.Ne2  g2  20.Rf1  g1Q  21.Ra4  Qgg7  22.Rg4  a4

23.d4  a3  24.d5  a2  25.Qdd4  a1Q  26.Nd2  b1Q   27.h8Q  Qbb2 Another fine composition
to get a diagonal of Queens. Very skillful (CCF), Eight Queens on the main diagonal!
No mean  achievement (IT), Cooked! I have 4 different move orders. Here is one:
1.g4 c5 2.g5 c4 3.g6 c3 4.gxh7 cxb2 5.a4 g5 6.a5 g4 7.a6 g3 8.axb7 a5 9.e3 Na6
10.b8Q g2 11.Qe5 d6 12.c4 Be6 13.c5 Bb3 14.c6 e6 15.c7 Ne7 16.c8Q Rg8 17.Qcc3
Nc6 18.Bb5 Qf6 19.Ne2 0-0-0 20.Rf1 g1Q 21.Ra4 Qgg7 22.Rg4 a4 23.d4 a3 24.d5 a2
25.Qdd4 a1Q 26.Nd2 b1Q 27.h8Q Qbb2 (RM)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdP]
[wdwdw)Pd]
[)Ndw)pdw]
[kdw)Ndwd]
[dR)pIwdw]
[w)pdwdwd]
[dwgwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdP]
[bdw0w)Pd]
[)wdR)wdw]
[kdw)wdwd]
[dw)wdwdN]
[w)pdwdwd]
[dNdwdKdw]
w--------w

IC  Circe           (12+5) IC  Circe           (12+5)

Solution Try

From SG9, R0039 (Raican)  Try:  Minus WP, (-1) dxc2+; without WNh3, (-1) dxNc2+; with-
out WNb1, (-1)dxBc2+  Bb1-c2+; without bPd6, (-1)Kb5-a4+  Rd8-d5+.  But the try position

is legal: (1) Kb5xNa4, Nc5-a4+!
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W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw4w0wd]
[dwdPdpdw]
[wdpdPdpd]
[dw)wdw0w]
[wdKdwdkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W_______w
[iwgKGNd]
----[$P)]

[$N]
--

No.6 V. Kozhakin

Mat-Plus 1997

H#4   2 solutions        (4+7)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0P0wdw]
[w$wdwdwd]
[dw)wdw)P]
[wdw)wdw0]
[dwdp)N)B]
[wdN)k0K$]
[dwGbdw!n]
w--------w

No.7 T.R.Dawson

Bolton Football Field 1911

#21                              (8+2)

No.8a A. Kornilov

(after S. Loyd)

Redkiye Zhanry+ 1997

#1                              (16+8)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdqdwd]
[dwdrhrdw]
[wdwhKgwd]
[dw0wHw0w]
[wdNdwdw$]
[dwdRGBiw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dp)pdwdw]
[Rdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdP)w]
[wdPdwdpd]
[dw0PHPGw]
[wHPipIRd]
[dBgwdQhw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdqdwd]
[dwdrhrdw]
[wdwhKgwd]
[dw0wHw0w]
[wdNdkdBd]
[dwdw$wdw]
w--------w

No.8b

No.9 A. Kornilov

Mystetska Shakhivnytsya 1990

Draw                            (7+9)

No.9A

Positional draw          (5+9)

The twins No.8 (Black has no last move, so 0... ~ 1.Qf1#; 0... Nxg3 1.Qxf2# - mate to
the black King) and No.8a (Black has no last move, so 0... Nh3# - mate to the white King) pre-

sent a retronalytically correct version of the “Kilkenny Cats,” the famous pair of illegal four-

movers by Sam Loyd.
The selection ends in an endgame study No.9 which shows the anti-radiation “sarcopha-

gus” beetling over the Pripyat River and the “Bell of Chernobyl” with the “perpetual” tolling

(check) in the situation of positional draw (9A): 1.Bf2+ kxh2 2.Bg1+ kxg1 3.Bg2+ kf2

4.Rf1+ ke2 5.Re1+ kd2 6.Rd1+ ke2 7.Re1+ kf2 8.Rf1+ ke2 9.Re1+, etc.

We venture to say the members of the PCCC were deliberate in not mentioning this un-

usual genre in the Code; they must have feared that its “legalization” might result in an in-

crease in the number of FIDE Album sections.  It should also be noted that the practice of
scaccographical tourneys (most of which, by the way, were conducted in the USSR) has not yet

yielded the optimum criteria for estimating figurative and symbolic problems.  With that goal

in mind, we made a proposal (in “An Intent Look at Scaccography”: Tverskiye Vedomost,”
1992) to introduce the principles of image purity and symbol clearness for such problems.  The

former principle provides that there be no empty square ‘gaps” and no “excessive” pieces in

the images.  The latter principle provides that the figurative and/or dynamic elements of the
image and/or solution (i.e. the pattern of the pieces and its successive transformations, the

movements of the “thematic” pieces during the solution, etc.) be adequate to the symbol, phe-

nomenon, event, or item that the author of the problem means to represent. We sincerely hope
that the reviewed genre will win many fans in the land where its inventor, Sam Loyd, was

born.
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W________w
[wdwGNdwd]
[dwdw)wHw]
[wdw)P)wd]
[dwdw!wdw]
[wdwIBdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdBHwd]
[dwdwdPDN]
[wdwdP)Pd]
[dwdwdQdw]
[wdwdKGwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
w--------w

No.2d A. Kornilov

Leninska Zmina 1984
No.2c A. Kornilov

Leninska Zmina 1984

#2                               (10+1)#2                               (10+1)

W________w
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdp)pdw]
[wdPdwdPd]
[dw0wdw0w]
[wdPDWDPd]
[dwdPIPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[!wdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.3 A. Kornilov

Tverskiye Vedomosti 1992

#3                                (9+5)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIRdw!Pd]
[dwdkdwdN]
[wGNdwdPd]
[dwdPDPdw]
[w)pdw)P$]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwgwdwd]
[dKdw0wdw]
[wdNdndwd]
[dwdRdwdw]
[pdkdPdPd]
[dpdwdRdw]
[ndpdBdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwgwdwd]
[HK$w0wdw]
[wdwdndwd]
[dwHkGwdw]
[pdqdwdPd]
[dpdPdRdw]
[ndpdPdPd]
[dwdBdwdw]
w--------w

No.4 A Kornilov

64-Shakhmatnoye Obozreniye 1980

#6                              (11+9)

No.4A

The final position        (8+8)

No.5 A.J. Taffs

The Problemist 1982

S#32                          (14+2)

The symbolic sixmover No.4 is dedicated to an historic event that took place in Rus (for-
mer name of Russia) in 1380--the battle of Kulikovo. The curved saber---the yataghan---is

hanging over the Russian principalities (represented by the white pieces). The battle of Kulik-

ovo began with a duel between the not so mighty-looking Rus warrior Peresvet (Pe2) and the

heavyweight combatant Tchelubei (qc4). 1.Pe4+! qxe4 2.Pdxe4+ and both fighters have

perished.  The host led by General Mamai assails  the center: 2...kxe5 but then it is ambushed

by the reserve cavalry detachment led by the Rus commander Prince Dmitry.  3.Nc6+ The Rus

begins to pursue Mamai’s warriors: 3...kd6 4.Rd7+ kxc5 5.Rd5+ kc4 6.Be2#  Mamai

host has been defeated. No.4a shows the final position. The sword of Prince Dmitry has cut

through the black pieces yataghan.
The number “32”, drawn by the black pieces in the selfmate No.5, corresponds to the

number of moves in the solution. (1.Qg5+ Kd4 2.Qc1 Kxd3 3.Ng3 Kd4 4.g7 Kd5(d3) 5.g8Q+

Kd4 6.Rh4 Kd3 7.Kb5/Ka5 Kd4 8.Ka4 Kd3 9.Ka3/Kb3 Kd4 10.Ka2 Kd3 11.b3 Kd4 12.g5+
Kd3 13.Bc3 Kxc3 14.Nd6+ Kd3 15.Ra6 Kc3 16.Ka1 Kd3/Kxb3 17.Ra2 Kc3 18.Rha4 Kd3

19.Qe8 Kc3 20.Nf1 Kd3 21.f4 Kc3 22.Qd2+ K(x)b3 23.Qd5+ Kc3 24.g4 c1N 25.Qe3+ Nd3

26.Qdc5+ Kb3 27.Rb2+ Kxa4 28.Qed4+ Nb4 29.Ne3 Ka3 30.Rb1 Ka4 31.Qb5+ Ka3 32.Nc2+
Nxc2#

The  helpmate  No.6, in which the promoted Q delivers two model mates, is dedicated to

Milan Velimirović (I. 1.Re6 d6 2.Kf3 d7 3.Kxe4 d8Q 4.Ke5 Qd4#, II. 1.Re6 dxe6 2.Kh3 e7

3.g2 e8Q 4.g3 Qh5#).
Dawson’s “revolver” No.7 exemplifies the use of a fairy board. (1.N K 2.R K 3.N K 4.R K

5.B K 6.R K 7.N K 8.R K 9.N K 10.B K 11.N K 12.R K 13.N K 14.R K 15.K K 16.N K 17.K

K 18.R K 19.K K 20.N K 21.RxB#
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W________w
[wdwGwdwd]
[0w0wdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdKdwdp]
[Pdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdwdp]
[kdwdwdw0]
[dbdBdwdw]
w--------w

D   George P. Sphicas

Original

ser.h=31                      (5+8)

1.h1R 3.Rb2 5.h1R 7.Rha3 10.h1R
12.Rhxa4 16.h1R 18.Rhxc6 19.Rca6 24.c1R

25.Rcc2 26.Kb3 27.Ra1 28.R4a2 29.R6a3

31.a4 Ba5=

[About the author: George is a FIDE Mas-

ter for Composition.  Before a recent period
of inactivity, he was a prolific composer,

specializing in seriesmovers and long self-

mates.  Several of his problems involve pro-
motion tasks or length records.]

Millennium Problems
prepared by Mike Prcic

To celebrate the Millennium, the Dutch magazine Probleemblad asked its readers to select

the best (or perhaps the most memorable) problems to date in the following categories: #2, #3,
#4, EG, H#, S#, Fairy, and Retro. Here are the winners.

Twomovers

The twomover selection was a tie between A-1 (Mansfield) and A-2 (Dombrovskis). They both
collected 12 points finishing ex aequo. Comments on A-1, with its check-inviting key, in-

cluded: A brilliant find!; Will survive the new era; Wondrous interplay of four batteries; Eve-

rything which can be asked for in a chess problem, perfectly constructed. A-2 was described by
many as a turning point in twomover composition: The dawn of a new era; Made the revolu-

tion in chess composition. Others marveled at its quality: The logical scheme hides a fascinat-

ing complexity; An absolute high as regards to form and content, while one participant simply
motivated his choice with: “I don’t like duals.” Solutions: A-1 1.Be4! (2.Nxc4#),

1...Nxd6+/Nxe3+/Ne5+/Nd2+ 2.Bd3/Nb5/Rd3/Nc4#  A-2 1.Bc1? (2.Nf4 A#) Bd2! a, 1.Ng3?

(2.Rd4 B#) Qe2! b; 1.Ne3! (2.Qc2#), 1...Bd2 a/Qe2 b 2.Nf4 A/Rd3 B#

W________w
[wGwdwdnd]
[dwdwdwdN]
[KdpHwdwd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[Rdndwiwd]
[dw)w$wdP]
[wdwdbdBd]
[dw!wdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdndwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[p0wdwdwG]
[dwdwIwdN]
[Q)wdRdwd]
[dw0kdwdw]
[wdNdw0wd]
[dwdwgqdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdrdbd]
[dpdwdwGw]
[pHwdp$wd]
[$Bdwiwdw]
[w)wdNdw0]
[dw0wdwgw]
[ndw)w0w4]
[dwdwdKdn]
w--------w

A-1 Comins Mansfield

1st Prize

Good Companions 1917

#2                              (11+5)

A-2 Alfred Dombrovskis

1st Prize

Probleemblad 1958

#2 (7+8)

B-1 Sam Loyd

1st Prize

Novelty Tourney Checkmate 1903

“The Steinitz Gambit”

#3                               (9+13)
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Record Rook Promotions in Series Helpstalemates
by George P. Sphicas

With the Series Helpstalemate stipula-

tion, five promotions to Rook is the record,
as far as we know. That task was first

achieved by V. Schneider thirty years ago.

His A  is a remarkable composition, with no
captures at all, even by White, and all five

Rooks neatly immobilized.  (The data for

this quote may possibly be incomplete.  We
do not know if the problem was awarded

some honor.  Information on this would be

appreciated.)

W________w
[wIb$wdw$]
[dwdpdwdp]
[wdwdw0pg]
[dw0khwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdpdw)p)]
[dwdwdwdB]
w--------w

A V.Schneider

Stella Polaris 1970

ser.h=30                    (6+12)

1.c1R 3.Rh4 7.c1R 9.Rcf4! 10.Ke4 15.d1R
17.Rdf3 18.g1R 20.Rgh5 25.g1R 26.Rgg5

27.Bg4 28.Rgf5 29.Bg5 30.h6 Rhe8=

The record was later equaled with B,

slightly more economically, with one less

unit.  Here only four of the five promoted
Rooks are immobilized, one captured.

There is a sixth promotion, a white Knight at

the end, but for the R promotion record that
is not relevant.

Two new attempts are offered here,

equaling the record but improving the econ-
omy of the 5-Rook promotion task. C, if

sound, reduces the force to 15 men and D to

13. In C all five promotions happen to be on
the same square, but that is not a new task.

(Six promotions on one square have been

shown.)
A constructional difficulty in this type

of problem is to keep the position legal.  For

example, in A the position is just barely le-
gal, with all missing white units needed to

account for black captures.

W________w
[wdw$wdQd]
[dP0pdw0w]
[R0wdpdwg]
[dw0wdw0w]
[KdkdwdBd]
[dwdwdNdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

B   George P. Sphicas

3rd HM USPB 1991

ser.h=32                    (7+10)

1.d1R 2.Rd5 7.e1R 9.Rf7 10.Rdf5 11.Kd5
15.c1R 17.Rcg6 22.c1R 24.Rcf6 25.Ke6

30.d1R 32.Rc8 bxc8N=

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0w0wdwdw]
[Pdpdwdwd]
[)wdNdwdw]
[wdpdwIwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[kdpdPdwd]
[hbdBdwdw]
w--------w

C   George P. Sphicas

Original

ser.h=30                       (6+9)

1.c1R 3.Rb2 5.c1R 7.Rcd3 10.c1R
12.Rcxa5 17.c1R 19.Rcxa6 24.c1R  25.Rcc2

26.Kb3 27.Raa2 28.R6a3 30.a4 exd3=

Beyond the legality of the position, of
course the major difficulty is to avoid cooks.

It would be appreciated if readers would test

these originals carefully.  We wish to grate-
fully acknowledge careful testing from Mike

Neumeier. He skillfully cooked another

original which was initially included here.
That was an attempt to show six R promo-

tions. Whether or not that task is achievable

remains to be seen.
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W________w
[wdwdwdwH]
[)p0wdPdw]
[R4kdwdw)]
[Iw)wdwdw]
[w)wdPdw)]
[dw)wdwdQ]
[wdwdw0w$]
[dwdwdNGw]
w--------w

W________w
[w4wdwdwd]
[0Pdw)wdw]
[Pdwdw4w0]
[dwdwdPdP]
[pdwIwdw0]
[dwdwdpdw]
[Pdkdp)w)]
[dwdwdwhw]
w--------w

W________w
[k!wdwGrd]
[dbdwdr4w]
[whwHrdw$]
[1w$wdwdr]
[RdRgrdwd]
[$w$R4wdw]
[NhBdr$wd]
[dwdwdKdw]
w--------w

F-1 H.W.Bettmann

1st Prize

Babson Tourney 1926

S#3                            (15+5)

G-3 Bo Lindgren

1st Prize

feenschach 1989

ser.s#42                     (9+10)

H-2 D.Pronkin & A.Frolkin

Prize

Die Schwalbe 1989

Proof game in 57.5 moves

(14+14)
Fairies

G-3 (Lindgren) collected 16 of 25 votes, although some argued that a seriesmover is not really

a fairy problem. Comments were scarce and short: Maximum task; Two AUWs is unsurpass-

able; Captivating from start to finish. Solution: 1.e8N 2.Nxf6 3.Nd5 6.f8Q 7.Qxf3 8.Qg2
13.f8B 14.Bxh6 15.Be3 18.h8R 19.Rxh4 20.Re4 25.h8Q 26.Qxb8 27.Qe5 28.b8B 29.Bxa7

30.Bc5 32.a8R 33.Rxa4 34.Rb4 39.a8N 41.Nc4 42.Qxe2+ Nxe2#

Retro analysis
H-2 (Pronkin/Frolkin) was the clear winner. Some comments: Amazing play; Incredible

length!; deserves celebration not only as a record, but also as a great piece of art. Solution:

1.a4 h5 2.a5 h4 3.a6 h3 4.axb7 hxg2 5.h4 d5 6.h5 d4 7.h6 d3 8.h7 dxc2 9.d4 a5 10.Bh6 c1R
11.e4 Rc5 12.Ne2 Rh5 13.e5 c5 14.e6 Nc6 15.b8R a4 16.Rb4 a3 17.Ra4 c4 18.b4 c3 19.b5 c2

20.b6 c1R 21.b7 Rc4 22.b8R Qa5+ 23.Rbb4 Bb7 24.Nc3 0-0-0 25.exf7 e5 26.Rc1 Bc5 27.f8R

a2 28.Rf3 a1R 29.Na2 g1R 30.Rfa3 Rg6 31.f4 Re6 32.f5 g5.33.f6 g4 34.f7 g3 35.f8R g2
36.Rf5 g1R 37.Bf8 Rg7 38.Ng3 e4 39.Bd3 e3 40.0-0 e2 41.Rcc3 e1R 42.Bc2 R1e3 43.d5 Rdd7

44.d6 Rdf7 45.d7+ Kb8 46.Qd6+ Ka8 47.Qc7 Nge7 54.Rfc5 Ne5 55.Nf5 Nc4 56.Nd6 Nb2

57.Nbc4 Nb6 58.Qb8+.

Recent Tourney Winners
by Mike Prcic

The comments and solutions here were obtained from the magazines which originally

published the awards.

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[w0wGPhwd]
[0KdBdwdw]
[wdwipdw0]
[!wdwHwdq]
[wdwdPdwd]
[gNdwdndw]
w--------w

W________w
[KdwdwGwd]
[dwdRdw0w]
[w)Pdwdpd]
[dwHpdp!r]
[pdNib$Pd]
[drdPdwhw]
[B0w)wdwd]
[dwdwdwgw]
w--------w

W________w
[Qgwdwhwd]
[dwdw0wdB]
[w)Kdwdw0]
[dwdwdrhw]
[wdNGk)Rd]
[dw)wdNdw]
[wdP)w1Pd]
[dwdwdbdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0Qdwdwhw]
[B)wdwdwd]
[Gp$pdwdw]
[wdP0wdwd]
[dwHkdwdr]
[K$wdwdNd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.1 Marcel Segers

1st Prize

Scacco 1994

#2* (10+7)

No.2 Waldemar Mazul

1st Prize

Springaren 1998

#2 (9+9)

No.3 Waldemar Mazul

1st Prize

Springaren 1997

#2* (13+12)

No.4 Vasyl Dyachuk

1st Prize

KNSB 125JT

#2 (13+9)

nN
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Threemovers
Sam Loyd won this category with his memorable B-1. Some called this problem “an incredibly

courageous idea”, which “stands at the top, even after 100 years.” Further comments:

“...illustrates the different meanings of the word ‘incredible’; The key is simply magic; Loyd
was quite a genius; My absolute millennium problem (all categories together). Solution:

1.Ke2!! (2.Rf8,f7,f3,xf2+ Kxe4 3.d3# or 2.Ke3 f1N+ 3.Rxf1#), 1...f1Q++ 2.Ke3!

Qe2+,c4+/Qf3+,f4+ 3.BxQ/RxQ# , 1...f1N+ 2.Rf2+ Kxe4 3.d3/Bd3#, 1...Kxe4 2.Bd3+ Kd4
3.Rf4#, 1...Kd4 2.Rf4+ e5 3.Nxg3#, 1...Nc1+ 2.Ke3 etc.

Moremovers

To our surprise, the inevitable victory by C-4 (Jarosh) was not as complete as expected (21 out
of 37 votes). Comments: The first orthodox Babson was probably the greatest sensation of the

millennium; No other problem caused such an upheaval; Walked directly into treasury of chess

problems; The Jarosh-mechanism!; He succeeded where so many failed; Extraordinary, bril-
liant achievement; Reaching the moon; Superb technique and overwhelming content. To sum-

marize: The impossible turned out to be possible after all. Solution: 1.Nxc3! (2.Nxa2+ Ke4

3.Qh1+ Kd3 4.Nc1#), 1...c1Q 2.exd8Q! Qxc3 3.Nxf6! Qxb2 4.Qxb2#, 1...c1R 2.exd8R! Rxc3
3.Nxf6 Kxf6 4.Bxc3#; 2...Rd1 3.Re7 R~/Rxd5+ 4.Bc8/Rxd5#, 1...c1B 2.exd8B! Bxe3 3.Rc4

Kd6 4.Ne4# (2.exd8Q? Bxc3 3.Rc4=), 1...c1N 2.exd8N! Nb3+ 3.Kb6 Nxa1 4.Nf7#, (1...Rxd5+

2.Nxd5 Ke4 3.Qh1+ Kd3 4.Nf4#

W________w
[wdw4wdwd]
[dw$w)wdN]
[pdwdB0wd]
[IwdPiPdw]
[w)wdwdw)]
[dw0w)wdw]
[pGpdRdwd]
[!wdNdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIPdwdwd]
[dwdrdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[qdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w$wdwdKd]
[iwdNdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

C-4 Leonid Jarosh

1st Prize

Themes-64 1984

#4                             (14+7)

D-1 G.Barbier & F.Saavedra

Glasgow Weekly Citizen 1895

Win                              (2+2)

E-1 Henry Forsberg

1st Prize

Pauly Memorial Ty. 1934-35

H#2                             (3+2)

b/c/d/e) R/B/N/Pa6
Studies

As in the moremovers section, the most famous problem took first place; D-1 (Bar-

bier/Saavedra). Some called it '‘ product of chance'’ but: “Many great discoveries are made by

chance". This “legendary ending” is “pure and completely natural; A revelation in both com-
position and over-the-board chess; Simply an ending that everyone knows and nobody will

ever forget.” Solution: 1.c7 Rd6+ 2.Kb5 (2.Kc5? Rd1) Rd5+ 3.Kb4 Rd4+ 4.Kb3 Rd3+ 5.Kc2

Rd4 6.c8R! (6.c8Q? Rc4+ 7.Qxc4=) Ra4 7.Kb3! wins.
Helpmates

With 26 votes out of 36, E-1 (Forsberg) was chosen. It was hailed as being Very pure; Out-

standing; An unforgettable miracle; and A flawless diamond, with Super twinning, unbeliev-
able for the thirties!. Others explained: Simplicity is the mark of the true and beautiful; It

seems as if this handful of model mates appears out of nowhere; One of the small miracles in

the chess problem world. Solutions: a) 1.Qf6 Nc5 2.Qb2 Ra4#, b) 1.Rb6 Rb1 2.Rb3 Ra1#, c)
1.Bc4 Ne1 2.Ba2 Nc2#, d) 1.Nc5 Nc1 2.Na4 Rb3#, e) 1.a5 Rb3+ 2.Ka4 Nc5#

Selfmates

Here F-1 (Bettmann) took 13 out of 31 votes. This “dazzling Babson; the start of an almost
mythical search for the impossible; will live in chess history for centuries; He was simply the

first”. Solution: 1.a8B! (zz) fxg1Q 2.f8Q! Qxf1/Qxc5+ 3.b5+ Qxb5#, 1...fxg1R 2.f8R! Rxf1

3.Rxf1 Rxa6#, 1...fxg1B 2.b8B! Bxc5 3.Bxc5 Rxa6#, 1...fxg1N 2.f8N! Nxh3 3.Rxh3 Rxa6#
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No.11 Y.Gorbatenko & V.Shavirin, 1st Prize, Uralski Problemist 1999  1.Ne5! (2.Bg1! 3.e3+ Bxe3
4.fxe3#), 1...dxc4 2.Nh1+! Kf5 3.e4+! Rxe4 4.Ng3+ Kf4 5.Rg4#, 1...Rf6 2.Ne4+! Kf5 3.Rg5+! Bxg5
4.Ng3+ Kf4 5.e3#
No.12 Yakov Vladimirov, 1st Prize, Moscow Tourney ’99  1.Ke2! (2.Bd3+ Kd5 3.c4+ Ke5 4.Qa1#), 1...Nd6
2.Qd4+! cxd4 3.Rb4+ Kc5 4.cxd4#, 1...Nf5 2.Qxc5+! Kxc5 3.Rc6+ Kb5 4.c4#

No.13 Wladyslaw Rosolak

1st Prize

Problemista TT 1999

S#2*                    (4+3)

No.14 Uri Avner & 

H.P. Rehm, 1st Prize

Israel Ring Tourney 1995

S#4                 (13+11)       

No.15 Petko A. Petkov

1st Prize

Phénix 1995

S#5                 (12+11)

W________w
[wdbdwdwd]
[dpdp)pdR]
[w!wdniNd]
[dw)Pdn0P]
[wdwHpdKd]
[dwdpdw)w]
[wdPdw$wd]
[dwGwdrdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wgwdwGwd]
[hwdwdB0w]
[wHw$wdwd]
[dpdwip$N]
[w!wdwdPd]
[dw)w0w0w]
[wdp)wdPd]
[dw4bdwdK]
w--------w

W________w
[Kdkdwdwd]
[!wdwdwdw]
[wdBdqdwd]
[Gwdwhwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w!wdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdkHwdwd]
[dwhwdw0w]
[w$RdwdP0]
[hwHwdKgr]
w--------w

No.16 Živko Janevski

Prize

Orbit 1999

S#2*                    (7+9)

No.13 Wladyslaw Rosolak, 1st Prize, Problemista TT 1999  1...Qc6+ 2.Qb7+ Qxb7#, 1...Qc4 2.Qa6+
Qxa6#, 1.Qd7+? Qxd7 2.Bb7+ Qxb7#, 1...Nd7!; 1.Bd7+! Qxd7 2.Qb7+ Qxb7#, 1...Nxd7 2.Qa6+ Qxa6#
Ruchlis in a Meredith (theme) setting  (Judge:  Eugeniusz Iwanow)
No.14 Uri Avner & Hans Peter Rehm, 1st Prize, Israel Ring Tourney 1995  The crowded position of this
problem offers a rich content involving the activation of the surprising 1/3 battery. The battery is cleanly
opened in the threat and, by active removal of different battery pieces, in 3 variations. The main varia-
tions 1...Rb1/Rxf2 are harmonious, but with varied strategy that makes each one unique, and complete a
white Knight expedition in threat and 2 variations. 1.Bb2! (2.Nc6+ Nd4 3.Nxd4+ d6 4.Nf3+ Nd4#);
1...Rxf2 2.Nxe6+ Nd4 3.Nf8+ d6+ 4.Nd7+ Bxd7#; 1...Rb1 2.Nxf5+ Rxb2 3.Nd6+ Nf4 4.Nb5+ d6#; 1...fxg6
2.Nf3+ Nd4 3.Qxe6+ dxe6 4.Bxd4+ e5#; (1...d6 2.Nf3+ Nd4 3.Bxd4+ Nxd4#).  (Judge:  Paz Einat)
No.15 Petko A. Petkov, 1st Prize, Phénix 1995  1.Bg6! (Re6+ Kxe6 3.gxf5+ Ke5 4.f6+ Ke6 5.Qg4+
Bxg4#); 1...e2  2.Qxb5+ Nxb5 3.Rxf5+ Ke4 4.Rf2+ Ke5 5.Rxe2+ Bxe2#; 1...Bxd6 2.Qe4+ Kxe4 3.Bxf5+
Ke5 4.Bxc2+ Ke6 5.Bf3+ Bxf3#
No.16 Živko Janevski, Prize, Orbit 1999  1...Nb3/Nxc2 2.Rxb3/Rxc2 B~#; 1.Nf5! (2.Ne3+/Qd4+/Qc7+),
1...Nb3/Nxc2/d4 2.Ne3+/Qc7+/Qd4+ Bxe3/Bc5/Bxd4#

No.17 J.M.Kapros 

& J.L.Lois, 1st Prize

S. Tehtäväniekat 1996

H#3   3 sol.      (11+11) H#3  b) Qd1→a6 (6+9)

No.19 Y.Gorbatenko, 

V.Nefedov & Y.Gordian

1st Prize, IRT 1995

H#3  b) Be8 →d7 (6+15)

No.20 Viktor Bene

1st Prize

Thema Danicum 1998

H#2 b) Qb4Pb3 (4+14)

W________w
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0pdNdb)w]
[wdwdk4w)]
[dKdwHwgw]
[wdr)wdwd]
[dwdqdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwhbdwd]
[Hwdwiwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dp0P0pdw]
[p4pdwdwd]
[1Ndwdwdw]
[wGw0pdwd]
[dKdR4ndw]
w--------w

W________w
[qdwdwdwd]
[dBdpdwdw]
[wdP)pdpd]
[0wdR)bdw]
[wdwdR)pd]
[dKdwdw)w]
[wdp)Pdnd]
[dwdwdw4k]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdw0wdp]
[wdndB!w4]
[dbdp$pdp]
[k1whpdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w

No.18 J.M.Kapros 

& J.L.Lois, 1st Prize

harmonie 1995

No.17 I. 1.dxc6 Rc4 2.cxd5 Rc7 3.d4 Rh7#  II. 1.exd5 cxd7 2.dxe4 d8Q 3.e3 Qh4#  III. 1.Bxe4 Rxa5
2.Bxc6 Rxa8 3.Bb5 Rh8#
No.18  a) 1.Qd4 d4 2.Rf3 Nc3+ 3.Kf4 Ned5# (1.Rg4 ~ 2.Qf3?),  b) 1.Qg6 Ng4 2.Be6 d3+ 3.Kf5 Nde3#
(1.Bg6 ~ 2.Qd6?)
No.19  a) 1.Kd7 Bc1 2.dxc1B d6 3.Bb2 Nxc5#;  b) 1.Kd6 Nc1 2.dxc1N Nc6 3.Nb3 Bxe5#
No.20  a) 1.Nxe6 Rxe4 2.Ng7 Qa1#,  b) 1.Nxe5 Bd7 2.Ng6 Qa6#
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No.1 1...dxc3/b4 2.Qxd5/cxd5#, 1.Qxd5? (2.Qe4#) b4!, 1.cxd5? (2.Bxb5#) dxc3!; 1.Qf7! (2.Qf1#), 1...b4
2.cxd5#, 1...dxc3 2.Qxd5#
No.2 1.Bf4? (2.Qxa1# A & 2.Qa4# B), 1...Nxd5 2.Nc2# C, but 1...Nxe3! a & 1...Qxe3! b, 1.Kc6? (2.Nc2#)
Nxd5!, 1.Ba2? (2.Nc2#) Nxe3! a (2.Qxa1?), 1.Bc4? (2.Nc2#) Qxe3! b (2.Qa4?); 1.Bc6! (2.Nc2#),
1...Nxe3 a 2.Qxa1# A, 1...Qxe3 b 2.Qa4# B
No.3 1...Rxd3/fxg4 2.Ne6# A/Rxd5# B, 1.Bb1? (2.Ne6# A) Rd3!, 1.Qd8? (2.Rxd5# B) fxg4!; 1.Ne5!
(2.Nf3#), 1...Rd3/fxg4 2.Rxd5# B/Ne6# A.
No.4 1.Nfe5? (2.Kb5# A/Kc5# B, fxg5? C) Qxd4 2.fxg5# C, 1...Bxc4!, 1.Nce5? (2.Kc5# B/fxg5# C,
2.Kb5? A) Bb5+/Nfe6 2.Kxb5# A/Kd7#, 1...Nge6!; 1.Be5! (2.fxg5# C/Kb5# A, 2.Kc5? B)
Qc5+/Qxb6+/Qxd2 2.Kxc5# B/Kxb6/Nfxd2#

W________w
[wdNdwdwd]
[Hw0pdwdw]
[ndwdpdwd]
[dpiwdwdw]
[wdPdwdw$]
[0wdwIwdp]
[wdQdwdwd]
[dwdwGwhw]
w--------w

W________w
[KdwGwdw!]
[dPdwdwdw]
[w$wdPdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
[wdbdrdwd]
[dPdpdwdw]
[ndwdwdwd]
[4wdwdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdNdwdwd]
[1PHwdwdw]
[pdPdRdwd]
[dwdpdw0w]
[P$piw0Kd]
[dPdpdwdw]
[wdpGw0B!]
[dw4wdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdQHwdnd]
[dw)R)pdq]
[wdp$wgw0]
[dwdw)kdP]
[bdwdNdwd]
[dpGwdw)K]
[wdw)wdwd]
[dBdwdwdw]
w--------w

#2 (14+9)

No.5 Vasyl Dyachuk

Prize

idee & form 1996/97

No.6 Y. Rossomakho &  

V.Shanshin, 1st Prize

Uralski Problemist

#2* (7+9)

No.7 Wieland Bruch

1st Prize 

Moscow Tourney ‘99

#2*  (7+6)

No.8 Espen Backe

1st Prize

The Problemist 1998

#2  (12+11)

No.5 Vasyl Dyachuk, Prize, idee & form 1996/97  1.Rd5? (2.R7d6#) cxd5! (1...c5? 2.exf6#), 1.Rd4?
(2.R7d5#) c5!; 1.Rd3! (2.Rf3#), 1...Bxe5 2.R7d4#, 1...Bg5 2.Nd6#
No.6 Y.Rossomakho & V.Shanshin, 1st Prize, Uralski Problemist  1...bxc4 2.Qxc4#, 1...d5 2.cxb5#,
1.Ke4? (2.cxb5#), 1...bxc4 2.Qf2#, 1...d5+ 2.cxd5#, but 1...Ne2!; 1.Qf2! (2.Kd3#), 1...bxc4 2.Ke4#, 1...d5
2.Qf8#, 1...Nb4 2.Kd2#
No.7 Wieland Bruch, 1st Prize, Moscow Tourney ’99  Set: 1...N~ 2.Qc3#, 1...Qf8? (2.Qa3#), 1...Ba6
2.Rb4#, 1...Bb5 2.Rc6#, 1...B~ 2.Qc5#, 1...N~ 2.Qb4#, 1...Nb4 2.Qxb4#, but 1...Bxb3!; 1.Qe8! (2.Qa4#),
1...Ba6 2.Rb5#, 1...Bb5 2.Qxb5#, 1...B~ 2.Qb5#, 1...N~ 2.b4#, 1...Nb4 2.Rd6#
No.8 Espen Backe, 1st Prize, The Problemist 1998  1.Nxd5? (2.Rxc4#) f3!, 1.Re3? (2.Ne5#) Kc5!, 1.Rd6!
(2.Rxd5#), 1...f3 2.Ne6#, 1...Qc5 2.Qh8#

W________w
[nGndwdw4]
[dwdwdRdw]
[Pdwdk0Bd]
[dNDNdwdw]
[w)Pdrdw)]
[dw0wdw0w]
[Qdwdw0qd]
[Iwdwgbdw]
w--------w

No.9 Igor Agapov

1st Prize

Probleemblad 1996

#4                   (11+12)

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0pdw0wdw]
[wdw0Bdpd]
[)wdP)wdp]
[wdwdwdp)]
[0Pdwdw)P]
[wdNdw$wd]
[Iwdkdwdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dnhwdr0w]
[wdNdpdRd]
[dpdpdwdP]
[wdP)wiw4]
[dw0PdwHp]
[wdwdP)wG]
[dwgwdKdw]
w--------w

W________w
[wdwdndwd]
[dwdwhwdw]
[w$wdPdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[pdkdBdwd]
[dw)wdKdw]
[pdwGwdpd]
[dwdwdw!b]
w--------w

No.10 Oliver Ralík

1st Prize

PAT A MAT ‘91-’92

#5                      (11+9)

No.11 Y.Gorbatenko 

& V.Shavirin, 1st Prize

Uralski Problemist 1999

#5                    (11+12)

No.12 Yakov Vladimirov

1st Prize

Moscow Tourney ‘99

#4                       (7+8)

No.9 Igor Agapov, 1st Prize Probleemblad 1996  1.Qa5! (2.Nf4+ Rxf4 3.Nd4+ Rxd4 4.Qf5#), 1...Qh3
2.Nd4+ Rxd4 3.Nf4+ Rxf4 4.Qd5#, 1...Bd3 2.Ndc7+! Ke5 3.Nd4+ Kxd4/Kf4 4.Qc5/Qg5#, 2...Nxc7
3.Nxc7+, 1...Qf3 2.Nbc7+! Ke5 3.Nf4+ Kxf4/Kd4 4.Qg5/Qc5#, 2...Nxc7 3.Nxc7+, 2...Kd6 3.Ne8+.
No.10 Oliver Ralík, 1st Prize, PAT A MAT 1991-92  1.a6! (2.axb7 a6 3.b8Q a5 4.Qb5 5.Qf1#), 1...bxa6
2.Bc8 ~ 3.B(x)a6 Ne3+ Rf1#, 1...b6/b5 2.Bd7 ~ 3.B(x)b5, 1...dxe5 2.d6 ~ Bc4, 1...g5 2.Bf5 ~ 3.Bd3,
1...gxh3 2.Bxh3 ~ 3.Bf1 4.Ne3+ 5.Re2#


